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Opening Despite
Chilling Weather.

The Ponderous Horses Sent

the

By Our

Provincial Neighbors,
And the

Speedy Beauties Owned By
Nelson, of Waterville.

Bangob, Aug. 28.—Notwithstanding the
bad and cold weather, a great crowd attended the races at the Eastern Maine State Fair
this afternoon; the attendance being fully
The Banup to the opening day last year.
gor Band furnished excellent music during
the afternoon. The races were called at 2
o’clock. F. O. Bean of Bangor; E. L. Norcross of Manchaster, and Walter S.Jewett of
St. John, officiating as iudges.
The following are the summaries:
1200 I1EST 3*V G.
Wellington, Albiou.n. s. b. g. Free

2.40 CLASS-PURSE

POWDER

Trade..
C. H. Nelson, Waterville, n. s., b. s. Hero-

Pure.

Absolutely

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sow only in
Koval IUkino Powiikb Oo.. 106 Wall
ant.
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W. 0. Marshall, Belfast, n. s., b. s. Haroldson..
E. T. Monroe, Foxcroft, br. s. |Fred Jaith-
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'rime-2.37. 2.41,
3.00 class—purse *2E0.
F. S. Tilton, Augusta, n. s., b. g. Dudley

Buck.
Bangor, n. s., bk. m. Josie
Bates.
Ira F. Woodbury, Portland, u.s., Dm. Eveline.
H. E. Halt), Monroe, n. s., b. in. Emma
A..
Time—2.37V*, 2.38, 2.3914.
RUNNING RACE—PURSE $160, BEST 2
J. F. Gibbs,
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MILE HEATS.

E. Leroy Willis, St. John, N. B., n. s., b. g.
York town.
1 i
Peter CUoch, 8t. John, N. B., n. s., Mistletoe,2 2
Al. Smith, No. Swansea, iMass., n. s„ ch. g.

Dave..
Time—1.62*4,1.63.
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WELCH’S,
Congress Street.

4til

We have the finest and best wearing Gents’
$3.00 Slice to be found in Portland; pump soles,
plain or cap toe; see It, and you will buy no others.

Indies’ splendid Kid Common Sense Boots,
made from the softest French Kid finished stock
at the low price of $2.00. Call and see them.

J. P. WELCH, 421
aug7

Congress St.
sutf
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Portsmouths.10000000
Base bits—Manchesters, O; Portsmouths, 6.
Errors—Manchesters, 4; Portsmouths, 4.
Canadian Visitors.
The entries in every department are fully
up to the standard of previous years. In
the horse department they far exceed any-

thing

ever

Probably

known.

the most imof the day was the arrival of

portant event
the fNew Brunswick government stallions

in the Fir§t National
Rank Ruilding.
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GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
Ktlablished in IN4H.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
AJt kinds of property insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies. American and Foreign.
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WEATHER.

THE

29.

Washington, Aug.

Maine are fair and
weather, except nearly stationary temperature on the coast, winds variable, but generally westerly.
The indications lor

slightly

warmer

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Me., Aug. 28,1888.
|8AM | 8PM
Barometer.29.841 29.860
68.
Thermometer. 67.
PORTLAND,

Dew Point. 46.
66.
Humidity.
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172.

Velocity.
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Mean
Mean
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dally bar... 29.850 Maximum ther... .64.0
Minimum ther.50.0
dally ther...67.6
Max. vel. wind ...18NW
dally d'wpt..47.0
daily hum. ..69.0 Total preclp.0
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

JAug. 28,1888, 8.00 P.M.)
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number, Clydes, Percherons, Cleveland Bays
running and trotting stock. Seven of them

stallions,

the
two remaining
a
mare
and a colt.
Mr.
Harry
Quinton, who has care of the animals, arrived at noon.
Harry Wilkes leads the
splendid string of equines. He is one of the
most noted horses in America and is a representative of a famous line of trotting stock.
His sire was the celebrated Geo. Wilkes, 2.20.
Rosalind Wilkes, by Harry, recently trotted
in 2.15J, and Signal Wilkes, also by Harry,
has a record of 2.30. Harry is a magnificent
golden bay and weighs 1,245 pounds. He
was purchased by the New Bninswick government one year ago last March of Conn &
Pierce, of Kentucky, costing $1,500. His age
is 13 years. Coming to the heavy animals of
this string, first are the mammoth Clydesdale mare and her colt.
Site is a perfect
specimen of her race, a bay and weighs 1750
“She
wasn’t
stunted
in her growth,”
pounds.
remarked one of her admirers as he peered
intothedoor of her stall.
The colt was
dropped March 30,1888, and now weighs 050
pounds. The Knight of Chester, one of the
heaviest and handsomest stallions which
ever entered a stall, is a pure bred Clydesdale and weighs sixteen hundred pounds.
He is
jet black and his ebony coat
fairly glistens. Prior is another pure bred
Clydesdale stallion, a veritable model
of his kind, and weighs sixteen hundred
pounds. There are two, elegantiy formed
Cleveland Bays, stallions, one
Duke of
Cleveland, weighing 1420 pounds, and the
second, Lord Stansfield, 1380. Thellargest
animal in the stud and which is everywhere
noticeable because of his huge and towering
form, is the Percheron stallion Preffere. He
is |a perfect giant, and one of the largest if
not the largest in the country.
He weighs
1990 pounds, yet he is but five years old. An
ordinary sized horse standing by his side is
fairly dwarfed into insignificance. Zephyr,
is the second Percheron, six years old and
All of these heavy
weighs 1085 pounds.
horses are square built, low set and perfect
for draft purposes. A horse much noticed
in tlie government stud is the running stallion Sir Peter, imported from Kentucky. Beare
are
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School commenced its fall term this morning

eighty pupils, thirty-five being in the
entering class.
Thirty more are expected
witli

this week.
An Old Resident’s Suicide.
an

old resident of

is supposed to hare been the cause.
Sebago

Lake,

Sebago

Aug. 28.—It

was

Lake.
not ex-

pected that many shooters would be present
the first day at the State shoot. However
of the best shots in the State came on
the first train, among whom were A. S.
Alexender of Richmond, A. E. Dow of Portland, A. Q. Gould of Topsham, C. H. Winslow of Brunswick, A. R. Jenness and P. A.
some

Bradbury

of Fryeburg. Several local sportsmen: from this vicinity were present. The
sweepstake matches were first. Five single
straightaway birds; second, three pairs
double; third event, merchandise match.
The
wind
blew almost
a
gale and
the "blue rocks” puzzled the best shots, and

high scores were made although
shooting averaged well. The best score
no

very

taic mcivimimiBc

uiuiuu was

siw, xj,

x

the
in

4—incut}

singles and five pair doubles, C. H. Winslow’s
score being the best.
To-morrow a large
number of the best shots in Portland have
signified their intention to be present—and
the day will be a lively one in trap-shooting.
The matches will commence at 10 a. ui.
Patriachs at Waterville.

Waterville, Aug. 28.—Waterville

tliaro

excellent exhibitions by private
parties from the Provinces.

Division, No. 3, Capt. Granville Blake;
King Division, No. 4, Augusta, Capt. Fred

Nelson’s Beauties.

H. Owen; Batli Division, No. 5, Capt. Geo.
H. Clarke.

siflpfi
are
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C. H. Nelson, of Waterville, has fourteen
horses on the grounds, more than any other
breeder in the State, and no equine stock
here creates more interest than these ani.
mals. Everybody has heard of the famous
bay stallion Nelson, with a record with a
record of 2.21$, and he is attended the larger
part of the time by a group of admirers.
People never tire of looking at him, and Mr.
Nelson may well be proud of him, as he
doubtless is. Dictator Chief, another bay
stallion, with a record of 2.26?, comes next.
Aubine, a sleek brown mare, with a record
of 2.27$, is third.
She recently won second
money in the free-for-all race at Augusta.
is
a
Herollght
bay stallion, and one of the
1'his anihandsomest in Mr. Nelson’s stud.
mal just started in a race at Augusta a few
days since, in the race for green horses,
the
distanced
and
a
field,
making
record of 2.38$. lied Hawk, by Red Wilkes,
out of the dam of Dictator Chief, is a tine
showing colt, four years old. Wilkes is a
He is the sire of
five-year-'du bay stallion,

the colt that followed his dam around the
track last year.
Next is the chestnut stallion May Prince, by Kentackv Prince, ne
is half brother to Guy, 2.14$. lie is 1C hands
higlu finely gaited, and hut five years old.
Griffin is a bay stallion, 1C hands high, and
Mr. Nelson says he has showed 2.30 this
year. He was entered in the races here, but
having struck himself wiH probably not
start.
Brilliant is a brown stallion, by
Young Rolfe, out of the dam of Bay, 2.27.
acts
like
He
the
rest
of
his
Mefamily, and is a very fast colt.
chanic is a black stallion, three years old,
by Dictator Chief. Edna is a three year old
bay fillly, by the same sire, the Gretchen.
Hazel is a promising two year old filly by
Wilkes. Col. Osgood is a bav stallion, a
yearling, by Wi'kes. Nelson will be exhibited during the meeting at speed. He is looking finely and has been hooked to a sulky but
five times this year. This fifth time was last
Saturday on the Waterville track, where he
trotted in 2.28, making the last half in 1.11,
showing that he still retains his speed.

gay today, the grand

DR- WEED’S

CASE.

The

Testimony

All in and the Argu-

ments Begun.

field day

was

1st
Regiment Uniform Rank Knights Pythias of
Maine. On arrival the Knights reported at
headquarters at Knights of Pythias Hall.
The Brigade Band of Lewiston discoursed
delightful music at Monumental Park from
11 to 12. The several commands reported at
headquarters at 11.40 in fatigue dress, when
the regiment formed and marched to the
skating rink where a banquet was served by
Caterer Murray of Wateiville.
The busi
ness meeting was held in the forenoon, and
the parade in the afternoon was a great success. The following divisions were here and
participated in the grand parade and other
festivities: Damon Division, No. 1, LewisIon, Captain George H. Cobb; Belfast Division, No.2, Capt. M. W. Welch; Auburn

of the

Injured at Bar Harbor.
Harbor, Aug. 28.—Elmer Curtis, of
Harrington, a joiner, fell from the roof of a
cottage today, injuring his spine and cutting
his face. The physicians are not able to determine how severe an injury was sustained.
Bab

AUCUSTA’S NEW CHURCH.
Dedication of the New Catholic
fice on

Edi-

Washington Street.

Augusta, Aug. 28.—Never was an out of
door ceremony favored with better weather
than that which greeted the exercises at the
laying of the corner stone of the new Catholic church on Washington street, this after-

large number of visitors were
present aside from the large number of
clergymen from other places, who were in
attendance. Delegations came from Biddeford, Waterville, Lewiston, Keene, N. H.,
The church was
Montreal and Quebec.
prettily decorated in the national colors,
The following clergymen were present:
James A. Healy, Bishop of Portland; T. G.
Plante, tiie pastor; Edward F. Hurley, Wiu.
tlirop; Michael M. McDonough, Whltefield;
Charles W. Doherty, Augusta; Richard W.
Phelan, Rockland; A. D. Locroix, Waterville ; J. W. Morphy, V. G., Portland, formerly pastor of St. Mary’s, Augusta; John
O’Brien, Bath ; Daniel W. Murphy, Dover,
N. H ; Edward Me,Sweeney, Jeremiah McCarty, Gardiner; Narcissus Charland,
Waterville. After a selection by the band
the Bishop blessed the holy water which
noon.

A

stood on a small table near the cross, and
which was to be used in sprinkling the
Rev. Father Charwalls of the building.
land then delivered the sermon of the day in
French. At the close of Father Charland’s
flia Dl'uhnn ma/ln

Q

Bangor, Aug. 28.—The ease of Dr. Weed
was resumed at 9 o’clock this morning in the
Supreme Court at Bangor. Before the Weed
case was resumed Albert G. Sellon was arraigued for the murder of Jerry Sinclair and
responded not guilty to the indictment. The
bail was renewed, the same bondsmen appearing and the sum being fixed at 85000 as
before.
A number of witnesses were examined in
the Weed case who testified to points of no
importance.
James Gilman of Newport,
said he was asked to go to ride by Clarence

Whitney

about two years ago and, during
the ride, he told Whitney about Peter Bennett’s money and said he kept it in a trunk
in the bouse.
Howard Grant, watchman at the Bangor
ail said he saw a
piece of paper outside of
Whitney s cell on one occasion and noticed
that it was being pulled along and into Foster’s cell, which was close by.
Turnkey
of the jail, said Foster
had made a plan of l>r. Weed’s office* preyious to the arrest of Dr. Weed and before
he or W'hitney had been allowed to commu-

Hathaway

nicate with each other.
Chesley Gilman said he called at Dr.
Weed’s office the night before the robbery to
have him attend a sick mau, and the doctor
told him he could not go that night as he had
other business.
Clarence Whitney’s father testified that he
called on Dr. Weed at his office after the ariest of nis son and in response to his question if Clarence had been there the night before the robbery, he said he had.

At the close of the bishop’s address a
choir composed of clergymen, led by Fathers
Jleeelle of Saccarappa, and Durgee of Bidde-

ford, chanted the Latin hymn, “Veni Creator Spiritus." An offering was taken during the chant, at the close of which the
clergy marched in procession to the corHere a beautiful white
ner of the church.
marble corner stone, the gift of Mr. H. M.
Faught, was blessed by the Bishop and
sprinkled with holy water. Several psalms
were then chanted and the stone placed in
position, with appropriate ceremony. The
priests then marched in procession about
the

SLUICEWAYS FOR POLITICAL REVENUE.
Senator Hale Tells of the Recent Investigation by His Committee.

Regards

A Democrat who

the

Civil

Service Bill as a Curse.

Features of Some

Lively

Discussion

Among tho Senators Yesterday.

Washington, Aug. 28.—The Senate today
considered the conference report on the sunery civil appropriation bill, and was addressed at considerable length by Senator Allison
in explanation of it, and in a general defence
of the action of the Senate appropriation
committee and of the Senate itself, as contrasted with that of the House.
Senator Hale said that one by one the Illusions about the present administration had
faded;

one

by

one

its

pretensions

were ex-

The speech of the Senator from
ploded.
Iowa had exploded the assumption that the
present administration was on economical
one.
Almost every department f the government cost the people more today than under former administrations, and it was a fortunate tiling that the Senator from Iowa had
exposed one of the shams and pretences under which the administration was sailing.
There were other pretences and shams which
should be exposed.
For a time the administration sailed under the pretence of being a

civil service administration.
Never was
there an administration that made wholesale
removals like tills, or that so prostituted its
offices
to
the uses of
party politics.
Never had there been in the history of the
government any such instance of the power
of an administration used to break down
malcontents and protestants in its own party. The testimony taken by the committee
of which he had the honor to be chairman,
in the State of Pennsylvania, showed that
every kind of discipline had been brought to
bear to break down the forces resisting the
administration in the person of Mr. Randall.
Nothing that could be brought to bear in the
way of patronage, but what was bestowed to
nay men for deserting the standard of Raudall so that the administration might
carry
that State. Post offices and custom houses
had been turned into sluiceways through
which might run contributions for partisan
purposes. Yet the President had iisued a
new order that the civil service rules must
be enforced with greater strength and vigor
than before.
When the fishery treaty was rejected, the
President had come in with a message assuming some new grounds.
The Senator
from Iowa had shown that the administration had expended $95,000,000 more than its
predecessor, and when this exposure should
reach the country, we might be treated to a
message from the President, declaring that
there must be more economy, holding, perhaps, that less money ought tc be paid for
pensions to soldiers and their wives and
children. Senator Hale concluded Ills remarks by citations from the list of public
building bills vetoed by Cleveland, inentiontioniug those for Allentown and Youngs-

town, Ohio; Sioux City, Iowa; Columbus,
Ga.; Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Bar Harbor.
With one exception, these were large and
growing places in Northern Republican
States. Contrasted with these were bills
for buildings in Greenville, S. C.; Helena,
Ark., and other cities and towns with
smaller
which
had
populations,
not been
vetoed
President.
by the
Senator Beck said that, with the exception
of two years, we had had a Democratic
House of Representatives during all the time
covered by the statement submitted by Senator Allison, which had taken very great
care that all administrations
should be
economical. What had been spent since the
Democratic administration came into power
had been well expended, .he thought, with
one or two exceptions, and the people knew
what had been done with the money. When
money had been spent for the navy, we had
got a navy to show- for it. Prior to this Democratic administration, hundreds of millions
had been spent, and we got nothing.
We
fthe Democrats] had no Star routes, no post
traderships, and no venality that we know
of. But we were spending annually $90,000,ivi

pcuouiua, tmu,

uic

A

icMlU'lll

a

report.

lteplying, Senator Hale said he would not
take the gentleman from Kentucky as his
model. The testimony taken before the committee was all printed, and he denied that he
had been taking testimony in secret.
Every
particle taken before the committee had
been taken within open doors, and would all
be n resented to the Senate, and the Sunnt.rtra
would liave an opportunity to examine it.
The work was not yet done by any manner
of means.
Senator Sherman reviewed the course of
trade since 1885 to show that the balance of
trade was now against us. Senator Beck denied this.
The Senate adjourned without action.

church, chanting psalms

and

sprinkling

the'Walls with holy water.
Returning to
the auditorium, the Bishop blessed the conexercises
closed.
the
gregation and
There is a diversity of opinion in Ottawa
to whether the retaliation measure now
before Congress would meet the object it is
Prominent officials of
intended to reach.
as

the customs department stated that there
would be no difficulty in evading the law intended to prevent transit of Canadian goods
thrsugh United States territory in bond to
foreign markets, as shippers, instead of consigning to foreign purchasers direct,- would
nominally sell in bond to an agent residing
in the States, who would warehouse and
then ship in bond to the intended destination.
Fire yesterday morning destroyed a sixstory building at the corner of John and
Botts street, Cincinnati, occupied by Herman
Klein & Son, as a stocking manufactory.
Loss, $100,000; insurance, $00,000.

Mr.

McKinley’s Trip.

Congressman McKinley has returned from
his trip to Georgia.
He was met by news
from his invalid wife that called him at once
to his home at Canton, Ohio. Mr. McKinley
had expected to go to Maine this week to
take part in the campaign, but the serious
illness of his wife will prevent. Mr. McKinley’s visit to Atlanta was in every way a success so far as increasing respect for the Republican party and its doctrines was concerned. It was feared by Southern people
here that McKinley might make a serious
attack upon Southern methods of the Democracy in his speech, and the Democrats are
greatly gratified at the moderate and conservative tone of his address.
It Is safe to say
that Mi. McKinley made for himself and his
party many friends as a result of his Southern trip.
Pensions to Maine People.
The

following

Maine

pensions

have been

granted:
ORIGINAL, INVALID.
Beni- R. Foss, Lee.
Winslow H. Webber, Bangor.
•Joseph C. Cotton, navy, Rockland.
Chas. L Woodman, navy, Ellsworth.

Benjamin Bagley, Dexter.
Franklin 8. Sawyer. Greenville.

RESTORATION AND INCREASE.

John W. Uonld, deceased, Milo.
INCREASE.

Fatriek Dyer, National Military Home.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS.
Amite

Creary, Chlpman and Hitt.
Mr. Grosvenor, of Ohio, stated frankly in

the House today that he liad an engagement
to make speeches In Maine. He was granted
the desired leave.
The resolution offered by Mr. Hoar last

amendment thereto offered
Friday, with
by Mr. Edmunds, was taken up and agreed
an

It asks the Presito in the Senate today.
dent lor copies of communications, if any,
addressed to the government of Great Britain
remonstrating against the treatment of
Ampripon vouaalc in Pamiriinn

E., widow of Franklin Wood, Wintlirop.
widow of John W. Gould, Milo.

Lucy M.,

Notes.

Colonel Lament says that if the President
lias made a $10,000 subscription to the campaign fund, he doesn't konw of it. Still the

panala

T he Republican Senators will hold a caucus at Senator Edmund’s house Thursday,
and the tariff will be presented.
SEARCHING
The

PARTIES

OUT.

Disappearance of Mrs. W. A.
Paul, of Lewiston,

Lewiston, Aug. 28.—Mrs. Paul, wife of
W. A. Paul, of the firm of -E. S. Paul & Co.,
of this city, left her home at about 6 o’clock
last night, and has since been missing. Mrs.
Paul has not been very well, and is supposed
to be deranged.
Searching parties were organized as soon as her friends became
alarmed. The searchers last night remained
out until 1 o’clock. Capt. George D. Armstrong, who was one of the number, says
that they tramped it with lanterns along
the whole bank of the river, through the
cemetery, and along the roads far into the
country.
At 2 p. m. today, the fire alarm from box
36 was pulled in, according to a previous arrangement between the Mayor and the chief
engineer, by which the fire department was
notified not to respond.
In reply to this
alarm the messengers of sympathy responded, and the people Tgatherea in a throng,
which testifies to the helpfulness of the good
It was a good sight to
people of this city.
see the way folks responded.
For half an
hour the searching party was organized on
Haymarket square. Mayor Little gave what
direction he could to the party. Mr. Alvin
Fowles, of E. S. Paul & Co., had charge of

the routes of the searching teams. Two four
horse barges, each filled with boys and men,
started first—one out College street, and the
other out Sabatis street. Nearlv a score of
slugle an<l double turnouts followed.
The
square was crowded with people, and it was
no task to find people willing to help.

Supposed

to be Suicide.
*
[Special to the Press.l

at the gate house has been shut off and the
canals emptied. A thorough search in the

surrounding territory having proved futile,
it is now thought that the woman must have
committed suicide by drowning.
Fires are
being lighted along the canal and river
banks.
CANADA TO BLAME.
Dominion

Politician

on

the

En-

forcement of the Treaty.

Tobonto, Aug. 28.—Hon. M. Laurier,
leader of the opposition in the Dominion
Parliament, closed a series of addresses to
the electors of Ontario, at St, Thomas last
night. Referring to President Cleveland’s
message asking from the Senate additional
pawers to enable him to enforce retaliation
against Canada, Laurier said that if we are
met with the state of things with which we
are threatened, it is due to the vicious policy
of the Canadian government in administrating the rights secured to us by the treaty of
1818. If the government had followed a
more friendly cause, there would not have
been any unfriendly feeling today.

Foreign

PRICE THREE CENTS.

STATE.

EMPIRE

IN THE

Republican* at Saratoga Nominate
Miller for Governor
In a Convention

Marked

High

License Plank

Adopted, and

For Governor—Warner Miller, of Brooklyn.
Lieutenant Governor—8. V. B. Cruger, or New
York.
Judge of tile Court of Appeals—Judge Bainsey,
of 8teuben County.
Klectors-at-Large—Win. H. Seward, of Cayuga
county; James F. Btranahan, of Kings county.
Saratoga, Aug. 28.—A Hood of delegates
to the Republican State convention poured
into Saratoga yesterday. The railroad trains
were quadrupled in size, and yet wheti the
railway cars rolled into Saratoga they were
filled with the delegates, and the platforms
were black with them.
Hundreds of Republicans, not delegates, arrived to witness the

What

was

especially noticeable about the

garnering was me goou numor or every republican and his confidence that the State
and National Republican ticket will sweep
the State. Great enthusiasm was manifested
whenever the names of Harrison and Morton
were mentioned.
There was a general testimony that the Republican party had not been
so united In the State since the days of the
Lincoln campaign in 18G0. Tarty dissension,
the cause largely of party defeat in recent
years, it was reported, had disappeared.
Party harmony, so essential to success in the
State, was revealed by the fact that there
was only one contesting delegation before
the convention—that from Albany county.
The discussion of the high license plank
oversahdowed the talk about the candidates
so completely that one might have thought
that the
Republican delegates had come to
Saratoga solely to discuss the party’s principles and not also to make nominations for
the State offices.
Many of the delegates
thought the innovation a good one. Ordinarily ail the talk among them is about candidates, and the party platform is neglected or
is regarded with indifference.
“Itiis important,” said Col. F. D. Grant to a
friend, "that we should have a State issue,
and this one of high license seems an excellent one. I hope it will be made.”
Senator Hiscock was of the same opinion,
and said: “We cannot afford to dodge this
high license issue, and we have no inclination to do so. Wherever, last fall, we dodged
It in any assembly district we lost votes by
doing so. We must have a straight-out, unmistakable declaration for high license, and
I am in favor also of indorsing the action of
the Republican legislature in passing the
high license bill which was vetoed by Governor

was

equally

“We shall make high
We could not afford to
quibble or vacillate upon the question. Many
temperance Republicans who have been
voting the Prohibition ticket for several
years past have already returned to the Republican party in consequence of the passage
of a high license bill by the Republican legislature. If we should adopt a high license
plank I should look to our getting one-third
of the present Trohibition vote.”
Many of the leaders of the Republican partv in New York
city favored adopting a high

positive.
license a

He said:

State issue.

Notes.

Japan advices of the 10th inst., have just
been received at Victoria, B. C. llong Kong
was to be declared an infected port the day
after the steamer Albany sailed.
The inundation in the Miniano province was of a
serious character and 150 houses at Ibijibigamin warn narripd nivnv and fiftn wpra

The Convention.
Convention Hall, Saratoga, N. Y.,
Aug. 28.—The State Republican convention
assembled in the Casino at noon today to
nominate candidates for Governor, lieutenant governor, judge of the Court of Appeals
and four electors at-large. It was but a few
minutes past 12 o'clock when the assemblage
was called to order.
Rev. Mr. Leach of Albany invoked the divine blessing.
General
Benjamin F. Tracy of Brooklyn, was made
temporary chairman and addressed the convention. The delivery of Mr. Tracy’s address lasted over an hour.
Motions were
submitted and adopted providing for the appointment by the chair of the committees on
credentials, permanent organization, resolutions and electors-at-large.
A recess until 4
o’clock was then taken.
At 4.30, the convention reassembled when
Gen. Geo. S. Batcheller, of Saratoga, was
made permanent chairman.
He eulogized
the Republican party as the one representing the best patriotism of the people. At the
closeof his speech.Wm. H. Seward, of Cayuhu vuuuij,
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were chosen electors at-large.
Resolutions
respect to the memory of Gen. Sheridan and
of condolence to his widow were adopted in
silence by a rising vote.
Senator Sloan then
nominated Hon.

Warner

Miller for

Governor,

and

he was

chosen by acclamation. Mr. Miller accepted
the honor in a brief speech.
The other

Bay.
Henry W. Kelley was arrested at New Bedford yesterday for mingling Paris green with

nominations were made as follows:
Lieut. Governor—Col. Van Rensselaer Cruger,
of New York.
Judge of the Court of Appeals—Judge Ramsey,
of Steuben county.
The committee on resolutions reported.
The platform adopted endorses the Chicago
platform and the nominees, and the action of
the Republican Senators in Congress in rejecting the fisheries treaty with Great
Britain. It declares in favor of a foreign
policy which, while equitable, shall brook
no
from
indignity
on
any
power
earth
on
and,
fair
by
insisting
play on land and sea shall, through justice,
ensure peace with all nations.
It applauds
the efforts of Republicans to enact laws for
the best interest of the people, as shown by
the last legislature in the reduction of State
taxation, and by its investigation of trusts
and combinations.
It declares in favor of
the purity of the ballot, advocates the payment by the State of legitimate expenses for
ballots and their distribution, and severe
punishment for bribery and fraud at elections.
Gov. Hill is censured for vetoing a
measure calculated to
purify the ballot and
the act for increasing license lees. The platform approves the position of the
Republicans in the legislature upon the
liquor question, and affirms the necessity for the enforcement of laws preventing the importation of contract labor and for the revision of
naturalization and immigration laws. The
enactment of prison laws to prevent the labor of convicts from competing witli that of
wage-workers is favored.
After a brief address by Col. Cruger, the

The Congressional committee investigating
the alleged violations of labor and immigra-

POLITICS IN MAINE.

stroyed,

50

people perishing.

A despatch from Quebec says that fifteen
of the seventeen men on the steamer Bratzberg, which grounded at Cape Chatte, Saturday, were drowned while attempting to land.
The captain and two lady passengers had
previously landed.
Hon. John Thompson, minister of justice,
received a cablegram from Lord Salisbury
last night, stating that the Queen had created him a knight for the active part he took
in framing tbe defunct fisheries as legal adviser to the British commissioners.
Both
Thompson and Foster, who attended the commission as minister of fisheries, applied for
the distinction but only Thompson got it.

CENERAL NEWS.
Delaware Draocrats yesterday renominated John B. Pennington for Congress.
Cholera is reported to be raging in Presque
Isle county, Michigan, with the people dying
like

sheep.

Gen. Harrison made a short excursion into
Canadian territory yesterday from Put-in-

his wife

s

food.

tion laws resumed its
ton this morning.

investigations

The twelfth annual encampmen t of the
New Hampshire Veterans association commenced yesterday in Weirs at Camp George
H. Chandler.
At six o’clock Monday evening the official
yellow fever report for the day at Jacksonville, Florida, was ten new cases, nine recoveries and three deaths. Up to the time of
the report there had been 110 cases and 17
deaths. Sixty-two patients are now under
treatment.
The southern part of Indiana has been visited by much the severest rain of the year.
All tho creeks and rivers have become
great
and destructive torrents, flooding corn
fields,
sweeping away fences, stacks of wheat and
hay and carrying off a great deal of valuable
timber. The fruit crop has also suffered.
A railroad collision occurred Afonday near
Krum, (X) mile west of Burlington, Iowa, between an extra and a construction train. The
engine of the extra train and ten cars were
totally wrecked. The roadmaster and two
other men were killed and a number of others

injured.

It is stated in Lincoln, Illinois, that William Scully, alias Lord Scully the alien Illinois landlord, will offer his farms for sale
and dispose of all his property in the State.
By tbe enforcement of the alien land law
Scully’s system of "rack renting” has been
lxtvvb-xxti

itrt
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convention adjourned.

in Bos-

umr

An Anti-Catholic Political society was organized in Minneapolis six months ago, by
some men well known in political circles,
who have been so energetic in introducing
the new movement that they now claim that
it has extended to every portion of the city.
The order has a division in every ward of
the city and one of the men who is soliciting
members told a reporter that there were
about 8,000 members.
There was a discouraging exodus of guests
of the Larkin Hotel, at Watch Hill, It. I.,
last week, due to the sickness of several children believed to have scarlet fever. A medical examination has been made and the report states that the disease was not scarlet
fever, nor contagious, but might have resulted from childish recklessness in diet.
The official report of the world’s harvest,
made in Vienna, shows that the wheat crop
in Italy, France, Great Britain and Russian
Podolta, is from 20 to 25 per cent, below the
average, and in Austria, Hungary, Southeastern Europe and Egypt Iron 7 to 30 per
Ihe barley crop in
cent above the average.
Great. Britain, Austria, Hungary,France and
1
to
25 per cent.
from
In
Egypt is deficient
Germany there is an average crop.

Judge Symonds of Portland, who is one of
the trustees of the J. Winslow Jones Packto Buckfield Friday last
ing Company, went
at the instance of farmers of that town who
had planted sweet corn for the factory.
Many of them had got a iittle uneasy about

A
who was responsible for the payment.
full meeting was held at Reform Hall. Their
stated and explanations
were
grievances
made, resulting in a satisfactory amendment.
The farmers voted unanimously to stand by
their contract and deliver their corn.

Collector

Torrey of Bath Predicts
Big Majority for Burleigh.

a

Boston, Aug. 28.—F. B. Torrey, collector
of customs at Bath, Me., sat in the corridor
at Young’s this morning, on his way from
New York. He talked about politics with
the Record man.
“Maine will go strong for Burleigh. Nome
of my fellow Democrats expect a gain, but I
see where
Prohih Ifinnicfo

don’t

would help

it will
molru

come
•>

from unless

clmnn

momiDg.

Mr. Hawkes Declines.
The following letter has been received by

the

Republican City

Committee:
PORTLAND, Aug. 28, 1888.
//. tl. Jiriyga, Kaq., Chairman of the Hrpobflean
CUy Committee:
Mu lluur

Alvin Record for Representative.
[Special to the Press.]
Livermore Falls, Aug. 28.—The Republicans of East Livermore held the largest
caucus ever held In this town at Q. A. R.
Hall, Livermore Falls this afternoon. J. F.
Jefferds, chairman of the town committee
called the meeting to order.
R. C. Boothby
was chosen moderator, and Dr. C. E. Knight
secretary. The committee appointed to receive, sort and count votes for nomination
of representative to the legislature, reported
the whole number of votes 116; necessary for
Alvin Record had 70, and amid
a choice, 59.
applause was declared the Republican nominee for representative to the legislature.
As
the

vote

was

declared,

Mr. C.

Politics at Liverrr ore Falls.
f Special to the Press.]
Livermore

Falls, Aug. 28.—Republi-

politics here just now. The Republicans
formed a campaign club last week and
Wednesday evening of this week will dedinew

headquarters in

Loring

The Democrats have a Hag raising WedHon. J. Sterling Morton
nesday evening.
of Nebraska will speak.

I..

_—_

yours,

James F. If a week.

Political Notes.
There was a Republican flag raising at
Watervllle last night.
The speakers were
Theodore Birnard of Biddeford, I*. X. Angier of Lewiston, Prof. A. W. Small and Levi Lasbus of Waterville.
O. M. Cummings of Norway, carried about
twenty members of the Harrison and Morton club to Lewiston Saturday evening, to
hear James G. Blaine speak.
The club is
wide awake. Men who have been considered
Democrats heretofore have joined the club,
and wear the Republican uniform.
Norway
Democrats don’t want free trade.—[Oxford
Democrat.
Many prominent Republicans from various
parts of Oxford county attended the meeting
of the
Republican county committee at Elm
House hall, Norway, Tuesday evening. They
reported the Republican outlook to be very
promising throughout the county.
The Republicans of Andover have nominated Frank P. Thomas lor the
legislature.
They adopted this resolution: Resolved,
that the flrst concern of all good government
is the virtue and sobriety of the people, and
the purity of their homes.
We, as Republicans, cordially sympathize with all wise and
well directed efforts for the promotion of

temperance

and

morality.

Albany Republicans have nominated for
representative Cyrus Kneeland, proprietor of
the Albany Basins House,
lie is a good

man.

The

Auburn

Republicans met at

their

headquarters Monday evening, and formed a
campaign company of fifty members. The
comDany will appear in uniform.
Capt.
George Tufts is commander, and wiil choose
his lieutenants very soon.

A club was also

organized Monday evening, at Barker Mill,
to be known as the Barker Mill
Company.
The captain is John Woodrowe, and the com
pany numbers 73 men.
In addition to this,
the district sent a delegation of twenty or
more

to swell

the

ranks of the tail hat and

duster brigade. Capt. F. H. Storah
commanding. The tall hat and linen duster
brigade numbers about 75 men. The Ara
linen

Cushman
campaign club numbers now 115.
This gives Auburn a total of almost 300 men
who will
appear in uniform. Then the Auburn Republican glee club numbers about
40,
and is on the increase.
The advertised Democratic “mass meeting at North Turner Thursday evening, resulted in a collapse. F. K. Foster of Massachusetts, who was booked to speak there on
that occasion, came to town, but had to drive
several miles out of his way to find the committee, and then the united efforts of all
concerned were not sufficient to
get an audience large enough to warrant
lighting the
hall. At 8.30 they adjourned w lthout dale.
A Republican campaign club has been organized in Belfast, with Dr. J. M Fletcher
chairman, and Mr. J. W. Waterman secretary. It was voted to buy 100 uniforms, consisting of blue capes with white facings, and
naval caps; also 100 torches. A young men’s
Republican club is to be organized in Belfast
this week. The members will be uniformed,
the suits being similar to those of the adult
club, with the addition of leggins.
The following Republican nominations for
representatives in the Legislature are reported : Chesterville, Everett F. Dyke; Old Orchard, Charles H. Fiske: China, John A.
Woodsum; Albany.Cyrus Kneeland; Andov-

Frank P. Thomas.
Fiske starts on bis New England
campaign today.
He speaks In Portland
Sept. 6th.
The following Democratic nominations for
representatives to the Legislature have been
made: Gray, Vinton E. Grank; Paris, Chas.
E. Waterman; Andover, T. Poor.
Chas. E. Waterman, of Paris, has been
nominated for representative on the Democratic, Prohibition and Labor tickets.
er,

Gen.

Tlu> KAlinhlinana

of tha Phlnn

A

lkl«n_a

Chelsea class, at a caucus in China Saturday
afternoon, on the first ballot nominated for
representative John A. Woodsum, the prominent hay dealer.
The Republican rally at Old Orchard next

Wednesday

will

be addressed

by

Hon.

James G. Blaine, Hon. Thomas B. Reed,
Hon. R. E. Frazier, of Michigan, and Gen.

Adam E. King, of Maryland.
At a caucus of the Republicans of the town
of Wales, Alden Moulton was nominated
to serve as representative to the Legislature.
At a Republican caucus of the Republicans
of Old Orchard, Saturday evening, Charles
H. Fiske was nominated as candidate for the
Legislature for the representative class
composed of Limington, Lyman and Old

Orchard.
At a Democratic caucus at Gray Saturday
evening, Vinton E. Frank was nominated by
acclamation as candidate for representative
to the Legislature from the classified towns
of Gray and New Gloucester.
Mr. Frank Willard Kimball, a native and
former resident of

Augusta,

is

do<ng

some

good work for Harrison and Morton on the
Pacific Slope. He will be on the stump in
California until October, when he wiil go to

Ohio and Michigan, to engage in
the campaign in those States.
A correspondent writes: William Burns,
of Easton, a life-long Democrat, emphatically declares that he shall vote the straight
Republican ticket in the coming election.lie
says that free trade is too much for him.
George D. Hatch, of the same town, who was
always a Democratic until two years ago
when he joined the Prohibitionists, has now
joined the Republican ranks.
He says he
shall use his vote and influence against free
trade. Another voter in the same town,who
has been a Probitionist, also positively says
that
he shall vote
the
Republican
ticket and against free trade.
Several others in the same town who have hitherto
been
against the
Republicans will undoubtedly record themselves against Demo•
cratic free trade.
BASE BALL.

were

played yesterday:

League

AT NEW YOBK.

Innings.1 23460789
Bostons.0 0000101 x- 2
New Yorks.0 00000000—0
Base hits— Bostons, 6; New Yorks. 6. Errors
-Bootoiis.2; New Yorks, 2. Batteries—Clarkson
and Kelly, Titcomb and Murphy.
AT WASHINOTON.

Innings.1
FhiladeTpbias.2

,2

o

3466789
000340 x— 9

Washingtons. 002000000—2
Base hits—Phlladelphias.10; Washingtons, 3.
Errors -Philadelphian, 2; Washingtons, 8.
Batterles—Sanders and Schriver. Widiier and Mack.
At

i/iiinuiii

23456789
0 1 0 4 2
1 X—10
10010000— s
Base hits—Detroit*. 14; Indianapolis, 10. Errors—Detroit*. 3; Indianapolis, 6. Batteries—
Scheffler and Bennett, Healey and Dally.
.1
.1

_

1

Indianapolis.l

AT CHICAGO.

Innings.1 23466789
Pittsburgs.3 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 x— 9
Chicago*.0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0— 2
Base hits—Pittsburgs, 7; Chicago*, 5. Errors
—Pittsburgs 7; Chicago*. 9. Batteries—Btalev
and Miller, Borcbers and Daly.

England League.

New
The New

day resulted

England League games yester-

as

follows:

WORCESTER.
Worcesters, 1; Lowells, 0.
Base hits—
Worcesters, 5; Lowells, 5. Errors—Worcesters, 14; Lowells, 0.
Batteries—O’Connell
and Terrien, Burns and Murphy.
AT

At

innings.
At

Other Carries.
1C; Baths, 4; six

Oardiner-Oardiners,

Philadelphia-Athletics.

vines. 3.

5;

Louis-

At

Brooklyn Brooklyns,

At

Baltimore—baltimores,

At

Cleveland—St. Louis, 5;| Clevelands,

3.

12 ;Kansas

Cltys,

1; Cincinnatis,
2.

Notea.
I he Kezar Kalis
club, Saturday, Aug. 25,
defeated the Freedom, Vi. H., cub,
composed
principally of players from Boston, it a very
exciting game by a score of 18 to 11.
Kezar
rails struck a streak of
batting in the 5th
-■ngwh.ch won the game. Tae attendance

—The Sentinels, of South Portland, play
Kezar Falls Saturday, Sept 1st.

at

Democratic

Party.
That

Vainly

Betray

Motives

Hidden.

I Hon. T. B, Keed la N. Y. Tribune.)
It is astonishing how difficult it is In this
world to get things called
by their right
names, and yet the names are not the essential things except as affording short and concise terms which enable you to designate the
objects without circumlocution. The horse
has a different name in every language and
yetis the same animal to every eye.’The
difficulty of getting the true names attached
to things is much enhanced when the true
name reveals sinister designs.
No criminal,
for instance, likes to have his action desin
It
is
much
cribed
easier to
legal terms.
get the photograph of an honest man than
the countenance of one who is to adorn a
consecrated to study by detectives.
gallery
The sitter in the last case goes into contortions which at once spoil his beauty and
render his identification difficult. Nevertheless, whether the face is in repose or in motion the same man Is in front of the camera.
So with ideas and principles, the esseutlal
thing is to get at the verities under whatever
name they may be called.
In this campaign the
purpose of the President’s friends is to break down protection by
slow degrees; no slower, however, than is
absolutely necessary for the success of the
plan. In order to do this they commenced
at the beginning of this session of
operations
Conirress hv Intrusting t.na formation of a
bill to reduce the tariff to a committee, at the
head of which was Mr. Mills, of Texas. As
soon as the country was thoroughly aroused
to the nature of the bill, its framers and supporters found that there was so strong a
feeling in favor of protection throughout the
country and within their own party that they
have latterly taken upon tnemselves the
task, not only of denying the tendencies of
their bill, but of denying their own intentions. When the meeting of ratification in
New York took place the feeling was so
strong that large job lots of Congressmen
were sent over to that city to asseverate the
contrary of wnat amid the great applause of
their fellow members they had declared on
the floor of the House. The notable Instance
of Mr. Mills will be touched upon later in
detail.
All of them seemed to be anxious not to be
called free traders. They seemed after the
launching of their craft to have the same
dread lest it should be christened The Free
Trader as did Grover Cleveland when he
wrote the one-topic message which proposed
the plans and laid the keel. It becomes,
therefore, highly Important to find out what
these gentlemen say in what, under our
American newspaper system of reporting the
doings of Congress, is the profound and confidential secrecy of the House debates. We
must put the camera upon them at moments
when they did not expect to be put into the
gallery to be examined by all good citizens.
The faces will be more natural than when
they are contorted for the stump, after the
discovery that the people do not want “free
trade,’’ under whatever name the odor of it
may be given forth.

Of course no one will expect that these
gentlemen will wear their hearts on their
sleeves and boldly announce in precisely the
language which will be most dangerous to
them and their party the views they really
possess and mean to put into action, it is
only in their Incidental talk that they use the
phrases which reveal the ultimate goal of
their designs. Out of some of the very
speeches which are carefullv prefaced with
denials of free-trade tendencies crop the in-

dications which show what is below. These
things pervade every speech delivered by
those who belong to the dominant wing of
the party and control the party action. Not
once, but many times, during the debates
have these men been invited to deny their
allegiance to free trade, and never once, when
surrounded by their associates, have they
dared so to do. In each case they have had
to put the distance from Washington to New
York between them and the faces of those
who know their real sentiments. Some de
tached sentences will show how they feel. It
Is perfectly true that many sentences which
I shall quote are Inconsistent with sentences
In the same speech, but in no case Inconsistent with the whole speech, Its purpose and
Intent. For instance, Mr. McKinney, of
New Hampshire, who has joined himself
very cordially to the dominant wing of his
party, but who has too many flourishing industries In his district not to deny that ne is
a Free Trader, forgets “in the heat of debate” all about bis exordium, and in the
ecstacy of his peroration bursts forth into
this Invocation, which even Frank Hurd
might envy:
Give us a free and open market with the
world; break down the barriers which a
false system has built around us.”
Mr. McDonald, of Minnesota, also, who
had heretofore been careful to
put the word
“high" before the word “tariff’’ and to say
“we are no Free Traders,” bursts the barriers before he gets through and declares in
so many words that “American manufacturing industries do not need protection any
longer,” and speaks of the "legalized robbery
called a protective tariff” in precisely those
words. No wonder he says "I am frank to
say this bill does not meet my unqualified
approval. 1 am not fully satisfied with it,
because it does not go far enough.” These
last expressions were so common in the debate, sanctioned as they were at the outset
by the declaration of Mr. Mills that “the bill
we propose is not all we could have asked,”
that it is a marvel that any
attempt snould
be made to disguise the tendency of the present action and to turn away from the future
action which its framers intend to take
should the present scheme be successful.
The declarations against protection as a
system were not confined to any section of
country or any class or condition of members. They were not confined to the South
nor to the West.
They were as widespread
as the President’s party.
They were uttered
as well by members who have not yet made
for themselves a National reputation as by
the members of the majority of the Committee of Ways and Means, that secret tribunal
which not only framed the bill in darkness
but afterward farmed out amendments to the

deserving faithful.

The protection system has violated the letter and spirit of the Constitution,” said Mr.
Shaw of Maryland, in his speech of April
23. “Sir,” said Mr. O’Ferrafl, of Virginia,
on the first day of May, himself in favor of
the iron ore “tax” because iron ore is produced In his native village, “Sir, I believe
commerce between nations should be relieved so far as possible from all fetterr and
all restraints,” and himself at last bursting
all fetters and all restraints, denounces “the
bloodsucking protectionist.” “Sir,” said Mr.
Dockery, of Missouri, though anxious lest any
outsider should call him a “free trader.’’
“Sir, the present system is fundamentally
wrong in its operation and fundamentally
ridiculous In the pleas set up for its continuance.” Mr. Landes, of Illinois, a little bolder, declares that "a tariff for protection Is Indeed a piece of finesse to persuade men into

slavery.”

From the State of

Henry Clay

comes

Mr.

Carrutli, who tells a prosperous and successpeople that “this tariff is a most insidious
enemy,” that “it is really stealing our sub-

destroying

our

lives.”

Breaking

into metaphor, he exclaims: “It is not a
highwayman who boldly gallops up on the
public road, and boldly demands your money
or your life, but the sneak thief who in an
unconscious moment (sic) filches your purse.”
His colleague. Governor McCreary, from the
same State, follows up the attack by talking
of “the robbery which protection brings.”
Hatch of Missouri, who throws into his
opposition to protection tne wnoie lorce oi a
strong mind and a vigorous body, puts his
feelings into a single sentence when he declares that “the whole system was conceived
in greed and avarice and it has been main
talned from that day to this by mlsreprentation and fraud” Not only born bad, you see
this demon of protection, but has held its
own with undeviating wickedness.
Major Martin, fresUer even than Mr. Mills
himself from the plains of Texas, and whose
bump of caution has not yet been enlarged
by tne blows coming from a Frotectianist
world, declares in a set phrase which that
future eminence likely to happen to any
Texas statesman may hereafter cause him to
repudiate in New York: “I am opposed to
the protective policy of our Government,”
which declaration, liable to be so troublesome to his future fame, he supplements
with a prophecy that “the day of protection
is fast drawing to a close.” Mr. Lane, ol
Illinois, signalized his first year in Congresby an essay from which I cull a few samplewhich show that he has not yet learned, like
some of his more experienced brethren, to
look one way and row another. “The protective system is un-American and is a perversion of the laws of nature, of God and
man.” “This barbaric policy shall and will
have to go.” So well does he like the phrase
“Protection is a delusion and a snare that
he repeats it like a refrain, with just that
little variation which the genius of the En*
glish language seems to require. Protec,ion
is forever a cheat and delusion.”
Not to be behind his colleague. Major
Martin,tin the display of the prophetic inat once
stinct, Mr. Hare, of Texas, disclosed
his

his

ignoronce

of the future and

But it is hardly worth white to
linger «o
long on what one of the members of the ma
jorlty of ways ami means sailed the “militia
The •regulars," the line of
of this fight.
battle ships, the authorized exponents of the
not
been
behind hand In the use
have
faith,
of unguarded expressions which reveal their

real intentions.
Mr. Bynum of Indiana, who seemed so
on the last day of the five-minute debate to show that his bill was really protectionist, allowed himself to say In the earlier
days of the first debate.“To show bow American labor has been pillaged and plundered
by this masked robber of protection I have
obtained.” certain statistics.
Mr. Breckenridge, of
Arkansas, who twice
refused Invitations and opportunities in the
five-minute debate to declare mmself against
“free trade,” asservated in his speech in the
general debate, "This is the kiud of protection we have today.
This. Mr.
Chairman, Is not only a toolish but it Is a

anxious

Effective Arraignment of the Mille
Following by Mr. Reed.

stance and

The National League.
The following games In the National

6.

cans, Democrats, Prohibitionists and labor
men are all taking quite a lively interest in

ila/lnn

Very truly

W,

Brown, the opposing candidate, moved that
the nomination be made unanimous, which
was done.

Mir

their nature, I have concluded not to be
a candidate for rcnoiulnation for the
Legislature.
The conveutlon having been called to select candidates I deem it proper to notify you of the fact.
sunal la

us some.

any chance of election.”
‘‘What do you think of New York?”
“We shall lose many votes among the
foreigners there, but I hope we shall gain
enough to offset their loss among the thinking classes. I am sure we shall carry Indiana.
The anti-high protection feeling
among the farmers there is very strong. We
shall gain on the same issue in Illinois and
Michigan.”
Mr. Torrey ended the chat with the acknowledgement that the campaign looks as
close as it did in ‘81, and that the only difference in the strength of the two parties was
the “being in” of the Democrats.

cate their
Hall.

En Route for Calais.

Banooii, Aug. 28.—Hon. James O. Blaine,
his son Walker, and his scn-in-law Col. Coppinger, arrived io Bangor this afternoon, en
route for Calais, where Mr. Blaine will
Mr. Blaine will pass the
speak tomorrow.
night at the residence of Congressman Boutcllc, while his son and son-in-law are registered at the Bangor House. The journey
will be resumed by special train early in the

Thot

never
had seen

as

The True Object of the

A. Merrow.

are

AND STAFF.

TRAOERS, RANK, FILE

Utterances

to be held Monday evenings.
A Prohibition rally will be held Saturday
Col. Chevis of
in
Brown’s Hall.
evening
Kentucky, will speak.
The labor men claim that they will cast 50
votes in this town.

the

W. L. Putuam would
have accepted the nomination if he

soon

Qoding.
Meetings

of the convention.

Hill.”
Ex-Senator Thomas C. Platt

FREE

Prudential Committee—Howard Bewail, J. L.
Morse, R. A. Merrow, W. W. Brown and E. E.

Hill’s Vetoes Censured.

proceedings

President—Howard Bewail.
Vice President—J. L. Morse.

Secretary—R.

Feeling and Enthusiasm.
A

At their caucus Monday the Prohibitionists nominated Charles B. Knapp, for representative to the Legislature.
The Livermore Falls Prohibition Club
was formed Monday evening with the following choice of officers:

Cood

by

license plank.

Lewiston, Aug. 28.—The search for the
missing Mrs. Paul still continues. The water

A

HARMONY

PRESS.

29, 1888.

AUGUST

MORNING,

Colonel thinks such a donation eminently
proper and the sum none too large.
Messrs. Matson and Hovey, of Indiana,
asked the House yesterday for fifteen days’
The House
leave of absence, from Aug. JO.
laughed and applauded this request of the
Mr.
candidates.
gubernatorial
Bayne, of
Pennsylvania, formally moved that Matson
the
desired
and Hovey be granted
lease, and
The joint
the nouse agreed to the motion.
canvas in Indiana will begin Sept. I.
Colonel
The President and
Lamont, accompanied by Internal Revenue Coinmissional Miller, left Washington last night on
a fishing excursion of two or three days, in
the vicinity of Clifton Forge, in the Blue
Ridge mountains.
Mr. Breckenridge, of Arkansas, has introduced four more bills against trusts.
The
trusts this time are the coffee, lumber, steel
rails and structural iron combines. C jffee is
placed on the free list, and reductions made
in the tariff duties on the other articles.
Maine patents were issued today to Geo.
H. Emerson, Bucksport, nose guard for eyeglasses; Andrew H. Larkin, Portland, harness saddle; Wm. II. Moody,
Pittsfield,
woodrack and carrier.
The President’s message has been referred
by the House committee on foreign affairs to
a sub committee consisting of
Messrs. Mc-

I1UU

not vetoed the dependent pension bill, about
which there was such a howl, it wuuld have
been $150,000,000, or perhaps $200,000,000.
Senator Allison said that the appropriations for the four years of Bepublican administration included in the list had beeu
only $25,000,000 below those of the last four
years.
Senator Beck said he observed that arrears of pensions were running up under the
Arthur administration, but, he said, there
was $25,000,000 then that were not heard of
before, lie referred to tire Choctaw claim
of $3,000,000, the postoftice appropriation of
$0,500,000, the river and harbor bill of $12,000,000, the deficiency bill and large appropriations for army and navy experiments on
guns, etc. He argued that the proposed appropriations for the public library and the
postoffice for Washington and the enlargement of the
government printing office
which originated in Condress,
were not
properly chargeable to the administration.
As to bublic buildings, he could cite four
Northern cities. New York, Pittsburg, Cincinnati and St. Louis, whose buildings cost
more than all the others appropriated this
year. Take $20,000,000 surplus and add to it
$12,000,000 from the river and harbor
and
the
$8,000,000 from
deficiencies
bills
to
former
chargeable
years,
aud
that made $40,000,000 of surplus.
Then $50,000,000 of the sinking fund might
very well be added, and that would make
ninety millions of surplus, besides all that
was lying in the treasury now.
There was
no need of being alarmed.
We had about
$00,000,000 in bonus. Every bond bought diminished the interest paid from the permanent anuual appropriations which embraced
the interest on the public debt.
Senator Saulsbury declared that the President of the United States had no control
over the appropriations, and Congress alone
was chargeable witli any extravagance which
might exist.
Senator Vest made citations from the list
of appropriations for public, buildings from
1798 to 1885, stating that Maine had received
$2,231,114, as compared with $309,317 for Arkansas, $019,187 for Alabama, and $514,000
for Georgia.
If the Senator from Maine
could talk about the unequal distribution of
public money for public buildings, he [Senator Vest] could commend that Senators public audacity.
Senator Blackburn attacked Senator Hale
for dragging before the Senate, while pretending to discuss an item in the appropriation bill, testimony taken by a committee
raised on his own resolution and of which he
was chairman, and of which he, [Senator
Blackburn,] chanced to be a member.
Senatoi Blackburn said the Senator from
Maine had raised a mud slinging committee
and started out to find this administration
responsible for inconsistencies In the execution of the greatest and grandest political
abortion in his [Senator Blackburn’s] judgment that ever afflicted or cursed a people in
the shape of a civil service law. Senator
Blackburn then charged that the Senator
from Maine had taken testimony when the
full committee was not notifieil, and now
didn't dare to review the evidence and make

tiei/if

address in English, saying they had assembled to dedicate a church to God under the
invocation of St. Augustine, and closed by
admonishing his hearers to remember church
work must largely depend upon the manner
in which its members should conduct them-

selves.
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To Be Taught to Teach.

Farmington, Aug. 28.—The State

State Tournament at

....

....^lear

^Halifax.

German sailor in the schooner R. I).
fell from a staging, it is supposed
while in a fit, and was drowned this afternoon.
The body has not been recovered.
a

Bibber,

transferred to the stables at once, snug quarters being provided for them, and a crowd of
visitors besieged their stalls.
There was no
end to expressions of admiration and delight
at the massive limbs and ponderous dimensions of these animals.
The horses sent
here from the government stud are nine in
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A Sailor Drowned at Richmond.

Richmond, Aug. 28.—Henry Skeagal, aged

Fayette, committed suicide by hanging Monday night. Poor health
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The Motion Denied.

Augusta, Aug. 28.—The motion of the
Maine Central for a temporary injunction to
prevent the Postal Telegraph and Cable Company from erecting its telegraph line from
Mattawamkeag to Yanceboro, was denied by

Livermore Falls, Aug. 28.—MosesCluff,

Philadelphia.
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journed.

At 6 o’clock the court ad-

been anticipating their appearance, and
quite a crowd of people were out to see
them even at this early hour. They were

at 8 o'clock in the

_

FINE OFFICES TO LET

lowed six hours.

22,

23460789
0

argument.
The Judge said that each side would be al-

*100

ch. f.

ton.dis
lime-2.63.
The base ball game between the Manchesthrs and Portsmouths attracted a large
fcrowd and was won by the Manchesters in
the sixth inning, when Kellogg lined out a
two-bagger with three men on bases.
The

Mancnesters.0

Mr. Hathaway, on being recalled, testified
to finding a saw in Foster s cell after he was
•
arrested.
The defence have rested their case and the
rebuttal testimony is nearly all in.
The
court, at noon, took a recess till 2.20 p. m.
The court room was crowded this afternoon when the case was resumed at 2.30. The
government called a number of witnesses to
rebut the points made for the defence.
Sheriff James F. Maloney testified to assisting to arrest Dr. Weed and searching his
office.
He said he saw several articles of
clothing at the office when lie arrested the
doctor, which were not there the next day;
also that a Mr. Trafton told him that Clarence Whitney was at the station in East
Newport the morning after the robbery.
Tlie government then rested their case,and
the defence, after examining one or two witnesses, also closed. The witnesses were then
discharged from further attendance, and after a twenty minutes recess Judge Stearns
commenced his argument for the defence.
In the course of his introductory remarks,
he said: “This is the greatest responsibility
that lias rested on me during rny whole professional career; but, great as my responsibility is, yours is still greater, as upon your
verdict depends the future of the prisoner,
of the devoted wife and this fair daughter.
Believing, as firmly as I believe anything on
this earth, that my client is innocent, I do
not shrink from the responsibility thrown
upon me.”
He cautioned the jury against the prejudice of newspaper stories, and said this case
had been greatly misrepresented by the press
and newspaper correspondents.
He then
said: “If Dr. Weed was at Peter Bennett’s
house on Dec. 4th, I admit his guilt, and if
not he is innocent.
This is one of the most
heinous crimes in the annals of New England, and wo shall labor to show that this
charge is a conspiracy on the part of crooks
in order that the two self-convicted criminals shall receive a light sentence bv chare.
ing tne crime on Ur. Weed.
Judge Stevens spoke for thirty minutes.
He did not attempt to analyze the evidence,
but will spend all tomorrow forenoon In his

3

Dianna.1
Hilton & Courrier, Hartland, n. s., bk. s. Hil-
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knowl-

purposes of his
edge of the seutiiuents and
that a protective
party when he announced
with the

tan"' must go down
monopolies it
has created.” Mr. Townshend, of Illinois,
Military
chairman of the Committee on
Affairs, whose constant re-election shows
his
and
people,
whose
conhim to represent
stant and untiugging utterances of the views
of his party show his devotion thereto and
his knowledge of its purposes, asseverated
in open House, May 12, that among the
"principles and doctrines which have been

advocated by the Democratic party from its
foundation to this day ... is opposition
to protective tariff.”

wicked policy of protection that It behooves
people to prevent or escape fioin."
Mr. Wilson, of West Virginia, another
member of the Ways and Means, roundly
talks in quite contemptuous fashion of “such
an antiquated and mediaeval device as protective tariff.”
Thus have spoken some of the lights of
the President’s party, of whom some are
and others lesser lights; some were
greater
‘militia” and some were regulars; but they
were ail in the same battle and on the same
a

side.

worth while now to see bow some of
the field marshals and officers of
high rank
stands, as also the commander-ln-chlef and
the second In
who
beselected
was
range,
cause he had seen Koine and was abont to die
The leader selected for the operations of
President t party In the House of Kepresen‘•Uves was Mr. Mills, of Texas. He was selected with his antecedents fully known and
aiier raucn ana paraiui
deliberation.
The
country staggered under the surplus for
many week* while It awaited the choice of
Mr. MiUs. We are, therefore, justified In regarding Mr. MiUs as the exponent of the
President’s party. So universal Is the sentiment that he represents the party that Mr.
Henry George, a bold and outspoken Freetrader, and (consequently a bold and outspoken supporter of the President and his
measures, seems to have come to Washington
on purpose to examine with his own eyes and
other organs of sense the leader in the House
of his party. After full and fair examination
Mr. George returned to New York, and over
his own signature pronounced Mr. Mills “a
Freetrader from base,” But fortunately Mr
Mill’s position does not rest upon the opinion
of even so competent an observer as Mr,
George. Four years ago Mr. Mills, having
perhaps at that time more freedom of utterance tnan he has now, made a speech, on the
13tb day of April, mi which can be found
in “The Record,” which Itself defined his
position then:
“We must remove both by legislation and diplomacy every hindering cause which prevents tlie
tree exchange ol the products of our labor In all
the markets of the world. We must unfetter every
arm and let every muscle strike for the highest
remuneration for its toil. We must let wealth,
the creation of labor, grow up in all the homes of
our people.
Then every industry will spring forward at a bound, and wealth, prosperity and power will bless the laud that is
dedicated to free
me.x, niEK labob and FREE TRADE!”

The capitals are not mine, but those of
Henry George, who makes the quotation
with due emphasis, so that the faithful may

incredulously

wink

one

unto the other when

inaccurate newspaper makes Mr. Mills
deny the faith.
In order that he might have room to declare
his repentance. If he nad repented, the passage was read to him in open House on the
fith day of June, 18MM, and he made no reply.
In order that Mr. MiUs might not (all to remember that he once knew wbat free trade
Is when he saw it, Mr. Burrows, of Michigan
read to him an extract from another speech
of his as follows:
an

“Our policy should be to take the smallest

of taxes we can by customs,and we should
gradually decrease the amount until our customs
amount
taxes

come

alone

from non-competing articles

en-

tering our custom houses.’’
To this he also made no reply except to
demand a vote. Really that was the only rehe could make. He was looking then and
ply
there into the eyes of too many men who
knew what his real sentiments were.
Yet only a few days before this unrepentant silence Mr. Mills had been to New York,
and, according to the report of "The New
York Times,’ said “No Democrat desires
free-trade.” Of course no one believes that
he said it. It only shows
misrepresent public men.

how

newspapers

But why should we spend so much time
upon details as to individuals, when one
scene in the House lights up the entire group ?
Mr. Mi-Comas, the able young member from
Maryland, on the 3d of May put to the President s friends the point blank question

-‘Why in this debate has every friend of the
Mills bill lauded the English free-trade tariff system, which unly levies duties upon articles not
produced at home?
“Has any friend of this bill in thlsdebatu uttered
one sentence in fovor ot the
American tariff sys
ft*in

which

flificrifninAtM in

fnvnr

of

the

home-

producer and laborerf
”1 will paustuMid yield a hall-minute to
member on the Democratic side to name the

any
sen-

the member’s name who uttered It.”
This challenge, broad as it was, coaid be
answered In only one way, and accordingly
Mr. Hooker (L)em.), of Mississippi, responded
with a frankness and fulness which some of
his shivering Northern colleagues must have
envied: "No, there was no one; and you
won’t hear any Democrat utter one.”
A curious little letter from the gentleman
on the President’* ticket whose Roman firmness the proposed next Administration la expected to need—in all things perhaps except
Civil Service Reform—reveals the sentiments
of the one who is to be second in command.
It seems that Mr. Thurman, habituated, as
he was to the customs of theRomanRepubllc,
had a scruple which the President, himself a
man of scrnples, did not share, against "assisting” even by so much as a letter at a
meeting called to ratify his own nomination.
The Tammany braves, not understanding
the customs of ancient Rome and fully sympathizing with those of modern Buffalo, were
angry because Thurman did not write a letter. Thereupon the noble Roman wrote an
epistle to Mr. Cox to explain his feelings.
Now Mr. Cox has made a speech fuller of
free-trade than an egg is of meat.
Mr. Cox
is a believer in Bastiat and would no more
think of denying free trade In New York
tnan Mr. Mills would think of denying free
trade in the House of Representatives.
If
you want to know what the country would
nave to expect of Mr. Thurman if ever vromoted,listen to his enthusiasm over Mr.Cox's
speech: “I have not thanked you,” wrote
he of July 21, "for your magnificent speech
on the tariff which ought to
Immortalize
yon.” Surely this is a recognition of free
trade cordial enough to satisfy the stanchest
friend of Ureat Britain.
As to the views of the President himself
we must have recourse to the great fact that
the substance is what sensible people are after
not the name. If his views are utterly, absolutely and demonstrable free trade doesit
make any difference If he denies the title?
The close of the message—the one-topic message—reminds me of the caricature whl ;h Carlyle describes against the Freuch Revn.itlon.
The cook went out into the 'barnyard and
said to the fowls; "How would you like to
be cooked?” and they all replied:” We don’t
want to be cooked at all.”
Maid the cook
severely: “You are dodging the question; it
is a condition which confronts you, not a
theory. Free-trade is entirely irrelevant,”
After a whole message not one sentence of
which sounds in protection it always did
seem to me that the declaration that freetrade was not involved in the discussion was
an exhibition of monumental nerve.
It Is as
if Wendell Phillips had closed one of his
wonderful attacks upon slavery with a declaration that the question of the abolition
of slavery was entirely Irrevelant, or as If
Robert Ingersoll had finished one of his
assaults upon the Bible by declaring that
Christianity bad not been alluded to. What
is the essence of free-trade? It Is the belief
that all import duties are added to the price
at which imports could be bought If no tariff
law existed, and that all protected domestic
productions are enhanced in price by the
amount of the duty on like imported articles.
But the President states this furdamental
belief more strongly than even the Free-trade
Club would dare to state It.
Whoever believes that statement is either in favor of
abolishing the duties or in favor of perpetuating a visible wrong, is either a Free-trader
or palters with his conscience, and the horns
of the dilemma are:so close together that
there is no room.for a grown man between
them.
tence or

Why should all the English newspapers,

who have no motive to conceal their real
with one voice theiz newfound friends
Why do all the free-trade
clubs push themselves to the front, unless
they know that they are welcome and at
home ?
When Mr. Garrison of Massachusetts addresses himself to a Democratic audience at
Hyannis on July 21 what more fitting words
could be used than to say?—
••I am myself a thorough believer In absolute
free-trade, t look forward to the day when custom houses will be regarded as the emblem of
barbarism ~au anachronism In a true republic.
At the same time I am aware that the Democratic parts makes no claim to be a free-«r ,de party.
Si ai i tic refore decline to recognize Ita
steps in
the direction of progress? On the
contrary.
1 I hall
U with Joy and hope,”

opinions, recognize

While the English manufacturers and tho
English newspapers, Henry George and the
free-trade clubs, Mr. Garrison and co-beltevers hail his first outset of the President's
party with joy and hope, can thosec who believe
in the other doctrines shut their eyes to a
truth so clearly displayed, to » picture all the
details of which are as plainly visible as the
clouds in a

rising

storm?

Thomas B. Rk*d.

The New England Mineral Paint
Company
at Lisbon seems to be in u
flourishing condition. V\ ednesday a
meeting of the stocaholders wa, held at the Lisbon Hotel to talk
over the ulea ul putting several uew
griuiiers in the mill.
The increasing business of
the company made this
practicable and It
was decided by the stockholders to
place in
six new machines, costing about

factory

At last some good from the election of GroCleveland has been discovered. The
Hon. John E. Russell tells us that he had
begun to despair of the Republic, when
Democratic suoeess came and revived hope
within him. It would be hard to estimate
the injury to the country had Mr. Russell's
despair passed into a chronic state.
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FOR

The plan to defeat Roger Q. Mills’s re-election is the work of prohibitionists, who cannot forget his speeches in opposition to the
prohibition amendment when it was before

PRESIDENT,

the people of Texas. They resent the addition of “free whiskey’* to the Inscription of
“free men, free labor and free trade” which
now ornaments his pennant of statesmanship.

BENJAMIN HARRISON,
OF

FOR

INIANA.

VICE~PRESIDENT,

“Nearly all Democrats’* is what Robert T.
Lincoln, who has just returned from EnaJ
land, says the British are. But it is noticed

LEVI P. MORTON,
OF

FOR

EDWIN

NEW

that when a Briton gets over here

YORK.

COVERNOR,

C.JBURLEIGH.

for his country.

For Representatives to Congress,
District—TH OMAS B. HEED.
Second District—NELSON D1NGLKY, Jr.
First

The Argus yesterday in its editorial collectured the Republican members of the
House for being absent from
Washington.
Elsewhere it contained a report of a speech
delivered at City Hall by the Hon. John E.
Russell. Is not Mr. Russell a member of the
HouBe? Is not his place in Washington?
Yet he has been perambulating this State for
umn

jv""—miDJjinr.11.

_

hourth

l)i»triet—CHARLES A. BODTELLE.

REPUBLICAN MEETINGS.
HON. JAMES 0. BLAINE
will speak at
Calais.Aug. 20
Dover.
Aug. 31
EUswortb.Sept. 1
Skowltegan.Sept. 3
Farmington..Sept. 4
Old Orchard.Sept.
South Berwick.Bept.

--

B
8
8

Damariscotta.Sept.

Kezar

Kails...Aug. 80
GEN. LUCIDS FAIRCHILD, of Wisconsin,
will speak at

Aug. 80
Baih; --:.
8»n8or....Sept. 1

Lewiston...Bept. 4
Rortland.Bept. 6
Saco.Sept. B
SOLON CHASE
will speak st

speak at

Mills amended the sugar tariff to suit him.
Has the Standard Oil crowd also gone over
to the Republicans and taken Secretary
Whitney and Senator Payne along with
them? Has the Hon. Franx Jones of Portsmouth, who monopolizes New Hampshire
beer and did the best he could to monopolize New Hampshire railroads, severed his

Ellsworth.Bept. 1
I.ORING, of Massachusetts,

DR. GEO. B.

will speak at

Sprague.Aug.

29
30
31
1

Limestone.Aug.
Mapleton.Aug.

Ashland.Sept.
HON. W. PLUMMER, of Dakota,

connection with the

Thomaaton.Wednesday evening Aug. 29
HON. C. A. BOUTELLE
will speak at
Machlas.Wednesday evening, Aug. 29
HON. ANDREW P. WISWELL
will speak at
Belgrade Mills.Aug. 29
Kayette Corner.Aug. 30
Wayne Village.Aug. 31

Mauehester.Bept.

1
West Gardner (Spear’s Corner).Sept. 3

4

will apeak at

Oakland.Aug.

29
30

Lltcnfleld.Aug.

31

Clinton.Aug.

Harper’s Bazar, T.
W. Higginson overturns the popular idea
that New England is full of “superfluous
women.” Many people have held to the

m_

Fatten.Aug. 29
Orrington.Aug. SO
Glenburn.Aug. 31
China Village.Sept. 1
Vassalboro.:.Sept. 8
Mt. Vernon.Sept. 4
Monmouth.Sept. G
Wlnthrop.gept. e

notion that the great exodus of the young
men of New England to the West has left
here at home an unusual number of spinsters. The returns of the Massachusetts
census show that this is not so. The excess
of women in Massachusetts, about
sixty-six
thousand in 1880, does not consist largely, as
was once supposed, of the
unmarried, nor
yet of the unmarried or the divorced, but is
almost entirely made up of widows. By the
last State census of Massachusetts, the exexcess of widows over widowers was
52,903,
thus accounting for nearly the whole of the
cess of women| over men. This large number of widows is explained by the facts that
in the seaport towns among the people who
live by fishing the mortality of men is very

Oakland.Sept. 7
Augusta.Sept. 8
HON. J. P. DOLLIVEH, of Iowa,
will speak at

Gardiner.Aug. SO
Watervllle.Aug. 31
Bangor.Sept. 1
Ellsworth. Sept. 3
Lewiston.Sept. 4
Portland.Sept. 6
Seen.gept. 6
Calais.Sept. 8
HON. JAMES MORRISON, of Phillips,
will speak at

Wilton.Aug.
HON. R. G. HORR, of Michigan,

30

ereat.

Portland..Aug.

29
80
l
6
6

allowell.Sept.
Watervllle.Bept.

H

Sardiner.
HON. S. W. MATTHEWS, of
will speak at

Sept. 7

Farmington.Aug. 29
East wnton —.Aug. 30
New Vineyard.Friday evening, Aug. 81
HON. A. W. SPEAR, of "Gardiner,
will speak at
North Wayne.Aug. 29

Windsor Corner. .Sept.
West Gardiner.Sept.

self-dependent
ing towns is so

Athens.Aug.

29

30

Unity..Tsept. 3

Center MontvUle.Sent. 4

Liberty.Bept.
Albion.Bept.
Weeks'Mills.Sept. 7
HON. JAMES G. BLAINE., HON. JOHN
A. KASSON, of Iowa, GEN.
JOHN
SWIFT, of Mass.,

6
6

will speak at

Calais, Friday afternoon.Aug. 29
Dover, Wednesday afternoon.-.Aug. 31
Ellsworth, Saturday afternoon.Sept. 1
HON.
LEROY T.
CARLETON, of

Wlnthrop,

will speak at
North

Wayne.Aug. 29
30
Vienna...Aug.
Rome... A'..Aug. 31
Belgrade.

.Sept.

1

China.Sept. 3
Benton.Sept. 4
North Vassalboro.Sept. 6
«
Riverside.Sept.
WinHdnr fVirnar
rr

West Gardiner.Sept. 8
HON. D. C. HARR1MAN, of New York,
will speak att
Denmark.Friday evening, Aug. 31
Waterford.Saturday evening, Sept. 1

Bryant’s Pond.Monday evening. Sept. 3
West Paris.Tuesday evening, Sept. 4
Hartford Center.Wednesday evening, Sept. 6
Wlnterport.Thursday evening sept. 6
Searsport,.Fridav evening Sept. 7
Belfast.Saturday evenlngSept. 8
HON. H. J. ROWLEY, of Massachusetts,
will speak at
Fryeburg.Thursday evening, Aug. 30
HON. W. W. THOMAS, JR.,
will

speak at

Caribou.Monday, Sept. 3
Presque Isle.
Tuesday, Sept. 4
New Sweden...Wednesday. Sept. 5
Wasliburne.Thursday, Sept <i
Blaine.Friday, Sept. 7
CAPT. FITZ J. BABSON, of Mass.,
will speak at
Cape Porpoise, Kennebunkport, Thursday.Aug. 30
Wells,
Ogunqutt,
Friday evening.Aug. 81
HON. S. L. MILLIKEN,
will speak at
Skowliegau, Wednesday evening.Aug. 29
Solon, Thursday evening.Aug. 30
COL. CLARK E. CARR, of Illinois,
will speak at
I-owe.il Village.Wednesday evening, Aug. 29
Kezar Falls.Thursday evening, Aug. 30
Hiram.Friday evening, Aug. 31

Brownfield.Saturday evening, Sept. 1
HON. J, It. C. PITKIN, of Louisiana,
will speak at
Blue Hill .Wednesday eveulog, Aug. 29
Peuobscot.Thursday evening, Aug. 30
Brooklln.Friday evening, Aug. 31
HON. ROBERT P. KENNEDY, of Ohio,
will speak at
Klttery.Aug. 29
Limerick.Aug. 30
Limlngton.Aug. 21
Buxton Center, Saturday.Sept. 1
HON. CHARLES EMERY SMITH, of
Philadelphia, and HON. R. E. FRAZIER,

to seek manufacturmarked that Col. Higglnson
women

deduces the general conclusion that the presof many surplus women indicates that
a State possesses
manufacturing industries.
The study of the population of the other
New England States seems to bear out this
theory. Connecticut has 11,131 surplus
women, Rhode Islaud 10,471, and New Hampshire 5,930. All these are manufacturing
States; but in Maine, where there are fewer
manufactures, the sexes are almost equally
balanced, there being but 820 more on the female side; while in Vermont, which is essentially an agricultural State, and has,
moreover, suffered severely by the exodus of
young men te the West, there are actually
1,488 more men than women. These facts
show that while there is a surplus of women
in New England, not a large one, there is no
superfluity of them. They are busy, most of
them engaged in heroic and self sacrificing
work for those dependent on them.

Harmony.Aug. 31
Detroit.Sept. 1

South

th»

ence

30
31
1
3
4
6
6
7
8

HON. HERBERT M. HEATH, of Augusta,
will speak at

CimvlUe.Aug.

that in

while
mates;
others
come
many
to
the State to educate their children, or if
less happily situated, seek the manufacturing
towns to find support for themselves and
those dependent on them. This tendency of

Caribou,

Vienna.Aug.
Rome.Aug.
Belgrade Depot.Sept.
North China.Sept.
Benton.Sept.
North Vassalboro.Sept.
Riverside.Sept.

and

many widows of men who went to seek their
fortunes in the West return to the
old nest after
the death
of
their

will speak at

Cornish.Thursday1 evening, Aug.
Houlton.Saturday evening......Sept,

Mr.

In a recent article in

will apeak at

East

Has

Arthur Bewail, president of Maine’s greatest
monopoly, abandoned the management of
the Democratic campaign In Maine? Of
course if none of the monopolists are going to
vote the Democratic ticket this fall they have
all detached themselves from that party by
this time. We have seen no notice however
of these defections in the Argus. The truth is
this talk about the monopolists being a unit
in support of the Republican ticket is, to use
an inelegant, but expressive word, “rot”
And the Argus and all the rest of the Democratic papers know it.

will speak at

EastPittston.Sept.
HON. CHARLES J. NOYES, of Mass,

Democracy ?

I

The President's Inconsistency.
The inconsistency of the President’s retaliation programme is nowhere more clearly
perceived and more mercilessly exposed
than in the Dominion. “Notwithstanding,”
says the Halifax Herald “that article fifteen
of the treaty,—which President Cleveland so
heartily approved,—expressly stipulates that
United States fishermen shall have the privilege of transshipping their catch of fish at
Canadian ports for transport to the United
States, only when Canadian exports of fish
are admitted to the United States market
free of duty, the President now demands
this

privilege

of

transshipment gratis,

and
threatens retaliation if Canada does not
with
his
comply
peremptory and immodest

request.”
The Herald interprets the message as
simply a political trick to recover lost
ground. “Having found," it says, “that
the Republican party were gaining votes by
tbeir anti-British and anti-Canadian vaporings, the Democratic party have determined
to go one better in the attempt to coerce
Canada into a repudiation of the rights
which were guaranteed to this country not
only by the treaty of 1818, but as well by the
treaty of 1888."
The St. John Sun sees the inconsistency of the President's performance and its
true inwardness quite as clearly. It says:
A year ago President Cleveland might consistently have taken a different view, andmaintalned
churlish and unuelghborHe is not in a position
to do so now. Last January three diplomatists
appointed by the President met three British and
Canadian commissioners and the six agreed upon
a treaty defining the rights and
privileges of each
that

ly

as

our

to

position

was so

Justify retaliation.

VU

uiv

Iiiaivci

VI

but U9IIC11C9.

iUlS

irt?aiV

President Cleveland s«nt to the Senate with the
strongest possible expressions of endorsement
and his official recommendation. This treaty established the right of Canada to prevent the forwarding of fish by United States vessels, and provided for the continuance of the conduct of which
tlie President’s message now complains. But it
Is not necessary to compare tne last message
witli that recommending tlie treaty to the Senate
in order to show the inconsistency of the President’s course. The message of last Thursday in
one place says that the refusal of transit “constitutes a provoking inststance upon
rights neither
mitigated by the amenities of national intercourse
of Michigan,
nor modified by the recognition of our
liberality
and generous considerations.” Iu the same mesAuburn...Thursday evening Aug. 30 sage the treaty of last winter is called “fair and
just” calculated to “remedy existing wrongs,”
HON. HENRY B. CLEAVES
“adequate for security in the future from vexations incidents and for the promotion of friendly
will speak at
and intimacy without sacrlflciug in
Bath.T77I.Aug. 30 neighborhood
Rockland.Aug. 31 tlie least our national pride and dignity.” It
would hardly be believed that tills “fair and Just”
COL. ANSON S. WOOD, of New York,
treaty authorizes the same "refusal of transit"
will speak at
which the President in the message condemns in
quoted and which he desires to
evening, Aug. 29 the terms above
by retaliation This refusal of traffic is in
30
.Thursday evening, Aug.
act the only Canadian offence which is specifiVillage...
cally mentioned In the letter. It is scarcely necHON. CLARENCE HALE, of Portland,
essary to do more than to call attention to these
things in order to show the weakness of the meswill speak at
sage considered as a piece of international busiSouth China.Monday, Sept 3
ness. No one crediting tlie President with ordtBenton.Tuesday, Sept. 4 l nary common sense could assume that he preRorth Vassalboro. .Wednesday, Bept 5
with a view to the foreign
pared the
Riverside.Thursday, 8ept. e relations ofdespatch
the nalion.
W Imlsor Corner.Friday, Sept. 7
And then the Sun goes on to say that the
West Gardiner.Saturday, Sept, b

K?.'.Wednesday

Washington

Saturday^even'ing*;’Sep? *1

TII.DKN MISSED.

[Minneapolis Tribune.]
Does not Mr. Clleveland and the Democratic party miss the advice ol Samuel J.
Tilden just at this time a little bit?
LANGUAGE

THAT WILL TELL.

#22.00 Black Worsted
50 cent Celluloid Cuffs
at
for CASH, twelve thousand Suits only #18.00.
only 34 cents.
25 cent
dollars worth of Clothing,
#18.00 Black Worsted at 18 cents.Celluloid Collars
$12,000, and we shall Suits at #15.00
We have the best 38 cent
make prices on what we
#15.00 Black Worsted Vnlaundried Shirt in the
have in stock that will
city.
Suits at #12.00.
make it move with a RUSH,
Thousands of pairs of
We have

|

nomination for Governor of Maine
in
letter, in which he sets forth the national issues involved in the Maine campaign in
language which will tell.

publican
a

BED

DEMOCRATS.
[Ualvcston News.]
“Politics,” remarked a Western travelling
man to the Chicago Inter Ocean, “is a mattei
of climate; depends wholly on tue mean annual temperature. I’ve just been np in Dakota, where the air is cool and bracing, and
there the people are nearly all Republicans.
In Iowa the weather is several degrees
warmer, and the Democrats are a little more
numerous.
In Missouri it's considerably
warmer, and the Democrats are in the maIn
Texes, where it’s blasted hot, the
jority.
people are nine-tenths I •emocrats. And in
hell it’s unanimous.” Tim I. O.’s travelling
man lias been there.
Who was he?
DEMOCRATIC FINANCIERING.
[Sail Francisco Post ]
Sixty millions of government money is
loaned to the national banks without a cent
of interest. Two-thirds of these banks are
in the South. Not a dollar is loaned in San
Francisco, but small towns like Covington,
Ky., Shreveport, La., and Martinsburg, W.
Va., get the boodle. This is Democratic
HOT

in order to make

AND

Those in want of

$12.00 Suits at $8.00.
$15.00 Suits^at $10.00.

IRA F.
The

The telegram reads thus:
“Stop Mrs.
Hoerner on her way from Cincinnati to
Jacksonville.’’ The message was signed by
the lady’s husband. A police sergeant was
detailed to work up the case nnd stop the
lady. When the yellow fever scare broke
out in Jacksonville Mr. Hoerner was at
work there, his wife being in Cincinnati.
She wrote to him. after reading the newspaper accounts of the fever, begging him to
come back to Cincinnati.
His business was
such that he could not leave, and he so informed his wife, so she at once started for
Jacksonville to be with him in case of any
danger. He orders her stopped in New
Orleans to protect her from the dreadful
fever.
The sum of $378,000 was drawn last year
from the private purse of the King of the
Belgians to support the Congo Independent
State. Every year since 1879 this remarkable King has contributed a large portion of
his income to carry on his chosen work of
exploration, territorial acquisition and government in the Congo basin. He has demonstrated his unwavering faith in the possibility of reclaiming savage Africa by pouring out millions of money in support of the
stupendous enterprise which he originated,
and of which he has borne unaided the
entire financial burden. He sees at last capitalists stepping in to survey a railroad and
to put trading steamers on the
upper Congo,
but the entire cost of administration, and ali
the outlay for supplies, are still drawn to
the last franc from King Leopold’s
pocketbook. It is a remarkable instance of royal
fealty to purely philanthropic idea. If ihe
enterprise meets the success which its patron expects, it will make his name far better
known to future ages than those of many
other kings of his time.

The North China Herald says the quality
of “nervelessness” distinguishes the Cfftoaman from the European. The Chinaman
can write all day, work all day. stand in one

position all day, weave, beat gold, carve
ivory, do infinitely tedious jobs for ever and

ever, and discover no more signs of weariness and irritation than if he were a machine. This quality appears early in life.
There are no restless, naughty boys in
China. They are all appallingly good, and
will plod away in school without recesses or
recreation of any kind. The Chinaman can
do without exercise. Sport or play seem to
him so much waste labor. He can sleep anywhere, amid rattling machinery, deafening
uproar, squalling children, and quarreling
adults. H6 can sleep on the ground, on the
floor, on a bed, on a chair, in any position.
It would be easy to raise in China an army
of a million men—nay, of ten millions—
tested by competitive examination as to
their capacity to go to sleep across three
wheelbarrows, head downward like a spider,
their mouths wide open and a fly inside.

Clothier,

Lactated
Food
Endorsed
Physicians
by

The Favorite Food in
Hahnemann

New

_

Fulton,

The Most

M.

_

,,

D., House Surgeon.

Palatable, Nutritious,

The Best and most Economical Food.
IBO Meals for an Infant for Si.OO.

Easilyprepared.

At

and
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Food
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Investment

wibIW

<toc28

11

*•

Coudray’s Brilliantine.30,

Marguerite.14
Vaseline..16
Tar._.11
Eau de Cologne.18
Naiades...14
Cutlcura
..16, $1.75 per doz.
Hinds’ Honey and A lmond Cream.36
And an Immense stock of Tooth, Nall and Hair
Toilet Articles too numerous to mention.

CUn.
I

mar23

PUPPY 2m Pfl
burn CL
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Congress
eodtf

LAST GREAT SALE!
Previous to

of Plain Colored Silk Velvets
duced from $2.00 to $1.00.

to the Importance
which can now be
months hence they
all. We think It Is

[which

co

■3
e
*=

garding

In

our

CO,’8,

3« to 34 North Street, BOSTON.
eodnrin3m
Jly9

such

STREET,

BOSTON.

F

WILL OPEN SEPTEMBER 17th,
at 110 Winter Street.

i..

A

specialty will be made of fitting pupils for the

Grammar Schools.
The Hewing Classes will be continued

on

Satur*

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ItAL BllVUiS
UWw to private pupils by tbe subeenbe'

Portland, Me.
dtf

J.

W.

POBTLAND

COLCORO,

113 PEARL STREET.
Ian

—

—

—

augdeodAw

__

SHORTHAND.
Tbe Shorthand Department of
Business College will

BONDS.
Portland.(,
Baager.s.
Znar.villr, Ohio.4 I
Portland Water C's.Oe
Pertlaad Water Ce..4*
Blddeferd and Mace Water Ca.3,
Aaguata Water Ca. 3a
Maine Central B. K. let.Ts
Maine Central B. B.3a
Aadraacaggia A Kenaekcc U K.Oa
ALSO

ADDRESS

JAMES P. WESTON, PRESIDENT, OEERINfi, ME.

eodtf

—

—

FEMALE COLLEGE.
Tuesday, September 4.

First National Bank Building.

COMPANY,

SEMINARY

AXD

Fall Term Beglas

dt|

JdlO

nt

WESTBROOK

TRUST COMPANY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

&

—

FOR CHILDREN.

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

MARRINER

OF

Mrs. Perry’s School

exchange.

Jyi8

the

Portland

BE-OPEN BOItOAV, Alt), to, >NS,
unaer the personal supervision ot Howard C. Hanson.
We are prepared to oBerviuperlor (acuities
to all persons desiring to gain a thorough knowledge of this art. Kates reasonable. Kor further
particulars caU at the college rooms, or address
1.. A. BBAt.A. .VI., Frln.
auglSdtf

it

m IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY

—

Piral Mertgage Water Werka Ce. MIX
PKCB CEST Beada
Principal and la*
tcrcal OCABAIETEKD.
At PAB and
Interact.
—

•

—

H. M.

run

SALK

BY

to

—

34 Kick

—

dtf

Mgolircei.

purchase

Carriages Cheap!

PAYSON & CO.,

&ug!3

AT

—

selling

UNION STREET.

Being

mm

Pound, 3 Pounds for $1.00,

8 .8. White’s, H. D. Jnste’s, and John*
son A Land’s Best Teeth,

very

purchase all goods direct

of

desirous of reduclug uiy
Flue Carriages I offer
great bargalus for ibe next thirty
daya. I manufacture tbe moat of
my Carriage* on the spot, but I
offer a carefully selected assortment of tbe work of other RELIABLE
BUILDERS
BOI'CIHT
FOR CASH aud cau sell at my
stock of

$5.00

PER

vnuu|Mlull,

SET.

These are the best Teeth manufactured In the
lor these teeth the past 111
years have rauced from ft 10.00 to $16.00
and eveu $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
one or more teeth extracted without
pain. Gold
Wiling $1.00 and upwards. Silver Vllilngs 60
cts. to 76 cts. Cement or Bone Fillings 50 cents.
Appointments by mail will receive prompt attention.

Dr. F. J. BONNEY,

9UUJC1I

4991-2

Dentist, NEW ENGLAND FAIR.

•

Congress, Cor.

AT WORCESTER, MASS.

of Brown.

8KPTKHBKB

dtl

910,000

4, 8,

OPPKKKU

«

AND

T.

P9E.4IV.1M.
The entries have closed and the managers and
nounce the best horses, cattle andother live
stock In Amertca,an<l represent more money value
than ever before shown in the Eastern States.
CJolilo for Ike collie ora.
I.Fhbi
for Ike koroe
Special at rac
•••a to plraac everybody- A oodrl rrraaaio foil
ery, wiik all oaodero uackiacrr
•^erolioo oo ike «rooodn.

THE FINEST STORE, FRESHEST STOCK and LOWEST PRICES
THE

UUI

»u«aa____eodlm

importers

mar29___

IS

UOl

I GUARANTEE JUST WHAT I SAY, TO
SELL CHEAPER,QUALITY CONSIDERED, THAN ANY HOUSE
IN INAINE. Exchange* made and
good Second-hand Carriage* alTerm* made to
ways on hand.
suit purchaser*.

world, and the prices

and manufacturer for ca§la.
We can show you

auft27_

UUU

to orders from any one.

teen

STATE,
atI

IN

SPECIAL URANUE EXHIBIT.
The largest pair ot cattle In the world, weighing

7480 lbs., will bo exhibited on the grounds free
of charge.
Trectio* and Bsssl-a Racn, Bicycle
Deer., Peel fUcn, H—k end I.udder
Bare-.

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC

SPECIAL

every kind. Our lone experience enables us to furnish TRUSSES practically constructed of the best
material, A PERFECT FIT is guaranteed in every instance. We would call special attention to our
improved pad. By their use the most difficult forms of HERNIA can be retained.
of

GEO.C. FR.YE,
Corner Congress and Franklin Streets,
JelG

BARGAINS

alt CONGRESS

-IN-

Portland,

PORTLAND

M.WSFtf

MAKE

AN

j

A PPOINTMENT
AT

THE

—

or

STREET,
-

DB. UKO. B. I.ORINU, Presides!.
HON DiiCL NKKDHAitl,
Sec’y.

ME.

-

h.V.llIKHHH,

aug24d2w

1

Itec’y ned Tmurer.

ve„NTILAT0.

Children’sClothing!
In order to make

room for Fall and Winter
Roods now
and which will be in in about ten
days I desire to reduce my Summer Stock as much as
possible
and consequently have marked my entire stock
at
prices which will close it out at once. All my Suits
which I have sold all this season from $7.00 to $10.00
I have marked at $o.00 per suit.
If iu want of Children’s Clothing yon can’t afford to miss this
opportun
ity. Children’s Odd Pants marked down to 75 cents,
$1.00 and $1.25.

makinR

541 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

STUDIO,

Don’t Fail to see this Great Battle Scene
at onee.

for a sitting when you have a leisure hour. Noth
lng gives as much satisfaction as a finely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
friends. ITp only one flight; making It easy for
the children or older persons.

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL

sep28
dly
item recently appeared in one ot the city
dallies teudlng to cast discredit upon the
It is not too much to
say that Schuundersigned. Messrs. T. It. McKay and C. M. Lin
nebaa, representing the Jewelry firm of H. M. i macher’s Parched Farinose is a very
Kinports, 71 Cornliul, Boston, doing the install- nourishing, gratifying to the palate, and a
We hold a license from
valuable contribution to other niceties for
ment watch business.
the commissioners of Cumberland county, and are
the breakfast and luncheon table. It emand
honorable
an
legitimate business in bodies the
doing
necessary desideratum for a
T. K. McKay.
this city and vicinity
generous sustaining diet. It is cooked in two
aug24dlWC. M. LIN NEMAN.
minutes. Sold by aii grocers.
KMW&e„
_

EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA
EVERY WEEK JIA ALL LUKES.
For tickets and Information,

Exhibition will hold each evening.
Halls,
grounds and track will be brilliantly lighted by
electricity. It Is the purpose of the officers to
make this the best fair ever held by the society.
Reduced rates otfare on all railroads. Horse ears
run direct from station to the
grounds. Whole exilbltlon on grounds.

Tie.

*alyani,ed iron and copper. Strone up.
Exhausts foul air. odors, gases, steam,
mills, stores and dwellings; cures smoky
umneys. Perfectly storm-proof.

award

apply

to the

Ticket

Agent, Boston & Maine R. R„ Commercial stieet
station. Lowest rates to all points West and
dec20dtt
South.

CALIFORNIA
*»

AND

l

Call
address nearest
=£E?««epk>g Cars.
»• CURRIER New England
on or

Agent Southern Pacific Co.
St., Homou, Mass.

I9J Wnohinninn

]ly2eoduin

•&IE

E. VAN N00R0EN & CO.,
BOSTOff, w.»

383 Harrison Ave.,

_

S&WOm

ONION DEPOT CAFES.

G. J. FARRINGTON,
180 Middle St. 182

«st possible manner.

maklRg a specialty

of

*

th
The Art Shades are Decorate!
Transparent. All Ahnetto Shades. Plain
or Decorated, are unsurpassed in Beauty.
Durability and Finish. Haunted on lirstClass Spring Roller ready tc hang.

la all colors.

EVENINC SPREADS.
rder,

promptly

and

carrtTlly «8gdM**$2

and
W
lvlte all to hvor us with an
early call
yl8tt QEO. K. WOODBURY &
SON, Props.

OFFAL

dtf

MEXICO.

Memi.monthly Pnrtie.,-personally conduct
ed^—combining Comfort—Low Rates-Qulek Time

H. H. KICKER & CO.,
*CENT8, Portland.

draft.

c. Irom

AN

C. W. SIMMONS &

a.

YEAR

SIXTH
—

stock may be found

To The Public.

ING.

THE

CO

A new subject uow being painted will take its
place in this building January 1st.
aug27eod&w3m

BANNERS, TENTS, TORCHES,
UNIFORM, NAMES of CANDIDATES, BANDANNAS, FLAG
HANDKERCHIEF and BUNT-

hi,n/l.

186 Middle Street,

Wholesale Rooms, 395 to 403,

WASHINGTON

ttllglo

We

GETTYSBURG,

FLAGS,

ol availing ol the premium
realized upon them, aa a tew
will command no premium at
also Important to convert the

day mornings.augHeodftn

We Keep the Very Best Grade of Goods

m

BATTLE

for

19,
Huildiag.
Typewriting done correctly, and wltn despatch.
Orders by mall promptly attended to. Will go out
to take dicta lion.
au2#dlw*

but little oyer Turks Years
to run]

ah/>ua

BIBBErT

JULIA

Stonograplier
K*oui
Oxford

other securities soon to mature, and we shall be
happy to communicate or confer with them re-

OBTAINABLE.

Grand Cyclorama,

HEADQUARTERS

now nave

hnlrloru

fast, and the large lot we purchased is nearly all sold.
VVe have enough fora few days only, and
parties who have not already purchased enough to last them some time should do so at once.

CO
CO

09

MISS

to order to obtain the present high premium
winch must gradually and surely become less as
they approach maturity. We are offering some
excellent securities which we can recommend to

Nanager.

Headquarters and

is

re-

Zj
2

LU

No one who has not been vaccinated can be admitted to school.
THOH. TASH, 8upt. of Schools.
Portland, Aug. 28, 1888.aug38dtd

PRICE.

WARE,

at 35 Cents Per

dtf

co

pupils shall Join their classes the first
day of the term. New applicants for admission
will apply to the principal of the school In the dis•
trict In which they live.

THAT CH0ICEF0RM0SA TEA

BROS.

au21

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
next term of the public schools of the city
will begin MON DAY, Sept. 10th. It Is desirTHE
able that

dtf

United States 4 1-2 Per
Cent Bonds,

of

TURNER

KOTCSTIONA l>.

ZenasThompbon's, Jr.

Black Silk Warp Henriettas,
guaranteed the best imported, at lower
prices than can be duplicated.
ease

Reserved Heats, 10,15, 20 and 25 cents.

_aug27 iltl

only One Year more to run]

now

Baby Show.
GOLD

WATCH.
Each Baby will receive a Present.

State of Maine 6a, due 1889,

TELEPHONE SOI B.

4000 yards of 50 cent Dress Goods will be
closed out at 25, 29, and 33 cents in
Silk mixtures, Plaids and Checks.

One

W. C.

for

yards

PRIZE

paid at our office on presentation, and for which
we will allow a premium and accrued Interest. We
would also Invite the attention of holders of

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

-

Closing
Repairs.
BARGAINS NEVER YET OFFERED!

lOOO

Commencing Thursday,

Colored

eodtf

[which have

uo. Mtb.

FRA DIAVOLA.

PORTLAND 6s

GROCERS,
203 Federal St.,
Whitney Bnilding,

and Preble Streets.

1

Securities!

auglO_

.40

Lavender Water.46. .60
Pinaud’s
.60, .65
Our Own Beef, Iron and Wine.35
Wine of Cocoa.60
Florida Water.20. .36
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.60
Laird’s Bloom of Youth.60
Brushes, Combs, Puffs and Puff Boxes, and other

Corner

THIS WEEK,

4 PER CENTS.

Standard Clothing Co.,
255 MIODLE

Article*.
Price
Tootb Powder.16
Sozodont.49
Jewsburv & Brown's Tooth Paste. .39
Calder's Dentifrice.16
Our Own
.15
Brown’s
.;.16
Murray & Lanman’s Florida Water.47
Hoyt’s German Cologne.16
Swan Down Face Powder.10
Hiker’s
.17
Saunders’
24
Lablache
.30
Lazell’s Perfumes, bulk, oz.26
Vaseline.
12
Imported Bay Hum. pernlnt.40
Guppy & Co’s Cologne Waters, per pint.66
Oriental Cream.96

Glycerine.14

....

—

#

com-

Wednesday,__au27tflw

Peak’s l.lnad, Portia ad Barber.
C, H. Khowltow,
Manager

Holders of D. 8. Four Per Cent Bonds
may learn something to their advantage by applying to the

now we are

ONE

vwen mol

Hale of Seals

GREENWOOD GARDEN OPERA IIOISE.

SWAN & BARRETT,

Hood’s

Pansy.14

mences

drawn and Letters or Credit Issued,
available In all the principal
cities in Europe.

“The best advertisement for an article is quality— the next
consideration is price.”

Cashmere Bouquet.21
Spermaceti.
.30
Violet.30

Prices 75, 60 and 35 ceats.

STERLINC EXCHANCE

BARGAINS

STRICTLY

Article*.
Price.
Lubln’s Toilet Powder.16
bottles.65
Perfumes,
"
bulk, per oz.29
Soap.28, .42, .60
Pear’s Soap.13, .16, .19
Shaving.18, .26, .45
Colgate’s Violet Powder.161
Cashmere Bouquet.16
Perfume.25
Violet Water.38, .70
Rosodora Water.38
Cashmere Bouquet Water.70
Soap, Kosodora..14

even;

If only the dead could llnd out when;
To come back and be forgiven.”

loniuHivu nuxotv,

Suits.
BOYS’ und CHILDHEN’S CLOTHING. By far ti e
lurgest and finest stock in the city. Jacket Suits, $2.00
and upwards. Sailor Suits, 85 cents und upwards.
Blouses and F'annel Shirt Waists in all colors. Shirts,
Odd Knee Pants, 25 cents and upwards. Shirt Waists,
15 cents nnd upwards. 75, 87 cts. and $1.00 Boys’
Shirt Waists for only 50 cents each.

A NFW RARDTIITHF PIIRIIR

■

IK

and

women

men,

There's a moment when all would go smooth and

“J-

DEALERS

—

Mr.

Acts, by

"And I think In the lives of moat

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

offering Men's All Wool Suits at
$8, $10, $12 and $15, that are from 25 to 40 per cent,
less than can be found elsewhere for the quality.
Extra bargains in Men’s and Young Men’s Trousers
at low prices to correspond with the season.
Gents’ and Young Men’s Half Season and Vacation

| WELLS, RICHARDSON A, CO., BURLINGTON,VT.

Droggists-25cu.,50cU.,*l.

FORGIVEN.
A Touch of Nature In Tour
Clay Ureene.

BANKERS,

soon.

Just

IN

—

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

Tlic values we offer you this month are extraordinary. Our Mammoth Fall Stock, the largest we have
ever put before the Portland
public, will be here

*»- A valuable pamphlet on “The Nutrition oi
Infants and Invalids,” tree on application.
|
I

FREDERIC BRYTON

—

Ready-Made Clothing.

Asylum.

Digestible

The Powerful Romantic Actor,

Eichange Sts.,

•

ONLY.

NIOHT*

Friday and Saturday, Aug. 31st
and Sept. let.

Maturing Nov., 1899,

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
“We are using your Lactated Food In our Infant asylum whenever wo require the use of arti®clal food-and tod 11 superior to any which we
to the taste, it
‘“*•*7“ usad111
our bruncb institution over 250 children.*?,av0
Mrs. L. M. Bates,
Chairman of Mt. Vernon Branch.

York City.

Wo hare been using Lactated Food for several months past in cases of dyspepsia, after operations, and with children, and in all cases it has
answered admirably. We would gladly recommend it as a food easily digested, nutritious, and
not disagreeable to tho patient.”
F. S.

P,°J?TLAND.

-IN-

Hospitals

New York Infant

Hospital.

TWO

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle and

30th.

PORTLAND THEATRE

out.
We therefore advise the holders of
these Bonds to sell or exchange them for
We have on hand a
other securities.
desirable list of City, County, Railroad
and Water Bonds, suitable for Trust
Funds, and would be pleased to have the
holders of the above mentioned Bonds
communicate with ns.

Congress St., Portland

AUGUST

10,000

A.

A ticket of admission to the Popular Course (Y.
M. C. A.) Entertainments and reserved seat for
the seasoa, will be given to the one who catches
the largest flsh during the day. Steamer will leave
Custom House Wharf at s.3o a. m. sharp. Tickets may be had at the Y. M. C. A. Rooms.
au28d3t

J89I.

(2 1-4) interest, and that as they approach maturity the price will dwllhe
until the whole premium will be wiped

styles in Boys’ Suits just
put in stock, which will be

482

O.

Thursday, August

MERCHANT’S NATIONAL BANK.

As a perfect food for Invalids, in dyspepsia, fevers, sick headache,
diarrhoea, feeble digestion, and all wasting diseases, and for infants
deprived of mother's milk, or when weaning.

years.

to construction.
On the other hand, we
have made few treaties witli great Britain,
with which wo use the English language in
common, the construction of which has not
been more or less in dispute.” One reason,
doubtless, that more disputes have arisen
concerning onr treaties with Great Britain is
that there are more of them, and,
owing to
our more intimate relations with Great Britain, the cases to which they apply and in
which differences are possible are very much
more numerous than those in which treaties
with any other power are concerned.
The latest illustration of a woman’s devotion to her loved ones came to light in New
Orleans the other morning in the form of a
telegram from Jacksonville. It is a simple
telegram, but hidden beneath the simple
words Is quite an interesting little story.

Spot Cash

M.

Linn and Bait will bn Furnished Frin-Fan $1.00.

Two and One-quarter Per Cent

CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

Tireless, Restless,

T.

attention to the
t*.caU.
"Rationed Halted
states Bonds at the present
price yield
only

sold at a VERY SMALL
ADVANCE FROM COST.
4-Ply
A kite given with each suit.
we have done in the past is cents, two for 25 cents.
25 cent Shaw Seamless
100 dozen 25 cent Braces Hose, at 21 cents. Worth
enormous.
Solid merit
at 11 cents.
20 cents at wholesale and
always meets with due rec$1.25 Barbers’ Coats at sold everywhere at 25
ognition.
cents.
only 75 cents.

only $6.00.

•

J. C. Bancroft Davis, formerly assistant
Secretary of State, has said in one of his
essays that "our treaties in two languages
with powers not using the English language
have rarely been the subject of contention as

over

these bargains.
$10.00 All Wool Suits at

PECULIAR.

The latest Parisian canard is a new flirtation dodge coming from Berlin. In the simple, apparently careless, placing of an innocent postage stamp a whole love story can
be read’ If the stamp is stuck od correctly
it means “I desire your friendship;” if sideways it asks, “Do you love me?” if the head
is put downwards it says, “Write no more,”
and if placed on the wrong end of the letter
it means “write at once.” There is a
long
list of variations, and it has been noticed
here at the General Post Office that the
clerks examine letters with far more attention than formerly.
The Duke of Portland, whom London gossip insisted on having engaged to marry Miss
Mary Anderson for two seasons, is one of
the greatest sportsmen in England. The
duke has been doing his two shooting places
this season, the extent being nearly 60,000
acres.
The breed of deer, of which there is
now a very heavy stock, has been improved
the
introduction of English stags from the
by
royal herd at Windsor. The duke also had
another estate near Thurso, which included
one of the best grouse moors in Scotland,
which he recently sold to Mr. Piikington,
who had been the tenant there for several

Du E

The balance of onr $1.25
Woolen Shirt Waists to be
closed at only 50 cents
each.
W© have a surplus in
Fancy Shirts, in sizes
151-2, 16 and 16 1-2,
which we shall sell at 50
cents. These Shirts have

Look at our 30 cent Overit keeps on growing in
alls and Jumpers at only 15
spite of the other fact that cents.
the volume of the business
Linen Collars 13

LDERS OF

Uer Cent Bonds,

One of the most wonder- Men’s Overalls to be sold at
for
always retailed at $1.00
ful things about our cloth- 2 cents a pair advance each.
from COST.
Hundreds of nobby fall
ing business is the fact that

suit

a

will do well to look

Governor Green of New Jersey, attended
the State muster in his State the other day
and qualified as a marksman at the rifle
range at the 100 and 300 yards’ targets, but
failed at the 200 and 500 yards’ targets.
Gen. Felicle Salomon, ex-President
of
Hayti, whose abdication and flight from Portau-Prince two weeks ago was announced by
cable at the time, arrived in New Tork last
week on his way to Paris, where he intends
to buy a residence and spend his remaining

days.

room

Fall Goods.

financiering.

PERSONAL

just purchased

SHVaSflMMT*.

United States 4 1-2 Deep Sea Fishing Excursion.

SUMMER CLOTHING.

[Springlield Union.]
Edwin C. Burleigh has accepted the Re-

fiunlsli

whole scheme is a political trick about which
Canada would not feel much concern. ‘‘It
is a matter of
United States politics and no
, concern of ours,” concludes the Sun.
1 he St. John
Globe construes the message
Jay Gould Is quoted In favor of free wool. as not necessarily
evidence that the tender
be
on
to
the
bull
He seems
side of the Cleve- feeling of the
President towards the Canaland
dian
government
market__
has met with
any change.
‘‘Mr. Cleveland
•Sir Charles Tupper calls the President’s
it s8ys, ..„a8 ,ieretofere
shown a disposition to pursue a
message a “campaign document" That’s
fair and just
about the size of It. And It Is a pretty cheap foreign policy, and Canada cannot find very
fault
to
the
much
up
present with Uls atti
one, too.

HON. R. E. FRAZIER, of Michigan,
will speak at
Gorham.Friday, Aug. 31
Portland.Saturday, Bept. 1

CURRENT COMMENT.

TO THE H

FINAL MARK DOWN SALE OF

How can the President and all oilier United
states authorities contend that their
special renunciation has lapsed by reason of the general
removal of restrictions upon commercial Intercourse? As a matter of fact the Washington government, In agreeing to the rejected ln aty, recognized that there Is nothing uuneighborly In tbe
Canadian refusal of the transhipment-in-bond
privilege to American fishermen. This was palpably admitted In Article J6, which provided that
that nrivileo’e toirpthpr with several others, should
not accrue to United States llshermen till the removal of United States duties on Canadian flsh

_

VINMCUX.

CURICS CLOTHING HOUSE.

The Toronto Globe impales the President
in this fashion:

and flsti oil.
Instead of striking terror to the Canadians, as the President no doubt hoped his
policy would, his message seems to have excited in them little but rldlenle. They recognize it as bluff and buncombe and nothing
else.

MIIH!KLLAI«EOIJ«.

___

treaty.”

Why

Kvery mouopolist in the country, whether a
member of a trust or outside of ft, will vote for
General Harrison.—Argus.
Has then President Havemeyer of the
Sugar trust deserted the Democracy ? If he
has it is truly ungrateful In him, for Mr.

Sherman.Aug. 28
Island Kalis.Aug. SO
HON. JOHN A. KASSON, of Iowa,
will speak at
Dover, ...Aug. 31

u a xrrrxr

irVMUOfl iU tUC

tariff reform.”

Washburn.Aug. 20
Easton Center.Aug. so
Bridgewater.Aug. 31
Montleello.Sejd. 1
HON. W. C. DOAN, of Pennsylvania,

fiPn

UQUVCUU|j

Congressman Knute Nelson is very anxious to have the tariff changed, and even
voted for the Mills bill. But a few weeks
of reflection, powerfully supplemented, no
doubt, by advices from his constituents,
have changed his opinion of the capacity of
the Democratic party to look out for the
industries of the country. He now writes to
the editor of the Alexandria (Minn.) Post:
“Put me down as a high private in the Harrison and Morton club of Alexandria. We
Must first elect Harrison and then strike for

HON. THOMAS B. REED
will speak at

nnv

yaot,

interest of Democracy ana free trade.
riot lecture him a little?

5

Rockland.Sept.

will

and be-

gins to feel at home, he is quite likely to
become a Republican. Both phenomena are
natural enough. A man is naturally attracted to the party that promises to do best

tude towards her.’’ “But,” It adds, “in the
United States, as in Canada, political considerations go a great distance; the
rejection
of the treaty by the
Kepublieans is not a
friendly act, even if done only for party
purposes, and possibly Mr. Cleveland is face
to face with
party difficulties which may
confront him seriously if he allows the Kepublieans to have all the
party advantage
which may arise from their attitude on the

_nprd____eodBm
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To Vessel Owners.
Port

Marine

Railway tiaa been tbor
Clyde
rHK
oughly rebuilt, and Is now In readiness t?
ake out all yessels In need ol

i Ispatcbed quickly
LdSxess.

repairs. All work
and satisfaction iruarantead
W. a 8T1M PsOS* j*

PortClyde.^le.

LUIL

PRESS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUG. 29.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Proof-reader—As flowers without the sunshin
fare—comma—so—comma—without you—comm
—do I breathe a dark and dismal mare—
Copy-holder—Thunder! not mare—air.
Proof-reader—I breathe a dark and dismal air-

flowers—comma—
Copy-holder—Shoot the comma.
Proof-reader—'Tis done. As flowers wlthou

1

comma—as

the sunshine fare—semi-colon—confound slu| I
seven, he never justllles bis lines—No joy in lifecomma—no worms—

Copy-holder- Warmth.
Proot-reader—No warmth I share—comma—am
health and vigorous flies—
Copy-holder—Blares! Health and vigor tly—
Proof-reader—Health and vigor fly—full stop.
That’s about the sound of it when poetry is 01
deck.
Will be found an excellent remedy
for sick headache. Carter’s Little Liver Pills.
Thousands of lettersTrom people who have used
them prove this fact. Try them.
Blobson—Don’t you think that young Poplnja’
is show lug considerable spirit, these days?
Dumpsey—1 think he is showing the effect o
considerable.
A man’s Wife should always be the same
especially to her husband, but if she Is weak anc
nervous, and uses Carter’s lion Pills, she can
not be, for they make her “feel like a ditteren
person,” so they all say, and their husbands saj
so too!
Peddler—1 am Introducing a new kind of a hai
brush which—
Business Man (impatiently)-I’ve no use fort
hair brush. Can’t you see I'm bald?
Peddler—Yes, sir. Your lady perhaps
B. M.—She’s bald, too, except when she goei

out.

New York Stock and Money Market.
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW VOKK. Aug. 28, 1888.-Money on call
from
1% to 2 per cent: last loans at
ranging
easy,
2, closing offeied 2. Prime mercantile paper at
4%@«% per ceut. Sterling Exchange isduU, but
steady. Government bonds dull and steaav kail
road bonds quiet and firm.
The stock market
arKel
closed dull aud steady at highest prices
BlUC* **—«•
•«**gated
JUOUt'on» 01 ««"™*

..

The

following

are

of stocks:
27. Aug. 28.

Aug.
Adams Express.148
Am.

148

Express.109

109

Central Pacific. 34%
Chesapeake & Ohio. 12%
Chicago** Alton.130

dopref
Chicago, Burlington

34%
12%

Manhattan Elevated.

Michigan Central
s

St. Louis.

91
b6

13

144

sat

FINANCIAL

ANp_GOIiMERCIAL.

FREIGHTS.

The following are recent charters:
Bark John J. Marsh, New York to Ponce, general cargo; thence from Turks. Island to Philadelphia, salt 7 Vic.

Btlg Hyperion, Friendship
Martinique, Ice,
lump sum (loco.
Brig Glpsey Queen, Portland to Sagua, cooper
age at private terms.
Sclirs Grace Davis and James U. Talbot, Portland to New York, paving $13 v M.
Sclir F.dward Watte, North Boothbay to Philadelphia, ice 00c.
Sclir Maggie Dulling, Portland to Philadelphia,
to

empty oil bbls 10c.
Sclir St. Thomas, Poitland to Buenos Ayres,
lumber at current rates.
Sclir BenJ. C. Cromwell, Kennebec to Washing
ton, lee 70c.
Sclir Grace Webster, Portland >0 Glen Cove,
empty bids 8c and loaded
Schr Canton, Philadelphia to Portland, coal 80c

Palace.167%

167%
62%

109%
32> *

POHT1.AND. Aug. 28. 1888.
[ollowUk are to-day's closing uuoiail ms ol
Grain, Provisions, Ac.:
Crain.
Flour.
U Mad Core.
ihyiXli
Sup-rim,- slid
low grades. 3 25*4 25 Corn, bag lots.. .03*66
Meal, bag lots ..0<>®62
X Spring and
XX Soring.. 4 66*4 85 UaU. cu lots
47*48
Patent Sunug
Gats, bag Iota
49*60
Wliescs.6 76*6 00 ,cotton Seed.
I car lots..25 00 *26 00
if icb. straight
roller—.6 26*5 50' do bag .25 00*27 00
the

Clear do.... 6 00a6 26.Sack'dBr’n
Slone ground 4 76*6 00i car iots..l9(
do bag...211
St Ijouis st’gi
roller.6 25S5 f 0 Mlddl r.gs. 21
6 OO.a6 261 do bag lots,22 I
clear do
I
Provisions.
Winter Wheat

113

dopief.111%

73%
111%
lu6%

Paul...... 72%

St Paul. Minn « Man.10*%
8t. Paul & Uraana.140%
81. Paul Si Omaha prl.108%

Patents.6% .3.6(001 PorkFish.
I Sacks. ..19 50*20 00
I Clear....18 60*1900
C >d. V all—
barge Shore
($6 00, Mess.17 26*17 50
barge Bank4 60@6 75 Beet—
26'
Ex Mess. 8 00$ 8 60
oIIock.2 26*3 261 Plate....
|H 26i*0 60
9 60*10 00
I Ex Plate
Haddock.
Hake.2 00*2 25|LardI Tubs
Herring
*..9 ®9%e
9
V» bx- 25*271 Tierces
*9%c
« 1. 00*001
PaUs.954*11
'Hams # lb 1254*13
Mackerel *»bbi—
ShoreU.22 1X1*23 001 do coveredl4%@15
Shore 2s. IS 00*20 001
Oil
Med.3s.tl2 60 a 14 001 xerosene—
Let. Pet. 854
Large.... $16*18 OOlPo
broauce.
I Pratt's.Ast’l.Wbbl. 1154
Cranberries—
Cape Cod 00 00*00 001 Devoe’s Brilliant. 1154
Pea Beans-. .3 00*8 lOiLlgonla.. 954
M edium.... 2 *«2 761
Ocruiau ma2 6u*2 76|CeBtennlal. 954
yellow Eyes.2 60*2 75i
Raisins.
Swt routoes.6 00*6 26IMuscatel- 21MS3 00
1 Londoo bay’r;2 86*3 26
lOnduraibay
0$95*e
New Potatoes, bbl
1 76*2 OOlVaieucia.
7®. 54
*4 001
Onions in bbls
Sugar.
ivraDtuateo *> it,.7%

PSmall.3100*4
«‘.a!ed

Chickens.12®l£|K*traC.754

11®14'iRed Topf!?.$SU*$254
8eed3 00*3 10

40%

27

Western Union. 83%
E. lenn, new.
9%
Kast'Tenn, Orel. 68%
Wells. Fargo ExpreBst.136
Oregon (Nav. 93%
Houston at Texas. 13
Mobile St Ohio.| lo
Metropolitan El.127

93%
13

28.

90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
91%

are

to-

Bugs.

ex.

..

19*20

Cau&Western
Messina and Pa19*20
Palermo trhx.rt 00*660 Limed......

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Aug. 27.1888.
Itecetpu by Maine Central Railroad—For Portland 41 cars miscellaneous merchandise ;Efor|conuecting roads 101 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
__

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADK.
Monaav's

quoiauous.
WHEAT.

Aug.
W)

Opening. ...«•«•

8“

S
90

Kt=

Closing."::....

Sept.

WJ%

Oct.

^*$4

Si!!
in Vs

COBH.

Aug.

Opeuing.

44%
44%

Ixiwest.

44%
44%

Highest.

Closing.

Sept.

44 Vs
44%
44%
44%

OA1S.

Oct.
44%
44%
48%
44%
Aug.
24%
*6
94%
2o

Ixiwest.
• losing.

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Aug.
91%
92%
91%
92%

Opening....
Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

91%
94%
91%

Oct.
91%
93%
91%

»»

92

Sept

COBH.

Aug.
44%

Opening....
Highest..
Lowest.

44%
44%
44%

Closing.

Sept.

Oct.

44

44
4 5 Vs
44

44%

44%

44

46%

OATS.

Aug.

24%
24%
24%
24%

Opening .......
Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swah a Uabbett, Bank srs and
Brokers, IBS Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
166
Canal National Bank.100 163
142
144
Casco Nat. Bank.100
Firs! National Bank.100
112
116
flnmticrland National

Hank

Ah

AS

Merchant*'National Bank.. 76 118
National Traders’Bank.100 132
Portland Company.
96
80
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
Plate of Maine 6s, due 1889 ....102
Portland City 6s,Municip’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, B. R. aid 1907...123
Portland City Funding 4b.101%
Bath City 6s, Mim. various.102
Bath City 6s R. Jt. aid various.... 101
Bangor City 6s, long JCR. aw.. .113
Bangor City 6s, lougMuu,,. ••120
Belfast City 6», K. B. aid. 104
And. A Ken. R. B. 6S, various-.. 103
Portland & Ken. K. K. 6s, 1696- 109
Ceeds A Farming tn B. B. 6a.....l0e
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .119
Maine Central R. R-Consol 7s ...131
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co.
2d mtg «s. ...103
*
0
8d mtg 6s... .110
»
Gonsol 4s.

60
120
134
100
86

fllU’ld HU.rn'I'lo-

13; live spring

duck*

lii

o

nliinl-onol if-

IOS\

at ll@12c.

Beans—Choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 30*2 80 fFbush; choice New York large hand
picked do 2 05*2 70; small Vermont hand-picked do at 3 06*3 10.
rtay—Choice prime hay l u 00; some lancy *20;
(air to good at *16 00**18 00; Eastern [tine *14
poor to ordinary *13**16: Eases wale 10
*11. Eye straw, choice, at 16 00**16 60; oat
raw 8 00*9 00.
Potatoes—$2 00 4* bbl for choice natives,
1 76*1 8794 [for Jerseys.

t*16;

Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN,Aug.28,1888,-Cattlemarket

dull.
Market Beef—Not quoted.
Receipts of cattle 1720.

ley,

115
125

102%
105
103
116
V22

1O6
104

111
111
121
183
106
106
112

96

is

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are receiver

New York and New Ragland Railroad. *2%
116
donret
Aten., t opeka and Sauta Fe Railroad. .88%
C. B. .. *114%
16
Mexican central.
F’lnt A Pere Marquette Railroad com. 39
dc iref
99
_;.
Bell Telephone.
230
Caltiorola Boutbeiu Railroad. 44
Wisconsin central.
18%
Wisconsin Central preferred. 44%
Boston A Albany.
200
Boston A Maine R.
214%

Railroad.116

*Kx-dlvldend.

Fogg. Calais;

son

[By Telegraph.]
YORE. Aug. 28,1888.—Flour market—
27.028 packages; exports 4969 sacks; 6
®lOc higher and more doing and strong; sales
32,000 bbls; low extra atS10®8 65; city mills
extra at 4 86*6 10; winter wheal, low grades
at 3 10*3 65: fair to fancy at 3 70*5 15; do patents 6 16*6 bB; Minnesota clear at 3 76*4 76;
do straights 4 10*6 00; patents at 4 • 0*6 60;rye
mixtures 3 75*4 66; superfine at 2 76*3 46; hue
do at 2 36*3 16; Soutnern flour strong with a
moderate demand; common to fair extra 3 10*
3 06; good to choice do 3 76*6 6U.
Rye flour Is
firm and quiet. Wheai-recelpts 143,100 bush;
exports 93,646 bush; sales 169,000 bush; higher
with moderate business, closing Irregular and
easy; No 2 Red I 00 elev, 1 02*1 0394 afloat.and
1 0294 *>1 04 fob; No 3 lied 8594c; No 4 do at
86c; No 2 Mil at 97 94 *97940; No 1 White State
nominally 1 0094: No 1 Bed nominally 1 0494 ;
No 2 CbU'ago 1 00*1 0094; No 1 hard at 1 0794.
Harley nominal. Cara— receipts 63,300 bush;
exports 126,660 bush .sales 102,000 nusli; higher
and quiet, closiug steady; No 2 White at 68c delivered, No 2 at 6394C elev. Oats—receipts 147,bush: sales 103,000 bush;
Ooobush, exports
higher on White; 694c higher on No 2 Mixed;
moderatelv active and firm; Mo 3 at 27c; do Whits
at 37 a 38c; No 2 at 3794®39c; White do at 42®
43c; No 1 at 40c; White do at 41c; Mixed Western 20®40c; White op 37>a61; White State nominally 40®4«c;No 2 Chicago 3994c. Coffee—Rio
quiet and about steady; fair cargoes 1494c. i»bgar—raw lather eaBy and more active, refined
very firm with a good demand and unchanged; C
094*694C;Ex C694c;White ExtC6%c; Yel 694 ;
standard A 794c; Mould'A 79*c; Confectioners A
794c; off A at 6 13-16*6%c; Dowdered at 794c;
granulated 794c;Cubes 7%c;cnt loaf and crushed
Prirslrum 13 firm with a fair demand;
S94c.
Reel
united 9194; Fork strong and more active.
and
steady, I.ara higher with a moderate
quiet
demand; Western steam quoted 9 76. closing at
9 86; city steam at 9 20 jreflned at 9 25 for Cout:uent; SASH) 66. H u nrr firm; demand for hit h
and low grades; State dairy 16®20c; State erm
21*22c- Cheese quiet.
r«-.gliis to Liveroool firm.
CHICAGO. Aug. 28. 1888.—The Flour market
Is firm; paten's 5 uO*5 30; bakers at 3 90*4 00.
Wheat very active and higher; No 2 Spring 92 94;
No 2 Red at 94c. Corn is higher; No 2 at 4494e.
Oats quiet and lower; No 2 at 2494c. Rye at
5094c[for No 2. Barley nominal. Frovisious—
Lard is
nless Fork is higher at 14 3794*14 4C.
higher at 9 4294*9 45. Dry salted shoulders at
7 00*7 76; short clear at 9 00*9 25. Whiskey
NKW
receipts

ington.

Ar26tli, schs Ariel, Gray, fin Boston; Susan E
Nash, Stevens, Boston; Sarah,Oliver,and Frances
Ellen, Marshall, do.
Sid 26th, sch Kennebec, Wall, New York.
PH1PSBUKG—Ar 26th, sciis Grlzon, Worrey,
and

y

67

AuS-

mfddiwf"’ AUg' 28'

28

b

Mflj uvn, UWIKCII.

>

"How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 61
60 Illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

black-heads, chapped and oily skin
PIMPLES,
I I ill nrovAiifoil liv ri'Tici’ii
\l irmn
tin
a tuh

a

■

To let you

HICHLY

l

iniuute I
An,i-l*iiiii t'la.in
01"

Mf

i>

\

Cuticura
relieves Kheu-

Sciatic, Sudden,
ly/G^Amatic,
Nervous

Sharp, and
Pains. Strains and Weakness.
The first and only pain killing Plaster.
25cts.
aulGW&S&w2w

1

fV Many fhousandr Soli

E.taoiish Them

at

our

furnish
WANTED—Situation
sistautAddress
character and
can

ability.

fords, Me.

or
asreferences as to

BOX 232, Wood21-4

_

prices paid for castoff clothing, ladies or gents, or exchange
for Turkish rugs. Please send letter or postal to
At. DkUBOOT, 04Va Middle street.
21-2

WANTED-Highest

Here is

—

chance to male money
at home during leisure time. W; pay you
cash every day. No money required.
Address.
G. A. CONANT, W. Actou, Maes.
aug24dlw

BOYS!

Board

heals skin diseases*

Wanted.

BOARDERS,

oct3

eodly-nrmcM

__

To gratify

the taste of the most fastidious

you should adopt Scucmachek’s Parched
Fakinobe. It contains more nutriment than
other farinaceous preparations. It does not
the
sour on the stomach and its effect upon
digestive organs and general health is extraordinary. It is cooked in two minutes .Sold
by all grocers.

Junl

F,MW4i6m

good

that understand
store. Apply in
NEW STOKE, 227 Middle street, 2 to 3 o’clock.
27-1

man, for Industrial
terms to right man; no

Insurance; liberal
previous knowledge required; work, collecting
and soliciting; excellent wages can be made by
energetic man. CHARLES STAN8FIELD, 67
Exchange St., Room 27, Portland, Me,
23-1

460

W:th Low Lid Hearth
and Lartre Ash Pan.
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.

Furnished with Plain LEGS or with CABINET
BASE, LOW HOT CLOSET, ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF. END TANK,
WATER FRONT, or BRASS COIL;
also, our
WICKET OVEN DOOR, and patent PEDAL
ATTACHMENT, making the most complete
cook) ig apparatus yet produced. Made
by
skilful mechanics from the best materials.

EVERY RANGE WARRANTED.
Sold by leading STOVE DEALERS. If not
for sale in your vicinity, send
your address for
information to the manufacturers

WOOD, BISHOP & GO.
BANGOR. ME.

INVEST YOU
—

?

IN THE

iinncDM

MONEY

Kansas City, the Peerless Metropolis of I lie Great Southwest,
Whose stupendous growth and wonderful prosperity Is without parallel in the history of
the world.
The Kaw City I .and Company of Kansas City
olfers an equal opportunity to tlie large or small
investor to place ids money safely and advanin this city of glorious opportunities.
An investment of $100 in the stock of this coman investment of $600 in any
pany wid soon

tageously

equal
ordinary enterprise.
Tne lauds of the Company
times as much as

are now worth-live
and the profits will
exceed any heretofore made in this phenomenal

they

city.
A limited

cost,

of the stock is still unsubscribed for, and can be bought for $10 per share.
Send for circulars and prospectus to the
amout

KAW CITY UNO COMPANY,
113 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON.
Directors.
Bon. Jos. A. Tucker, Boston.
Curtis C. A'ichots, Boston, Treas. Five Cent
Board of

Savings

FOR

street._

HADE—House and lot containlug about
FOR
6.000 feet of land, first class location, at 294

Brackett street.
STREET.

Inquire at 582 CONGRESS
27-1

_

HADE—The desirable property situated
No. J4 1
F°“
street,
of Emery Street,
me
a cottage

corner

Bank.

Eduard Carter, Boston, of J. E. Carter & Co.,
Bankers.
Chas. W. Whitcomb, Boston, Fire Marshal.
Judge John Spaulding, Boston.
W. Vinal Burt, Boston.
Fred M. Lowe, AT. D.. Boston.
F. H. (Joss, Kansas City, Treas. Fruit and Produce Exchange.
Ala). Albion P. Pease, Kansas, City, Past A. A.
G. of G. A. It. Department of Mo.
dlmurm
auglO
J.

HADE

DET—On Avon street,
1NOR
No. 11, nice two story and French roof house
TO

«r

containg 11 rooms, the same having been thoroughls repaired is now offered for sale or for rent.
Apply to John F. Proctor, Centennial block. 25-1

HADE—House and lot No. 827 Congress
Street, containing 10 rooms, with all modern
conveniences—one of the most desirable locations
on the street.
Must be sold to close an estate.
John F. Proctor, Centennial block.;25-1

FOR

desirable property, consisting
house and Urge lot of land
Wilmot Street, near Cumberland.
Apyly to Join) F. Proctor, Centennial block.
R HADE—A

FOtwo-story
on

_25-1

This is the Top of the Genuine
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney.
A.11 others, similarare imitation.
This exact Label
ison each Pearl

Top Chimney.
A dealer may say
and think he has
others as good,
BUT HE HAS NOT.
Insist upon the Exact J.abel and Top.
iiihuc unu

Of

Pittsburgh, Pfc
MWF&&wtf

Vaughan’s Bridge
—

The public is hereby notified
that owing to the unsafe condition of the draw on Vaughan’s
Bridge, it is necessary to close the
bridge to travel while a new
draw is being put in.
GEO. S. STAPLES,

Horheh
FO

R HA

HADE—Boarding house and furniture;
FORcontaining
18 to 20 rooms; fully occupied
with a good class of boarders; furnished with
luimmic auu m U33C13 uii

pctc

uic

years lease; centrally located; no bonus asked.
GARDINER it ROBERTS, Oxford building, 186
Middle street.
23-1

SALK—One of the best located bouses
iu western part of city, 9 rooms and batli;
all modern conveniences; fine stable; buildings
nearly new and In perfect repair; will be sold at a
great bargain. W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate
23-1
Agt., 180 Middle St.

FOR

SALK—A thorough built 2 story house,
16 rooms and bath, good furnace, cemented
FOR

cellar, perfect drainage, large stable, good

central

location; *3000, half cash. W. II. WALDRON,
Real Estate Agt., 180 Middle St.
23-1
SALK—Diamond Island lots, a large
number of which are first choice; parties in
want of lots will find it to their advantage to call.
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
28 1

FOR

SALK—a rosewood piano Hallett &
Davis make, in good order; to be sold cheap.
Can be seen at 16 CUMBERLAND ST.
23-1

FOR

BK SOLD AT ONCK-Maine

TO stationery store;

drug

and

situated on line of railroad,
hours ride from Portland; good paying business established;
reasons for selling, proprietor
out of health. Address communications to JOHN
W. PERKINS & CO„ Portland. Me.
16-2
two

nai.E-i second-hand 12 horse power
FOR
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with

pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNoc6tf
DRY, Biddeford. Me.
heated

MALK—House and lot
State St.
Brick house and very desirable lot, number
FOR
180 State
on

street, westerly side, uear Pine street;
feb22tf
anplv to J. S. RICKER.

CHANCE!

dtl

location

with very

and
reasons
mer

mace— $800

winter;
for

BARTLETT,

$50 a month; satisfactory
selling; price $850. BAILEY a
School street, Boston.

40

Only $1.00.

(or Providence, I.nwcU,
New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock.

Wnrce.ler,

SUNDAY TRIPS, leaving Portland and Boston
at 7 p. m.
jeiatrI, B. COYLE. Manager,

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
leave Franklin Whart on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 o. m. Returning, leave Pier
88, Bast Rhrer, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
sept21-dtfGeneral Agent

ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
H. P. DEWEY. President.Jly2dtf

Casco

Thursday, Aug. 30.

ON

FRANKLIN C. FATSO*,
at

Law,

MARKS

Hri.lglou, Me.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
Cottage House, No. 32 Bramhall street,
occupied by the subscriber, having six
rooms, besides dressing room and closets, with
modern improvements, perfect drainage, cement-

THE

ed cellar, good furnace, brick cistern of filtered
water as a reserve; full set of double windows and
screens; parlor finished in black walnut and frescoed; house in good repair inside aud outside:
size of lot 50x62;
the grounds are well stocked
with hardy vines and shrubs of many years growth,
also a fine variety of crocusses, hyacinths, tulips,
Japan and other llllies, &c.; the location is very
desirable, having best of pure air, and plenty of
sunshine, aud good quiet neighborhood; if not
sold by September 1st, may be leased for a limited term, furnished;
premises may be examined
from 10 to 12 a. m. or 3 to 5 p. in.:
for price and
terms apply at the house, or at No. 31 Exchange
street.
8. B. HASKELL.

Portland, August 1,1888.

FOR

augltf

_SALE.

BARK 8. E. SPRING, now lying at
Union Wharf, built In 1869, metalled to
12y, feet draft; iu good order aud well found in
sails, rigging, ground tackling, and chandlery;
carries 39u thousand South American cargo, ana
is well known in tfiat trade; shuts with 60 tons of
ballast, and is a fast sailer. For terms or other
particulars Inquire of
auglldtfJ.8. WINSLOW &GQ,

THE

TO

RKIfT—The

LKT

house
story
FOR
No. 607 Cumberland street; the design, Interior
and decoration of the rooms Is

arrangement,
linsii,-n>icoo,l Viir

and

new

lintlSA

f

two

»r

brick

milt in tlm olio.

a a

extensive and delightful view of Deerlng Park
surrounding country. BENJAMIN SHAW,

48H Exchange

street._

28-1

tenement number 171

Foil
TO

BENT—House newly painted and
papered; In central part of city; contains ten
rooms, gas, water, furnace; rent J 20 per month.
Apply to S. W. THAXTEK, 2 & 3 Galt Block, city

FOB

__10-tf
years furnished house, posA session given Oct. 1st. Enquire of F. A.
PITCHER, 305 Commercial, or MRS. L. T.
7-tf
BROWN, 09 state Street.

mo l.KT—For two

AWINTEReurope

Aparty sails DEO. 29for the South of FRANCE,
ITALY, SICILY, and other delightful resorts.
A Second Tarty for the
CJREECK,
Ll'VDTni'lY LAUD,
The NILE, and
r
¥
I
TFKKFY,
Pi)
■ the chief countries and cities
fc V" ■ ■
of Europe, sails same date. Send for Ciscular.
_

E.TOURJEE, Franklin Sq., Boston.
eedSm
Jell

20-2

VEHALB HELP.

97

known

corner India
HOTEL,
about forty

as

the

International House,

and Commercial streets, conrooms, Including on the first
taining
floor i wo good stores aud a room, suitabl e for a
stories can be disconnectthe
upper
barber shop;
ed and are well anauged for a small hotel or
above
the
described property
boardtug house;
will be let as a whole or separately at a reasonaAUG.
P. FULLER. 432
to
ble rental.
Apply
Fore street.
mylatf
_

TO

LET.

with stable connected, both In first
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
By
mh6tf
GEO. M1LLIKEN.

HOUSE

•£

i

All orders
ended to.

AVANTKD
In a gents'
furnishing goods store; only ladies 35 years of
age or older need apply; call this afternoon between 3 and 4 o’clock, at 227 MIDDLE STREET.

SAI.irnl.

Bring

AIM KM

letters of

28-1

reference._

STATE STREET, between 7 and 9 p.

Dy mall or telephone promptly

a

novlleodtf

WANTED—Immediately,
general housework at

a

GEORGE F. HOLMES,
Counselor

capable girl

Canal Bank

tor

Caw,

Building,

Portland, Mt.
_auggdlm
J. A. HAYDEN,

the Islands. Address ISLAND, 17 Market Square.
28-1
Girl for general
WANTED
Apply at 110 FINE ST.

at

188 MIDDLE STREET,

in.

_28-1

house work.
28-1

STENOGRAPHER

D—A good capable girl to do general
housework. Apply at 38 HIGH ST.
27-1

SlVtExcHAXaz St., Portland, Me.
teblSdtf

—

rE

WAN
smart and capable
WANTED—A
room girl Immediately at 88 Park st.

dining
251

FIFTY

GIRLS

wanted to work In our Paper Box Factory.

DENNISONM’F’C CO.
KKl'NStt'H'K,

ME.

d2w

MIMUKLLANKUtS.

REED, Clairvoyani
and Ootanic Physician.

Medical Rooms 93 KraLklln St., Portland, Me.
HEED treats all ebrome diseases that tlesb
Is heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take tlielr esse to treat and cure
them. 1 mid that about four-0 fills of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Kxamtnattons at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence uad one 2 cent stamp aud $2.00 Examination at the office, $1.00.
Consultation free.
Office hours 8a.in.to9n. m.seplAtt

Investigate;

.Lil, a&RT

«-

4a--

chance seldom found;

pays *5,000 yearly; can be Increased; price
*2,500; easy terms; cheap at *6,000. Paril
culars, MOULTON & CO., 31 Milk St., Boston,
Mass.

23-1

STATE OF

STEPHEN

MAINE.

ffloclc) fch

the

the bonds secured by the mortgage dated the first
day ut November, A. D., 1871, have organized a
corporation by the name ot the Portland and

Ogdensburg Railway:
That by proceeaing

the United States Court
for the District of New Hampshire, said mortgage
lias been foreclosed and that the trustees thereunder have released and conveyed to said Portland and Ogdensburg Railway all the rights of
said trustees under said mortgage:
That said Portland and Ogdensburg Railway
has leased its railroad and all its property to the
Maine Central Railroad Company for a term of
nine hundred ninety nine years and said Maine
Central Railroad Company lias assumed the liabilities of said Portland and Ogdensburg Railway as
provided hi said lease, aud has assumed and
agreed to pay all the liabilities of Samuel J.
Anderson. Receiver, and also of said trustees:
That it has paid the certificates issued by the
Receiver as aforesaid and Is ready to pay and discharge all other debts, liabilities and obligations
of said Receiver and said trustees, and that,
by virtue of said lease, It Is entitled to immediate
possession of said leased railroad property:
Aud therefore it Is proposed by said decree that
It shall be ordered, adjudged and decreed that
said Samuel J. Audeison as such Receiver, shall
forthwith deliver the possession of said property
to said Maine CentralRallroad Company, aud that
a Master shall be appointed to examine the accounts of said Andersoo as Receiver and upon the
coming In ot ills report aud the settlement of such
accounts, that said Anderson shall be discharged
from said Receivership:
It Is hereby ordered, that uotlce be given to all
persons Interested by the publication of this order
In the Portland Daily Press and the Daily Eastfrom the twenty fifth day of
ern Argus, dally
August current, to the thirty-first day of August
that
current, iuclusive,
they may appear before
the Judge of the Supreme Judicial Court at
chambers in the Court House In Portland aforesaid
on said thirty-first day of August, A. D„ 1888, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon to show cause. If any
they have, why said proposed decree shall not be
approved and entered in said case.
Dated this twenty-third dav of August, A. D„
1888.
CHARLES W. WALTON,
Justice Sup. Jud. Court
aug25d7t

and

(paid ffi\indc\}

Of 1889.
OFFIC'F OF THK (7. H. COnMWNIO.Sf,
NEW YORK.
:ta WALL STREET,
All persons, firms or corporations who desire to
are
make exhibits at the above named
or
hereby notified that information and blanks the
furnished
by
applications for space will be
undersigned upon application at the above address

Exposition

WBJl B. FRANKLIN, Cora’r. General.
SOMERVILLE P. TUCK, Ass’t. Com’r. General.
o&Wlm
augli

Portland and

Ogdensbuig R. R.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commenctni June 25, 1883.
Passenger trains

leave Union Station, Port
follows:

will

laud,

as

N.50».ni. for all stations oo through line,all
Whitr .Tlooaiuio Kt -«ru, connecting with
all points in Nprtbrra New lluua|*«hi rr ,iud
Vt-rnioai. This train runs through to fioai-

real, Hurlington, Ogdra«burg. Niagara

■tails and %%>-«.
1‘J.AO p. na. eXDreSS for fhra flouw. Craw.
r«r«r», r abyun'w, frolllr Haase, Visual
Wnabiaglou, Kilbichrltn, JrCfrrsaa aud
Pruacoaia.
8*15 Pfor Wa. C’aaway, t'rnwfard’i,
Cab vita's, tdiltlelaa, Wells* Hirer, Ac.,
arrives Vloatrrul S*3|A a. aa.
Kuos daily,

Sunday included.

Parlar t ars far Montreal on 8.60 a. m., arrive Montreal M.3i* p. aa.
Wagner Palace Cars far Niagara Palls on
8.50 a. in., arrive at Niagara Palls lo. lil
а. aa., connecting for all points West.
Wagner Palace Cara for Pabyaa*s on 13.60
p.m.
by this train reach all
White Vlauatala Resarts before evening.
tyThis train will not stop at Hiram.
Canadian Pacific * keeper* for .Vlaatraal on
б. 16 p.m., arrive Moatreul s.JJ a. aa., all
trains connect at Brtdgt* n Junct. with B. * S.
K. H. for Bridgtoa, Harrisaa and Water-

Passengers

ford
Arrivals ia Partlaad 8.36 a. m., 13.36, 7.60
p. m.
Parlor and Sleeping Car accommodations secured
by application to M. L. Williams, Agent, Portland, Me.
J. HAMILTON, Supk
OH AM. tt. POYI.O. T. A.
Portland. June 23. 1888.Je22dtf

Children.16 cents

_

20-Ride Ticket lor Scholars.$1.00
•*
Adults. 3.00
Only to be sold to residents and cottagers of
the Islands after the* move down.
C. W. O'. CODING. General Agent.
Jy2td
60

GKAUl TBlAM BAILWAY OK CAAADA

Freeport

o* »»d uDer

Steamboat

SiiVSEU AKKANUESENIT.

Co.

nOEDAY,
will

Inin

On and after June 26th, 1888. the steamer Phantom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as follows:
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Cbebeague, Little John’s and Cousins Islands.
lAave South Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)
at 7.00 a m. and 2 d. m.
Returning will leave Burnhams wharf. Portland,
at 10.00 a m. and 6 p. m.
E.B. MALLETT, Jr., Manager,
apr 1 ldtf
Freeport.

run ua

Jmr

M. 1!HM,

t.ll.w.

OKPAHTtTRKH.
►

Auburn aud Ltvlil.1, 7.10 and 9.16
and 1.16 and 6.20 p. m.
Ber tier ham, 9.16 a. m. and 1.30 and 6.30
p
D.

i.

or

to.

Sf

1.30 p.

End I'hlcugu, a.16 a.

m.

Bur Uurbrf. 1.30 p. m
Bar HackKcld and tnutea, 7.10
1.80 p. m.
Bur Daarille Juarii.a, (Mixed)

TRUE’S m WORM ELIXIR!

\

\

i

i

3
c

*
x
<
%

Ktll.KOtDS.

m.

and

m' and

a.

0.26

ra.

M

*

h

M

to

“

3

Brum i.rwUiau aad Aakara, 6.26 a. m.
13.16, 3.16 and 6.38 p. m.
Brum Durham, 8.26a.m., 13.16and 6.48 p. hi.
Brum 4'hieaga aad .Ruaireal, 12.15 and
5.48 p. m.
Brum Suebee.13.16 p. m.
Brum l.luad Fuad, (Mixed) 7.16 p. m.
Bruai Daarille Jaacliaa. (Mixed) 7.46>.m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping care on nlgm train and
l*arlor can on day train between Portland and

Romford Falls k Boekfield Railroad.
Nsanirr

4rras|ea»il-ls Effect Jawe'43,
!$$$■

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10Am.;
Lewiston 7.16;
Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
9.00. Arriving at W. Mmot9.26;
E. Hebron
9.64: Buckfleld 10.05; E. Sumner 10.45; Hartford 10.66; Canton 11.16 a m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00, Mechanic Falls 3.16. Arriving at W. Minot 3.80;
E. Hebron 3.40;
Buckfleld 3.63: R. Sumner
4.06; Hartford 4.11; Canton 4.26, and Gilbert-

Montreal.

To IjIra llua.r aad Hriura good to go Hatand return Monday following, for f6.00.

irdays

TICKET OBBIC'Ri

36

ville 4.35.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 6.00, 9.10 Am.;
arriving at Portland 8.26 A m., 12.15 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
DAILY
From W. Minot 10.00 a m. and 8.30 p*
m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.66 p. m.
for W. Sumner and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.;
arriving at Peru 6.30; Dlxfleld 8.00; Mexico
7.00 p. m.; also lor Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave Mexico 6.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 A
m.; arriving at Portland 12.15 p. m.

VS
CREAT DISCOVERY!

it is acknowledged to be the best, safest an£
most potent and effectual remody known for

this child-klUlngdisesse.
Bold, toy all Drusslat*.
PRICE S5c. 5Co. and • 1.00.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.

«-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape
removed fn from one hour andthlHy
to three hours.

Wormi
minutes

Os Account of the
Partner

Death of the Neaior
Slock ef

the

On Saturdays, only, an extra train leaves Canton
3.00 p. m.; connecting with train due In Lewtstou 6.15, and Portland 6.46 p. m.
Returning
from train leaving Portland 6.15 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
R. C. BRADFORD. Q. T. A.my!7dtf

30RTUND& WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. K«

SVMLVIEK RESORTS.

STATION, FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
On ana alter Tloadnr. June M, HKW,
•asseuiter Trains will l.rare Portlandi
Par Wsrrnirr, t'lieten, Ayer Jaatllsa.
Nashaa, Wisdkaa and tppls| at 7.30

OPEN THROUGH SEPTEMBER!

a. in. and 19.93 p as.
Par Tlaarbaater, Seacard, and polata North
at 19.33 p. oi.
Par Heckrrier, aprlagralr, Allred, lVatese
bare, and Hare Hirer at 7.30 a. as., 13.33
and (mixed) at 0.33 p- m.
Par Wirkaa at 7.:fo a.a,, 14.33, 3.00.
0.30, asd (mixed) at 0.30 p. n.
far Marrarappa, « ambrrland 31 Ilia. V’r,*
break 4aartiaa and Waadlard’i at 7 30
and 10.00 a. m., 13.33. 1 oo i
**»
-0.:ro p. o,
.*
Pair,! A ran* (Orrrlnal 11,
*’ ,OWO •* "*•
3.00and 0.30 p «.

SUMMIT SPRINGS

R.STANLEY&SON,
will be sold

low In the original
package to close the estntc.

R.STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS.

410ForeSt.,

Portland, Me.
tl9b7___

tlOTEL,
with first-class accommodations; light,
airy rooms
and magnificent scenery.
For terms, address

CI1AS. E. MORRILL'
^

■S

>

*

"

Cure

1

_

successfully

Dr. 1'.
ILLlJll
WPIra.n.i

T.
ISI. A

»
PIMH.
u b,i
o
»!«

guaranteed. At U. 8. Hotel, Portland.Koom
Saturdayfrom 9 a. m to 4 p. m. HcfcrConsultation fre<\ Scud for painpb
experience, iiuudreds cured.

ence* mveu.
ete
10 years

seDR

fl’IJ T C ]•
tX II lO I

MiMitf

DUD murbcfoBM M
Aa jIi Iv lMtowt ll JkCo'BNowsiBpPC
\

EVSS^8^1" 8*'ru--r

^

THE WALDO,
Little Chebeague Island, Portland, Ne.

dtf

cured without the use of knife
1^ II1 P E "or
1
ligature, or detention from
'} ip.
la | | b \ business. All diseases of the
;
wKectum
treated

HARRISON, ME.

One of the most popular summer resorts on CasBay; unequalled as a quiet resort for families;
Hotel accommodations strictly Hrst-class; pure
spring water; perfect drainage; superior facilities
for Bathing, boatlug and fishing. Open June 27th
J. B. HKKl), Manager.
Je4eod3iP

Frugal housewives will bear In mind that
delicious auxiliary to other niceties in the
department is to be found lu
bcuvMACHKKe Parched Fahinosk. To
the enervated it imparts
and coma

culinary

I"01

strength

minutes and

J [(mixed)
i

....

I!J

tf»L»,rom Portland conneetsat
■aaaoc Tunnel

Kan.

West, and at tlalaa Niatiaa, Warm.
[ !L
(law
Verb via
,1’ (‘.r, Hrandeorr andNorwich
and New

j

£ru

fail

Jpr

‘.'■•■7

"Oh Ha.ni A
H. (or the Man and New York,
also with N. Y. ac
**• ("Steamer Maryland Route”) lor
■altlasarr, Wa.kls|iae,

m

“;Hn«a.U

nd the neutb.

CO

®°oked in two
J~rf’
be hadM}*
of all grocers.

Stran.

JOSEPH HICKSON, (lenen Manager.
WM. HIM! A It, GeoL Pass. Agent,
J.8TKPI KNHON. Hupt.
Portland, June 25,1888.
)e26dtf

anl3
_

Etching# St., mdOioot Foot ot India

Lowest farce from Portland, Yarmouth Juno.
Ion and Danville Junction aa follows: To cblca#3109 End #19.00: Detrott, #14.76 and
i».
116.00: Kansas City. #32.60 and #28.86; 8t.
EUl #32.60 and *28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
126.00and #21.28; Ht. Louis via. Chicago, #28.50
ind #24.90; California, #83.60 and #tl» 7I>.

—

in

PARIS IMVERSAL EXPOSITION

Klehmond,

WiVI. B. DBNNIMON,
(weather permitting and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11
o’clock p. m.
Returning, leave Machlasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 4 o’clock a m., connecting at Portland with the night and early
morning trains for Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 26, 1888.
je23dtl

Ticket.81.00

BERRY,

**o. 37 Plum Street.

twenty-seventh day of
March, A. D., 1884, on the petition of the
complainants, Samuel J. Anderson was appointed
Receiver of said Company and its property, and
by virtue of said appointment, took possession
thereof and has since that date been in possession
thereof and managed the same and is still managing the same:
And whereas on the twenty-third day of August,
A. D., 1888, a proposed decree was Bled In said

WHEREAS

of

City

( APT.

IRRIIIM.

Supreme Judicial Cauri
Cumberland county.
Weston F. MUliken et als. vs. The Portland and
Ogdensburg Railroad Company et als.
on

10-Bide

DK.

SALE-Splendid manufacturing busiFOK
ness; If you want
extra business til Boston
don’t fall to

Steamer

FAKES.
Adult, with admission to Greenwood Garden, or
Kin*..30 cents
Children.lGceuts
Single tickets. Bound Trip.25 cents

OR. E. B.

WA1VTED.

au20

SPECIALTY

—

capable girl to do general
WANTED—A
housework; references required. Apply at

99

hxchange 8L, Portland, Me.

PINE JOB PRINTING A

now

BENT—Upper
Neal St., near Congress Street; well arranged
open Are place; steam heat: attractive and pleasant; possession given Sept. 1,1888, BENJAMIN
SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.28-1

my23WF&Meowtf

en

raise.

PORTLAND, NT. DESERT * MACHIAS ST’BT CO.

Leave Portland for Little and Great Dlamoud,
Trelethen’s and Evergreen, 6.40, 6.00, 6.46, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. m., •12.10, 2.00, *3.16, 4.20, 6.46,
t6.10,7.30, *9.30 p. m.
Leave Peak’s for Portland 6.16,7.15, 8.30,9.20,
•10.16, 11.00, *11.20 a. m., 12.20, *1.20,
2.16, 2.35, 3.20, *14.16, 6.10, 6.25, 6.05, 6.30,
7.00, *7.30, 7.50,9.00, *19.50, *10.00, 10.16,
•10.46 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s (or Portland. 7.05. 8.20. 9.80.
■10.06,11.10*11.30 A m., 12.30,*1.10, 2.45, 3.30,
8.50, 4.50, 8.16, 6.40,*7.20, 8.00, 8.60,*10.60 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond lor Portland, 6.20, 7.06,
7.36, 9.10, 10.10, 11.40 A m., *1.20 3.10, *4.25,
6.30, te.60, 8.10, *10.40 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond lor Portland, 6.16,7.00,
7.30, 9.06, 10.05, 11.35 A m., *tl.l6, 3.06, *4.20,
6.26, t8.30, 8.50, 8.35, *10.36 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s lor Portland. 8.10,6.66,7.25,
9.00,10.00, 11.30 Am., *1.10,3.00, *4.15,6.20,
»6.86, 8.30, *10,30 p. m.
Leave Evergreen lor Portland, 6.06,6.60, 7.20,
8.66.9.56, 11.26 Am., *1.05, 2.65, *4.10, 6.16,
t6.40. 8.26, *10.26 p. m.
Leave Long Island lor Portland, 8.40,8.45,9.45,
11.16 Am., *12.66,2.45, *4.00,6.06, 6.30,8.16,
*10.15 p. m.
(*)—Not run on stormy or foggy weather.
(*) -Touches at Peak’s.
(t)—Leave Peak’s lor Little and Great Diamond,
Evergreen and Trelethen’s.
The Steamer Laurence will connect at Cushing’s 'Island for Cape Cottage with trips leaving
Portland at 6.45 a m.. 12.60. 4.30 and 7.00 p. m

INTERN’ KXCHANOE,

"t.

reduced

•9.30 p. m.

—

Job Printer

Known.

or

AND

an

Address mKS. m. E. COOK,

au24d2w»_

Foss, teamster, a portemonuaie containing a small sum of money, near
tne foot of Maple street; the tinder,will be rewarded bv leavinn at H. and W. .1. KNOW I.TON’S
31 ya Exchange street.
25 1

—

2d.

9.46 p. m.
Leave Portland for Cushing’s, 6.46, 8.00, 9.00,
•0.46, 10.30, *11.00, 12.00 a. m., *12.50, 2.16,
3.00, 3.30, 4.30, 6.46, 6.10, •7.00, 7.30, 8.30,
•9.30 p. m.
Leave Portland lor Long Island 6.00,8.00,9.00,
10.80 a. m„ *12.10, 2.00, *3.16, 4.20, 6.45,7.30,

Book, Card

au28-l

JULY

WEEK DAYTIME TABLE,
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peak’s
Island, 5.46, 6.46, 8.00,9.00,
10.30, *11.00.
12.00 a.m., *12.50, 1.46, 2.16,3.00, 3.30, 4.30,
6.00, 6.45, 8.10, *7.00, 7.30, *8.00,8.30, *9.30,

Portland^ Me.

Albion

AND AFTER

The Only Line Selling Tickets to Green*
wood Garden,Rink or Roller Comster.

191 MIDDLE STREET,
Casco Bank Building,

POUND—A

Bay Steamboat Co.,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

aag28_dtf

WJI~

LKT-A few nice rooms
suite or single.
TO
furnished
unfurnished, with board, at 112
FREE STREET.

BAR HARBOR,

12.20 (Limited Express.) 1.20 and 11.30
p. m. Vance Boro and lieu lien, 6.60, and
7.10 A m., 1.25, 1.30 and 111.30 p, m.
n.
Mlepkea (Calais.i ArooaleoU t'eaaly, Ml.
■leka Halifax, aad Ike Provinces, 1.26,
1 JO and 11.30 p.m.
W“The Bangor and Bar Harbor Limited Ex
press from Portland, at 12.20 p. m. stops at Danville Junction tor Poland Spring passengers and
stage for that point also connects with trains
leaving Portland at 7.10 a. m., 1.26 and 6.06 p. m.
t Night express with sleeping car attached, rune
every night, Sundays Included, through to Bangor, but not to Bkowhegan Monday mornings or
to Belfast and Dexter or beyond Bangor, except
to KUxworth and Bar Harbor, Sunday mornings.
Trains are duo In Portland as tollowes: The
morning train from Augusta and Bath 8.36
a. m., Lewiston 8.40 a. in.; day trains from
Bangor, Kockland, etc., at 12.26, 12.30, 12.36,
and ML Desert limited, at 12.40 p. m. The
afternoon train from Watervltle, Bath, Augusta
and Kockland, at 6.20 p. m.. Flying Yankee, at
6.30 p. in., Farmington. Marauocook and Lewiston 6.40 u. m. Night Pullman at 1.30a. m.
Limited Ticket- Aral and -erend class,
fer all paints ia ike Previacrs en -ale at

(or Portland, calling at above landings 6.00, 8.30
a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
m.; arrive Portland, 6.60,
9.20 a. m„ 1.60, 6.50 o. m.

land Street,

Gold Charm on Peaks Island. The
owner can have the same by proviug proper
ty and paying for this advertisement.
C. H.

LOMT—By

ill.30p.rn.

Keturn, leave Town Landing Falmouth Foreslde

COST AND FOUND.

Greenwood Garden.

m., Walrrrille and Hkowkegaa via f-ewlon. 7.10 A m., 1.26 p. m., via Aagnsio 6.60
m„ 1.20 p. m, (Express,) 1.30,6.10and tll.30
p. m. Belfast and Dexter. 1.26, 1.30 and
Banger via l.ewisiea. 7.10 A
m. 12.20, p. m. (Limited Express) and 1.26 p. m.
via A agusin. 6.60 a. m., 1.20 (Express) 1.30
and tll.30 p.m. Banger nad Piscaisssis
B. K., 6.50, and 7.10 A m., tll.30 p. in. Kllswarik nad Peialx an lit. Desert Braack,
1.20 andtll.80 p. m., and tor

a.

m.

DR. G. W. CHASE

follows:

aa

•steamer Alice Week Day Time Table.
Leave Portland for Mackey’s Island, Waite’s
Landing, Madokwando Landing, Town Landing
Falmouth Foreslde, 7.30,11.00a. m., 3.30,6.10p.

will be in Ills Office 372 Cumber-

UOMM Y, iuir d.). I NAN.
iraias leave Perllna.l

For Ankara aad I.ewlsioa, 7.10, 8.46 a rn.,
1.26 and 6.06 p. m. Lewi-ten via Brunswick, 6.60 a m., 1.80 and tll.30 p. m. For
Bosk, 8.60 a ia, 1.80 and 5.10 p. m.. and on
Saturdays only at 11.30 p. m. Kockland and
Mwo* and Lincoln H. K., 6.60 A In. and
1.30 p. m., and on Wednesdays and Saturdays
at 6.10 p.m. Brunswick, Uardiaer, Hallowcll, and Aaga.u, ...Soa. >u., 1.20, p, m.
(express), 1.30, 6.10 and tll.30 p. m. Fording ton via I.ewlsioa, S.46 a m„ 1.26 p. m.;
via Branowlck. 6.60 A m., 1.30 p. m. Vleaasoalk. Winlbrep and l.okr Saras,
rook, 7.10and 8.46 a.m. 1.26 p.m. Keadgeld,
Oakland and Norik Aaooa.7.10 a. m 1.26 p.

FALMOllTHFOKESIDE ROUTE.

BUniNKISA OAK DM.

after

Puarsger

frees New tarea Sislisa, laagrrn Street

Steamers

Counselor

KNOWLTON,

On sad

6.16 p. m.
Keturn lor Portland, leave Orr’s Island 5.46,
11.16 a. m., 4.00p. m.; Bailey’s Island 0.00,12.26
a. m., 4.10 p, m.; Harpswell 6.16,
11.40 a. m.,
1.30,4.26 p.m.; East End Gt. Chebeague 6 46
a. m., 12.05, 2.00, 4.60 p. m.; Jenks’ 7.00 a. m.,
12.16, 2.16, 6.00 p. m; Hope Island 7.06 a. m.,
12.20,2.20,5.06 p.m.; Little Chebeague 7.20 a.
m., 12.26, 2.86, 6.10 p. m.; Long Island 7.36 a.
m., 12.36,2.60, 6.20 p. m.; arrive Portland 8.16
a. m., 1.16, 8.30, 6.10 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland for Long Island. Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenks, East End Gt. Chebeague and Harpswell. 9.46 a. m., 2.00 p. m.; return leave Harpswell tor Portland, calling at
above landings, 11.46 a. m., 3.46 p. m., arrive
In Portland 1.30, 6.00 p. m. Kouuu trip tickets
Sundays to Harpswell 86 cents, other landings
26 cents.

at 7 o’clock; arrivlnglln
connection with earliest trains for

MACE— $5000, terms easy, buys furniture and fixtures of a first class licensed hotel; 63 rooms; very low rent; located In a smart
manufacturing town of 1,300 inhabitants. Does
a large business, 20 miles out of Boston.
W. F.
CARRUTHERS, 11 Court street, Boston. 24-f

FOB

HIM fflTR.lL R.1ILR0.1D

Steamer GORDO! (or Long Island, l.lttle
Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenksy, East End Gt.
Chebeague aud Harpswell, at 10.00 a. m. and

day evening

On and after

FOB

New York.
T^West DlTlslon'Irem North Berwick Sundays.
“Via Western DIt. trom Bcarboro Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points South and Wsst
tor rale at I'aiss SisiUs, (:•■(»<• simi,
Commercial Mireel ninilen, and at islss
Tltkel OSes, 40 Kirkasge Ntrssl,
»• T. KUKBKK, Gen’l Manager. Boston
D. J. FLANDKH3, uen. P.A T. A, Boston.
JAM. L. WILLIAMS, Gea’l Agent, Portland.
dtt
JyTl_

The elegant new steamer nBKBYC'ONKAU

27-1

—

IConaeets with Sound Lines tor

for Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island,
Jenks’, East End Gt. Chebeague, Harpswell, Bailey's and Orr’s Island, at 9.00 a.m., and 2.00 p.m.

beyond.
Through tickets

A

rent

and west.

lows:

points

MACE
A 15 room lodging house, on
Shawmut Avenue; furnished new last October from top to bottom wltb best of black walnut
furniture and Tapestry carpets; full of lodgers
and paying big; a chance of a life-time; don't miss
It if In want of a house. BAILEY A BARTLETT,
46 School street, Boston.
27-1

little
In-

competition; village of 1.500
habitants, mills, railroad, Ace.

JLET—A new and desirable house situated on Melleu Street, containing lo rooms,
with modern conveniences. Apply to John F.
25-1
Proctor, Centennial block._

_

—

for hai.E—Good

DE—Tliree thoroughbred Black Cocker Spaniel pups, from imported Obo stock:
price $10.00 each. M. H. RANLETT, Rockland,
26-1
Me._

an

Street Commissioner.

_

MACE
Country hotel, stable, billiard.
pool and dance hall, and barber shop, all
furnished
and equipped, and well patsplendidly
ronized, both regular and transient trade; one of
the loveliest villages In all New England; splendid
JOHN SMITH,
fishing, boating and bunting.
29-1
JR., Herald Building, Boston. Mass.

pair carriage
horses. Address BOX 1819, Portland. 26-1

cellent

aug2o

FOB

Island,

On and after July 1, 1888. steamers of the line
will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, as fol-

JOHN BROOKS and TREMOXT
every

Herou

Clark’s Cove and

Delightful Sail 20 miles down Casco Bay.

leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
alternately
week

HADE-Cooking stove; McGee’s largest
size, extension top, with furniture In perfect
order; will be sold at a bargain; examine any day
at No. 2 GRAY STREET.25-1

For sale, u small, clean stock of
millinery, very cheap, in an ex-

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.,

Fare

season (or

FOB

Eastern Division From Union Station.
*•» fiastea \ 18.00 a.m., dally), 16.00 a.m., *1.06,
18.00 p. m. Returning leave Bwiaa 7.30, 66.00
a.m„ 1X80 ip. m. (“7.00
Biddrp. m. dally).
PariHoaeis, Nrwbarrpart, Walras,
900 »•
«•<» p. m. A area
barrw.0Oa.m.. 1.06, 8.00 p. m.
Kliiabatb, 8.00 a. m.,
rullman car* on arxivt* train*.
Tywuwea with Kail Lines lor New York. South

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

THB FIlUT-OIaAM HTKAMBHfl

furnished lodging bouse. 14
rooms; black walnut, ash. cherry and upholstered furniture, tapestry carpets; located In centre Boston: now paying $100 a month; full sum-

SPLENDID BUSINESS

(.uninntnc.

H

consisting of
coutalug 10 rooms, with
modern conveniences—heated by steam—lot contains about 3600 square feet, This is one of the
best locations in the city and any one wanting a
pleasant home at a reasonable price, will please
give attention. Apply to John F. Proctor, Centennial block.
26-1

FOR

*7.00 p. m.
7 Boston and Bar Harbor, Limited, composed entirely of Pullman Vestibule Palace cars, on which
an extra (are is charged.
(•Tuesday* and Hi 'days.
*
Stops at Old Orchard Beach 25 minutes.
KP-Stops at old Orchard Beach 30 minutes,
a Stops at Old Orchard Beach one hour.

the boat to Boston.
Positively no freight received after 8.16 at Porthrod on the day of sailing.
Freight received and delivered by W. H. Bohanon on tbe wharf.
mykdtlA. MONTGOMERY. Pres.

SUMMER ARRAN6EMENTS.

will buy one of the best
paying confectionery, ice cream and oyster
saloons hi Boston; old stand; present owner 7
years; doing good business; to a man or woman
with a littie money: this is a good clean chance.
JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND, 32% Washington St'
Boston. Mass._
29-2

for terms

run df>LC

E|a\/ingredthe
with

—

(ard, 10.00 a.m., 1.00, 2.16, tp-3.30, 4.16, 6.P'

Every Thursday at 8.80 a.m. for Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island, South Bristol, East
Boothbay and Femaquld.
Returning will leave Damariscotta every Monday and Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., lor Fortland
and Intermediate Landings.
Every Frldy at 7.00 a. m., will leave Femaquld
tor Fortland and Intermediate Landings, arriving
In Portland about 2.30 p. m., connecting with Boston boats from Portland. Through tickets sold on

STEAMERS.

MACE—Dry goods, small wares, f jrnisbiog store and business; run with fine success
for more than seven years; trade 848,oOO yearly;
profits $12,000; can be increased with push; sell
stock and fixtures at appraisal of men; not one
dollar bonus asked; owner retires, only reason for
selling. JOHN SMITH, JR., Business Broker,
Herald building, Boston.
29-1

MACE

Boothbay,

Damarlscotia.

BOSTON

UUMINEMM UHANCBM.

Fob

Foi Baeiaa 1.00 and 6.30 p. m.
Oarer 1.00,
p. m. Mearbaraaeh Beach, Piae
Paial. Old Orchard Hrarh, Mara and Hid.

*.16, 6.30

only' at Of5”nofthe

Trefethen's.

urdy lor Squirrel Island,
South Bristol, East Boothbay,

From New York, pier toot ot Canal Bt„ North
K ver. tor San Francisco, via The Inhwai »f

eod&wlytopolcolcd

FOB

Sunday Trains From 1'nion Station.

l no
10°'

STEAMER ENTERPRISEHWT. ALFRED RACE.

—

ci nfiDAnn
kbuuimuU)

mwubim

BIRD STORE,
27-1

HADE-A first class house, 12 rooms,
bath, steam, and all modern conveniences,
line stable, central location on one of the most desirable streets, one minute from City Hall; price
low. W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate Agt, 180
Middle
27-1

situated

eod6m

may4

Congress street.

•

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

FOR—

on

mylO

M.

Panama,
COLORADO.sails Saturday, Sept. 1, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan sta.
For Japan and Chiu.
CITY OF SYDNEY.sails Thursday August 30,
3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Inlormatlon
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
B. A. AD.U1N A CO..
113 Mtate Hired, Car. Brand Hi., Beaten.
elO
dtf

tin tag made onjy by,
John "five cr %3r?j,Louisville, Ky

FOR

Japanese robbins, &c., In stock.

—LIMB

Stnotyny-

1he

m
m-

foggy weather

or

[Admission to Garden, Adults
6 cents, at the gate.]
Thirteen rides. l.oo
Twenty rides, scholars...|1.001 for resldeuts and
Sixty rides, adults. 3.00J cottagers only.
P. H. WEEKS, Managir.
P. M. WEBBER, Clerk.|e22dtf

California, Japan, China,
and South America and Me

made.

GENUINE

«

and after Saturday. May 6th, Steamer will
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S ONleave
Franklin Wharf every Tuesday and Sat-

flND(jE^PESr
'lOjjflCCO
Insist

a-m-:12 B0'

oo
00'a

10
10 cents. Children

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fool
of State street.
J. a COYLE.
novl4dt»
lien'l Manager.

JEST

HADE.

p

lz

FABBS
Single ticket, round trip, adult.
Children under twelve.

1888.

Rrelirht recelveoilntn 4.00

rV

to

ran

captain.

tions.
Tnrv jgh tickets issued and baggage checked to

OlO

energetic

hade—a large lot of young canaries of
this year’s stock. They are singing well and
will be sold this week for 32.26 each. Parrotts,
mocking birds, love birds, linnetts, bobo inks,

for

SUMMER ARRAN6EMENTS.

destination

1hp iIfstcheWina
tobacco Cf\ n not be

TIT ANTED—Salesmen that understand selling
»
any klud of goods in a retail store; also a
cashier and mail for office work. Apply in the
NEW STORE, 227 Middle street, 3 to6 o'clock.

will

The
Steamers ot this Une will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.30 p. m., for
EAST PORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

and

[S|0T for

HALE HELP.

WANTED—An

1888.

or

permanent; table
board by the meal, day or week; furnished
rooms let with or without board.
ADnnlv at
JlyZdtt291 PEKING STREET.

)illtmeilt

Brnjjnw, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
cured of Eczema, long standing, by Palmers
Skin-Success.

CtyeWirfcj

25-2

2.26, 3.30, 6.06 p. ra.
•For Joues’only, tin stonry

The favorite route to Cainpabrlle and Hi. Andrews, N. H.

Wf^icf^ is ONLY for

WANTED-For lady, In private
family; good location, comfortable room,
and excellent table; price not to exceed *7.00 per
week. Address ‘‘G. A.,” Portland Post Office.

HADE—Cottage lots for sale at Rock
FOR
bound Park at exceedingly low prices; the
plan is now ready and lots staked out; perfeet
title. Enquire of MAY CHAPMAN, Chapman
28-2
House, Peaks Island.

TMC

I-..

\OBRCCO

Orchard Reach, Mara, Hiddefard
7.30,
8.45, 10.26 a. in., 12.50, 2.15, 8.80, 6.16,
б. 10, *8,30 p. m. Renarbuak, 7.80. 8.46 a. m.,
12.60, 3.30, 6.16, 6.10, >8.30 p. m.
WeOa
Beach, 7.30, 8.45 a. m., 8.30. 5.16 p. m. Marik
Berwick,fireal Malle, Uarei 7.30,8.46 a.m.,
Miner. Retie
12.60, 3.30, 6.16. 6.10 p. m.
hill, I.awreace, and I.awell, 7.80, 8.46 a.
Bocbeeter, Marne
m., 12.50, 8.30, e.lOjp. m.
laitaa. A Ilea Bay, 8.46 a. m.. 13.60, 3.80
p. m. Wolfbara and C'eater Marker, 8.46
T1 aacheeler and CoeeeH
*. m„ 12.60 p. m.
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a. m.t (via Newmarket
/unction) 3.30 p. m.
TRAINS LEAVE COMMERCIAL STREET
STATION lor t ape Klizabelb 6.46 n. m.;
Piar Peiel
aid
lor
Beach
Mcarbara
7.10, a. m., 2.00, 3.30, 6.46 p. m. 7.10 a. in
train connects at Union Station with 7.30 a. m.
train (or Bwiae, the 8.36 a. m., 12.40, 3.80,
8.00 p. in., trains connect at Trans(er Station
with trains (or Baeten and way stations.
Trains leave Union Station tor Commercial St.
Station at 12.65,6.06, c8.10, c 10.10, cl 1.06 p. m.

GREENWOOD.

10-38' u'80
aOTib-TK/S*
Leave Trefethen's, 0.16.10.4612

—

Hrannwick, !\«ya Ncwlin, Prince Edward* Imlnud, and Cape liman.

Nrw

Hm.a far Partlaad 7.80.
m.
a. m., 1.00. 4.00. 6.00 p. m.
For
Ncarbor. Hrarh, i'lar Patal, 7.80. 10.36.
а. in..
2.15, 3.30, 6.16, *8.30 p. m.
Old

1.65*3.W°i46np m'66'1<U8'

—

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

HOARD,

transient

FOB

leave Portland.
Union
Htatlon,"
tT.io, t8.«6 a. m., 711.46 *12.60,

8.80, 0.16

Leave Portland 5.60, 6.45 8.30,8.46,11.00 a. m.;
•12.00 m.. 12.45* 1.55,'3.00. 4.46. 8.10,7.36,
tO.SOo. m.
Jones', [Greenwood Gardenl at 6.35, 7.16,
?•££• i0:06-11-20 a. m.; 12.20, 1.06,2.16,4.15,
6.30,6.40,9.00,10.16 p. in. [or at. close of entertainment.]
Leave Trefethen's, 6.15,
7.06, 9.00, 10.16, 11.30
a. in.; 2.26, 8.30,
6.06, 6.30, 7.66, 9.60 p. m.
NBNDAV time tabi.e.
U'30 a'123u-

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S

a

R

July IS, HUM.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains

SUMMERTIME TABLE IN EFFECT JUNE 23,1888

STEAMSHIP CO.,

effect

Mar K..loi
8.30 18.10 p.

Hirshtw’i Wharf, Ptrtlud.
Between Custom House and Boston Steamers. Por
Trefetheu’s and Jones' Landings,
and Greenwood Garden.

International

WANTED.
Girls!

STEAMER

Insurance one-half the rate ot

cash

la

ON

West bv the Fenn. K. B., and
Freights
South by cohnectlng lines, forwarded tree ot commission.
Koaad Trig lit*,
Passage 810.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
11. B. MA.WPMON, Agent,
SldtfTO l.aag Wharf. Bsstaa.

bookkeeper
good

BOSTON AND MAINER.

and after MONDAY, June 11th, and until
further notice, the Hwaiwrr l.l. will run as
follows: (Sundays excepted.) Leave Burnham s
Wharf at 6.00, 7.00. 8.46,10.00 a. nt, and 13.20,
Leave Casco
2.00, 3.00, 8.00 ana 0.16 d. m.
Wharf, Diamond Island, at «.30, 7.40, 8.16, 10.20
a. m., and 1.30, 3.30, 3.2o, 6.46 and 6.46 p. m.
The 10.00 a. m. and 3.0o p. m. trips will he made
around the Island touching at Diamond Cove.
JelldtlLKW13 A. GOUDY, Manager.

'sailing vessel.

WANTED—All

RAILROAD*.

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND ARP DIAMOND COVE.

for the

Corner, within a few rods of horse cars;
2Vi acres land, 28 fruit trees, good spring water
brought into house; sold on easy terms. GARDINER & ROBERTS, Oxford Building,
28-l_

COOKING RANGE.

every

street._26-1

as

LIME.

From Long Wharf, Boston, S
P-“■ From Tine Street Wnarf,
\ Philadelphia, at 13 m.

,{

HADE—1% story house containing 8
FOK
rooms, ell and stable connected, situated at
Lunt's

|jmr(]LAloN

STEAMSHIP

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA nnn Tuesday and Frida*.

persons having real estate
for sale or to let, or desirous of having
to know that It would be for
cared
for,
property
their Interest to call at L. O. BEAN & CO.. Beal
Estate Agents, 40 Exchange 8t.
_23-1

At druggistR, ‘Skin-Success’
25c. A 75c. -Skin-Success Soap’
25c. Palmer ChemicalCo.^.Y.

Mr*. T.

From BOSTON

color; salary paid and outfit free. Address
references for particulars EASTERN COPYING CO., 21 Main St., Bangor, Me.
14-tf

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

n,lddS°N4U|!'l2“' 1888.—CJtton steady; Skin Success
European markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Aug. 28.1888.—Consols 9» D-18 for
money and 99% for.tbe account.
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 28.—The Cotton marketfirm; demand light; middling uplands at 6%d;
do Orleans ato%d; sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export 600 bales; receipts 2100 bales.

a

witli

Profession.

d

DIRECT

to collect small pictures to
WANTED—Men
copy and enlarge In crayon, India ink and
water

ENDOR8ED

■ V

Medical

28-1

WANTED
FREE! FREE FROM PAW! SADKHMEN
selling clothing In a retail
1,1
In

\AJ
n

~~

1888'—0otton is quiet;

9%c.
dliag
MOBILE, Aug. 28,1888.—Cotton nominal; middling 9%c.

1*11111116

street.

27-1

or Akin disease can be
Any
quickly
cured by Palmer’s Skin-Success. Soap and ointment.
Uorrihlb I blotches and pimples removed by
DUl IHMC (Bkm-Success and effectually banished

1888.—Ootton

MEMPHIS,Aug. 28,1888.—Cotton steadvjmldat

IVWManQ;

Sooken.
JunelO.no lat or Ion, ship A McCallum, from
San
for
Francisco.
Liverpool
July 30, lat 33 N. ion 38 W, barque Penobscot
Eaton, from New York for Aujier.
Aug 19, off Georges Shoal, ship Corsica, Purington, from New York for Continent.

10,5001 bbls, | wheat 39,600

bush, rye 8,000 bush.
ST. LOU IB, Aug. 28,1888.—The Flour market
Is steady. Wheat is unsettled and higher: No 2
Oats
Red96%c. Corn is liiguer; No 2 at 4lc.
Arm; No 2 at 26(jt20s/sc. Rye 48e. Whiskey is
steady 1 14. Provisions strong. Pork at 14 76@
16 oo in job lots; dry salted neats—shoulders at
7 76; longs and ribs at 8 66; sbort clears at 8 86;
Bacon—shoulders at 8^6; longs and ribs at 9 40
feu 46; short clear at 9 76. Hams $12 60fe$14,
Receipts—Fiour, 1,000 bbls:| wheat. 89,o00
bush; corn 69,000 bush; oats ,71,000 bush; rye
2.000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 12,000 bbls; wheat,114,000
bushs ;corn, 17,000 fbush; oats, 7,000; bush; rye
6.000 bush, barley 000 bush.
DETROIT,Ang.
28,1888.-Wheat-No 1 White
at
?4%c; No 2 lied at 9iti^c. Corn, No 2 at 46c.
a,t.,?6%ci No 8 White 29%c.
c
Receipts—Wheat, 120,300 bu; corn, 100 bush;
Oat», 500 bu.

v,..,

G Taylor, Quinlan, Boston; Lyra, Leonard. New
York; Elizabeth M Look, Clark, Boston.
Uld 27lb, sells Hoy, Lister, and Ida B. Flower
Rockland; Glide, Sypher, do.

bush.

au,uvv UV|

fcff-Sendfor

pages,

Union

steak
„,)lmd.
pound;
wholB
ham 13c pound; corned tongue 18c pound; salt
pork 10c by the strip, Ucb/fcepound:
potatoes
<6c bushel, 20c peck; ftm eggs 22c doz. ; pea
and yellow eye beans 10c quart; all kinds of groceries at lowest market prices for cash. c. A
HOUNDS, 107 Oxford

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 60c; Soap,
26c; Resolvent, $1.
Prepared by the Potter
Drug and OhemicalCo Boston, Mass.

Ieb27

_

Receipts—Flour. 19,104 bbls, wheat 64,676 bu,
205,078 Lush. oats|169,293 bu, barley, 3760

UUOU^OVIU

Boston.

Foreign Ports.

corn

a

Cambridge, Fletcher,

Ar at Nanaimo 20th, ship America, Gibbous,
San Pedro.
Old at Trinidad 12th inst, barque Evanell, Colcord. Barbadoes.
Bid fm Matanzas 20th Inst, barque Nellie Smith,
Cofflu, Samia.
Cld at Havana 2lst, barque Proteus,
Peterson,
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Bermuda 17th inst,
barque Eliza Barrs.
Young. Portland.
Ar at St Johu, NB, 27th, seks Ella Brown.
Hall.

at 1 20.

vuuu, uiavu)

for do.

NEWBUKYPOKT— Ar 24th, sell Hannah F
Kimball. Kimball, New York.
Bid 24th, sch FG French, Hatch, ltockland.
Ar 26th, sch Hyne. Hinckley, Amboy; Enterprise. Kobluson, Hoboken.
rORTSMOUTH-Ar 27th, sch I.uuet, 8wain,
Hoboken.
Ar 27ih, sell G B Church,{Gallagher, Philadelphia.
CALAIS—Ar 26th, barque ltacliel Emery, Wyman, Boston.
BATH—Ar 25tli, schs Andrew Adams, Adams,
Portland, (and passed up); J M Morales, Jordan.
New York; Okas S Davis. Philadelphia.
Sid 26th, sch Geo M Adams, Standish, Wash-

—

vv

do.

Also ar 26tli, schs Electa Bailey, Bangor for
Philadelphia; M L Smith, fin Bath for Baltimore;
Silas McLoon,
Kockport for Fall Kiver; Two Brothers, Gardiner for do.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, schs Heury May, Hallowed.
Hoboken: ltoger Drury, Delay, do; M BOakes.
Ingalls, Machias; Itlchmond, Parker, and William
Stevens. Dodge, Bangor; J B Norris, Coffin, Gay
Head; Gen Banks. Dyer, coastwise.
SALEM-Ar 27th, sch E T Drisko, Drisko, from
Perth Amboy.
Sid 27th, sch Capt John, Chatto, Koudoui.
Ar 28th, schs Gen Banks, Dyer,
Philadelphia;
City of Augusta.; Tawes, and Oliver 8 Barrett,
Wallace, Baltimore; Etta E Tanner, Mallock. fin
Eastnort; A L Wilder, Thurston. Kockport: Clinton, Wilson. Millbridge; Electric Flash. Smith,
North Haven; Johli 8 Davis,
Paterson, Hoboken;
Henry A, Kale", Waldoboro; Para, Libby, Maclnas; Kate L Pray, Pray, and David Brown, Jr,
Deer
Isle.
Barbour,
Cld 28tli, barque Chas Loring, Thestrup, Asplnwall; sch Mary J Cook, Small. Feriiandina.

Domestic Markets.

a

Peters, Torrey,

VINKV AKll-TT
oath anho It
I, .h
and O M Marrett, from ltockland for New York:
A Paine, Kockport for do; Diadem, and Gen Hall,
Tliomastoii for do; Marv Stewart, and Sea Flower
Bangor for do; C Bucki, do for do; J Kennedy,
Calais lor do; Spartel, Hillsboro for do; Jos w
Fish, Vinalhaven for do; L M Elies, and Julia A
Berkele. Kocktand for do; Mollie Phillips, Addi-

Hogs receipts 9,000: shipments 4600; strong;
mixed 6 6*0 60;butchers and heavy 6 10®G 65;
light 6 00*0 60; skins 4 OU* 90.
eUeep—receipts 6.000; shipments 2000: weak:
natives at 2 76*4 76; Western shorn 3 30*3 86;
Texas shorn 2 76*3 60; lambs 4 00*6 15/

Shipments— Flour

A

Ar 27th, sch Walker Armington, Driukwatcr,
Baltimore.
Sid 27tn, schs F ODame, Rogers, Norfolk; M K
Bawley. Rawley, and Susan Ross. Rawley, New
ork: Eva L Leonard, Robbins, Tiverton, to load
for Gloucester.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Aug. 28, 1888—Cattle market—receipts 7,000 £ shipments 11000; strong for good;

bust),rye 8,332

sch George Walker, Mitchell, Rich-

Cld 27th, brig Carib, Montgomery, for Truxillo:
sch Jas Boyce. Jr, Duncan, Bordeaux.
NEW HAVEN-Sld 26th, sch A L Mitchell.
Bunker. Norfolk.
STONINGTON—Ar 27th, sch Puritan, Sargent,
Georgetown, I)C.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 26th, sch Lizzie J Call,
Call, Augusta.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 26th, schs Wm D Cargill,

Working oxen pair *90**160; Milch :Cows
and Calves 26**43; Farrow Cows ,at *16**30;
fancy at *60**76; yearlings at 8 60**18; *wo
years old *14**25; three '-ears *20**36.
Swine-Receipts 1833; Western fat, live at 694
*7; northern dressed 794 c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 8338; In lots 2 56
50: extra 6|00®6 60.
eal Calves 294*894c.

quiet: middling 9% c.

«laii v:

Eastern

do.
Ar 28th,
mond.

1800

103

Boston Stock Market.

Mexican Central 4s.

—

13c; (Northern (dressed fowls at 13@15c:
Western iced fowls 14@00e; dressed ducks 13®

beeves 6 10*0 60; steers at 3 80*0 00: Stockers
and feeders 2 po@3 16; cows, bulls and mixed at
100*3 00; Texas cattle at 2 00*3,76; Western
rangers at 3 0*6 20.

Eastern

SAN FRANCISCO-Cld 27th, ships
Tacoma,
Otis. New York; Chas E Moodv, Leonard, do.
PORT BLAKELY
Ar 19th, ship Tlieobold,
Reed. San Diego.
«ALVESTON- Went to sea 22d, brig Edw H
Williams, for Pensacola.
;27tb- scb Melisa A Willey,
,.,?,{£N8.4,VOLA_Ar
Willey, Wiscasset.
CHARLESTON—81d 26th, schs W’m Frederick,
for New York: A D Lamson, for Wilmington, Del.
Sid 27tn, sch Lizzie Dewey, for Wilmington.
NORF’OLK—Ar 27th, brig .Josefa, Snow, from
Boston.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld 27tli. schs Edw P
Avery, Hawley, Portland; E M Watts, Boston.
Ar 27th, sch C L Mitchell, Frost, Kennebec,
BALTIMORE—Ar 20ih, sch Mary L Newton,
Coombs, Bangor.
Ar27tb, schs A C Stubbs, Peudleioa, Bangor:
Isaac T Campbell, Mattliews.lKennebec.
Cld 27th, schs 8 P Hitchcock. Blair, Portland.
Ar 26th, sch W Abrahams. Snow, Kennebec.
PHILADELPHIA- Ar 27th, sch Stephen G
Loud, Boston.
Ar 27th, schs J C Clifford, Corson,
Saco; Mattie
B Russell, f.arrabee, Kennebec;
Cumberland,
do; S G Loud. Matthews, Boston
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 26th, sch F T Drisko,
I l'isko. Salem.
Ar 27th, schs A J York, Wallace, New York;
A Klahrrdson, Pfftershall, and Silver Heels, Mullen, do; Castilian, Bellatty, and Mary Sands.
Greenleaf, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 27tb, schs Jennie I.iud, Terrapin, and Senator Grimes, from Calais; Grace
Davis, Portland; W C Green, Fall River: F'lorida
and Ann Eliza, Rockland;
Vicksburg, Bangor;
Norombega, Richmond, Va; Edw Harlow, Baltimore; Irene E Meservey, Providence; M K Raw-

tern at

ft. ..21*23
1 Creamery
Lemons.
Palermo.6 00*6 25|G!U Edge Ver....20*22
Messina.0 00*6 25 Choice.17*18
Good.16*17
Malagers..,.
Store.......16*16
Oranges.

Butter.

*

Queenstown.

Eggs—Eastern extras at 20c ;fancy near-by stock
higher; Eastern firsts 18fa;19c; extra Vt and N
H 20c; fresh Western 17®17%; N 8 aud N B at
18@8%c; Michigan choice at 18%c.
Jobbing
price lc higher.
Poultry—Chotce spring chickens 20322; Wes-

n4

Valencia

Domestic Potts.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 18th, ships
Pactolus,
Burnham, San Francisco, to load lumber at Burrard Inlet for Shanghai; Oregon, Pritchard, San
P rancisco, to load return cargo at
Seatle; America, Gibbons, do. seeking.
Sid 17lh, ship Baring Bros, Marsters. (Ironi
Seattle) for San Francisco.
Sid 18th, ship Geo F Manson, Adams, Departure liay.
Ar 27th, barque C O Whitmore. Thompson, San
Francisco, to load lumber for Honolulu.
Also ar. ship Carondelet, Stetson, San Diego.
ASTORIA—Cld 201h, ship Standard, Percy, for

Pork—Long cut 18 00®18 50;skort cuts 18 00x
I860; hacks 18 60® 19 00; light backs 17 60;
pork tongues 19 00.
Lard—Choice 9%@i0c»tb In Itcs; 10®10%c
In lo-tb
6-lb pis;10%®10%
In 3 lb pails.
Hams at 11%® 12%e, according to size and
cure; nressed hams 12%®13c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs at 8%c p lb;
country do at 7%c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 20®21c;ext
firsts at 18%®l9c: firsts at 17@18c; extra imitation creamery at 00® 17e; do seconds at 16c: |do
facton-, choice 14%®16c; do fair to good 13@14;
New York and Vermont extra creamery at 2lc;
do ext firsts at 19®20c.
The above auotatlons
are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Jobbing urlces l®2c higher.
Cneese—North choice 8®8% ;lower grades as to
quality; Western 7%®8%c; sage at 9c. Jot-

1 A.O -lliV(*

Psoriasis, Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm. Lichen,
Pruritus, Scald Head, Milk Crust, Dandruff, Barbers’, Bakers’, Grocers’and Washerwoman’s Itch,
and every species of Itching, Burning, Scaly, PimHumors of the Skin and scalp and Blood, with
ply
Loss of Hair, arc positively cured by Cuticura,
the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautlfler externally, and Cuticura
Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier Internally
when physicians and all other remedies fail.

UNEQUALLED.

Fishermen.
Sid fin North Sydney. CB. 25tb, sell Augusta E
Herrick, Campbell, Gloucester.
Ar at Canso 26th, sch
George W Cushing, from
Banks, homeward bound.
Ar at Halifax 24th, sch Ellen M
Adams, Spinney, from Banks for Gloucester, with 1600 qtls cod

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Aug. 28.1888.—The following
day's quotations of provisions, sc.:

DENNIS DOWNING,
Watkruuby, Vt. Jan 20th, 1887

several sails, and sprung maintop gallant
yard; 22d, was struck by a heavy sea which stove
cabin door aud wiubows. flooded forward
cabin,
and started cargo between decks.
Sell Margaret Mather, from Grand Banks for
Gloucester, put into Canso 24tb, having on board
Robert Campbell, Francis Mitchell, Albert Parsons, aud Cyrus Decoast, belonging to sch Abble
M lleerlng, of Pori land.
They got astray In a
dory and had been out 86 hours.
Sau Francisco, Aug 21-Ship Ivanhoe. while being toweit down from Porto Costo, collided with a
barque aud bad bulwarks stove and port rail carried away.

IS’4

Closing

—

praise

it.

No. 53

FOR

Pipe Line Certificates.

...

Cleared.
Victory, Hatch, Provlncctown—J A Emery

of the doctors said was leprosy, some ring worm,
and
psoriasis, etc. 1 took
Sarsaparillas
over oneyear aud a half, but no cure.
1 cannot
the Cuticura Remedies too much. They
have made my skin as clear and free from scales
All 1 used of them was three boxes
as a baby’s.
of Cuticura, and three bott les of Cuticura Resolvent, and two cakes of Cuticura Soap.
If
you had been here and said you would have cured
me for $200.00 you would have had the
money. I
looked like the picture In your hook of Psoriasis
(Picture number two“How toCure Skill Diseases )
but now I am as clear as any person ever was.
Through force of habit I rub my hands over my
arms and legs to scratch once In a while, hut to no
purpose. I am all well. 1 scratched twenty-eight
years, and It got to be a kind of second nature to
me.
1 thank yoiLii thousand times. Anything
more that you waat to know write me, or any one
who reads this may write to me. and 1 will answer

Memoranda.
Ship John McDonald, Stover, at San Francisco
from New York, reports, Apl 29, lat
2118, was
struck by a squall, aud lost
forelop galfantmast
and

Petroleum Market.

IP. 3.
2.30 P. M

Boltou, La Have, N8—900

If I had known of the Cuticura Remedies
ago it would have saved me
$200.00 (two hundred dollars) and an immense
amount of suffering. My disease (Psoriasis) com
meuced on my head In a spot not larger than a
It spread rapidly all over my body and got
cent.
The scales would drop off ol me
under my nails.
the
lal
time, and my suffering was endless, and
One thousand dollars would not
without relief.
tempt me to have tills disease over again. I am a
poor man, but feel rich to be relieved of what some

twenty-eight years

Jtmes81

,9%
127
43
82

New York Miring Stocks,.
[By Telegraph.;
NEW VOitli., Aug. 28 1888. The foliowlr g are
dosing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 36%
HockinglCoal
22%
Homestake.
10%
Quicksilver.... 9%
do preferred....
36 60
Amador.
2 10
Ontario.. 30 60
Con. Cal.Si Va. 8 60
Ophlr. 5%
El Crlsto.
1 00

11.00
11.30
12 M

liimtmi

Boston i Philadelphia

es-

know few of
WANTED
prices; Granulated sugar 8c itound; round
ham to fry igc
14c

Remedies.

....

GARDINER,
—

Ar at Sydney, NSW, prev to 27th Inst,
ship W R
Grace, Walnut, San Francisco.
Arat Nanaimo 22d iust, ship Win II
Macey,
3
Amesbury, San Pedro.
AllK 25, bar<lue Martha Reed,
Port land

1S6

BOSTON, Aug.

28.

curs

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

10

69%

Alton * TerreJHaute..43
do pref:.
82

istews.

8ah Twilight, Benuett, Provlncetowu—J a Emery & Bro.
Sch Sarah, Klee, Prospect Harbor-J H Blake.
Sch Regulator, Gray, Castlne—J H Blake.
Sen Cornelius, Horner, Tenant’s
Harbor, to load
for New York—master.
SAILED—Sch Maggie Dalling.

108%
24%
u»%
78%
14%
27%
88%

Texas Pacific (new)..-.. 24%
Union Pacific. 60%
U. 8. Express. 79»4
Wabash, 8t. Louis & Pacific.... 14%

lTlmotby
Ducks.
(Clover. 854®i254e
Apples.
Green |
Cheese.
160*2 261
Evaporated «Mb 8®loc Vennont.... 954*1154
N.T. lactory 954*1154
Sage.11 *12

Florida__

&Sch

Ding prices %o higher.

—

o>

lbs halibut.

72y*

dolstprf.118

iiine

Kch M»rv Fli7nhf>th
Sch Ella M Doughty,

palls;10%(®10%clu

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

«ies*.'

18
22%
ley*

...

"what was the text?”
“ldunno, pa,” was lhe reply of the four-year
old, “but 1 guess It was. ’He tuat tumbleth him
self shall be exhausted.”

...

Arrived.
Steam r s-ate of Maine, Hilliard, St
John, NB,
via fcastpc rt for Boston.
Sell Conecuh, Connor, Baltimore—coal to Kandall & McAUisterScli Mattie J Alles, Crockett,
Raritan—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Charles
from New York for YarWoolsey.
mouth, (and proceeded in tow of tugC A Warren.)
Sch
Marry Mathers,(Itl) Smith, Barrington-NS;,
with canned goods to Portland
Packing Co.
Lrown Prince, (Br) Cole, Moncton, NB„§cl!
RE
ties.
Sch Imogeiie. Cousins, East Bluelitll.
Sch Addle J. Frauds, Millbridge.
Sch Vixen. Hammond, Sullivan.
sell Oriental, El well, Rockland-lime to liaurahau & Sheliau.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damarfstotta.

80%
89T4
26%
69%
114%

Heading. 61%
Bock Island.118%
St Louis Hi San Fran
32%
do pref. 72%

parent Sunday

••••

7ft8in
Sftlln

TUESDAY, Aug

86%
6%

6%

“The World Moves,"
Maintained Galileo, when his tormentors racket
hint for advocating the true system of
Copernicus
Certain follies hold out, however, against the illu
initiation of discovery and experience. There
are hosts of
people who, because they have
adopted certain principles, continue to swallow
then' to their dying day In defiance of the laws oi
common sense.
Mercury, drastic purgatives
super-potent narcotics and sedatives, though they
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Delaware A Hudson Canal Co. ...119%
Delaware,:Lacka. A Western.... 141%
Denver A Flo Grande. 18
Erie. 28%
Erie pref. 64%
Illinois Central. ...118
Ind. Bloom A West. 16%
Lake Erie A West..... 17
Lake Shore. 96%
Louis * Nash. 69%
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City of Rome.New
Cily Alexandria..New
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well

and required
tablished; best
reliable, energetic man can derive an Income
of $1,000 and over per year. Call on or address
J. T.

ihland HTEAIBBBN

ITEAniHI.

required from

a

to

Buffering Cured by Cult*

fob

..

WANTED—Partner-capital
$500 $2.000—in cash business,
of references given

YEARS.

Mealy, Itching, Mkin Di-mse with Endless

Belgenland.New York..Antwerp....Aug 29
Cleufuegos.New York. Clenfuegos Aug 30
geller t.New York.. Hamburg ..Aug 30
Bamaria.Boston_, Liverpool.. .Sept 1
City of Chester New York..Liverpool ...Sept 1
Manhattan.New York..Havana_Sept 1
KI™i'1a.New York..Liverpool...Sept 1
Colorado.New Yurk..Aspiuwall ..Sept 1
Circassia.New York..Glasgow—Sept 1
Elbe.New York..Bremen.Sept 1
La

miRCELLAIflOCR.

a

STEAMSHIPS.

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool. ..Au3 28
Alliauca. ..New York..Rio Janeiro Aug 29
.New York..Liverpool...Aug 29
g»Wa
Brltanlc.New York..Liverpool ...Aug29
Trave.New York. .Bremen
Aug 29

Jjgaj
coup.I".10?%

New York. Chicago & St. Louis.. 18
do pref. 72
Ohio & Miss. 22%
Out. & Western.16

“My son,” said

from

United
3s..
New 4s, reg...
128%
4s, coup.
tSSii;
New <%s,reg.
New 4%s,
Central Pacific lsts_
.114%
Denver A H. Gr. lsts
.121
Erie 2ds
99%
Kansas Pacific Consols’.'.
"H;."'V"!l09
Oregon Nav. lsts..
next
Union Pacific 1st
109%
do l aud Grants...
do sinking Funds...
New

"SCRATCHED 28
A

SAILING DAYS OF

WANTED.

niSi'ELLANEOIJS.

Wes-

iHfhoSo^hares.01*
BiiS=:“*t<Mlay’8
States

Peddler—Child at home probably?
B- M.—Only a month old. Bald, too.
Peddler—You keep a pet dog maybe.
B. M.—We de, but It’s a hairless dog.
Peddler (desperately)—Can’tf I sell you ally
trap, sir?

have given ground before the lrreslstahle progress
of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, a national, pain
less remedy for disorders of the liver, the stomacl
and the bowels, still continue to make ambulatinf
apothecaries shops of many stomachs. The symp
toms of liver trouble are easily remediable with
out any abdominal disturbance with this benell
cent alterative. So also constipation, sick head
ache, heartburn and au inability to digest satis
factorily. It cures fever and ague, rheumatisn
and kidney trouble.

LIVERPOOL, Aug.28,1888—Quotations—Win-

ter wheat 7s6djr7s7<l; Spring wheat 7s 7d®
7s lOd: Club wheat 8s@8s 2d. Corn ;mlxed
tern at 4s lid; peas at 6s 3d. Provisions
—Pork at 78s 9d. Bacon at 48s for short clear
and 47s Pd for long clear.
Cheese 46s Cd
Lard
46s Od.gTallow 25s Od.

can

F.M&WQm

1 PH KOI till
PIT 1,1.71 AN
NI.BKP1NU CARS
*

re run

PA I.At B

dally (except Sundays) via this route, between

Portland a ml Hashlux. D.C. without rhanxc.

| lap Harbor,

Close connection made at Wmfcmk Jtan
•
ouKhtralns ol Mains eatral K. K. and
■ t Urand Trunk
Portland, with throufh
1 alns ol Urand Trunk
Through rickets to all (joints West and Month
lay be had ol 8. U. HKLLKN,Ticket Agent. Portp Ad.
not stop at Woodlord’s.
JeJldtl
J. w. PKTKK8 Rapt

rrausler,

Railway.

_

MR. REED AT CAPE ELIZABETH.

TliK PRESS.
WEDNESDAY

MORNING. AUG. 2».

Large and Enthusiastic Republican

lOVliHTIKEJlKSITK

Town House

flowing.
Patriotic

Republicans
Illuminate
Their Houses and Raise a Flag.

MRS. WINSLOW’S
Advice !• Mother..
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
ohlldreu are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
suSerer at once; it prodnees natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-five cents a bottle.
lanlB
FM&W&wly
Flavor your drinking water with 10 to 20 drops
Augo.turn Biller, and you will avoid all
danger of the impurities which, unfortunately,
abound In our water supply.
eod&wlw
aug27

HON. 8. G. HORR,
OF MICHIGAN,
will speak at

AT 8 O’CLOCK.

HON.

If sick headache is misery, what are
Carter’s Little Liver Pills If they will positively
cure It?
People who have used them speak
frankly of their worth. They are small and easy
aug28d«kwlw
to take.

Music by Portland Band.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

What is this "nervous trouble” with which so
mauy seem now to be afflicted? II you will remember a few years ago the word Malaria was
compafEgvely unknown,—to-day It Is as common
as any Word In the English language, yet this word
oovers only the meaning of another word used by
our forefathers In time past. 8o it Is with nervous
diseases, as they and Malaria are intended to cover what our grandfathers called Biliousness, and
all are caused by troubles that arise from a dlseased condition of the Li ver which in performing
its functions finding it cannot dispose of the bile
through the ordinary channel is compelled to pass
it off through the system, causing nervous troub
les, Malaria, Bilious Fever, etc. You who are suffering can well appreciate a cure. We recommend
Green's August Flower. Its cures are marvelous*

_dlycTu

THE PRESS FORTHE CAMPAIGN.
The Portland Daily Press will be furnished
from now until the November election for 91 OO.
The Maine State Press, which Is published
•very Thursday, w ill be furnished from now until
the November election, for as cub.
The cash must accompany all orders.
Address Portland Publishing Co.,
07 Exchange street, Portland, Me.

REPUBLICAMAUCUSES.
fllHE Republican voters of the City of Portland
are hereby requested to assemble at their respective ward rooms on

Thursday Evening, August 30th,
ut 7.30 o’clock,
for the purpose of choosing seven delegates to attend a convention to be held at Republican Campaign Headquarters, Federal street, Monday, September 3d, at 4 o’clock p. m., for the purpose of
nominating five candidates for Representative to
be Legislature, to be supported at the polls on
Monday, Sept. 10th.
Per order Republican City Committee,
H. G. BRIGGS, Chairman.
LEROY 8. SANBORN, Sec’y.

RALLY

-AND-

FLAG RAISING,
—

ajx:

—

MORRILL'S and WOODFORD'S.
a

Republican Flag will be raised

at

Morrill's, at

7 o’clock

THURSDAY

EVENING,

and another at Woodford’s Immediately

following.

GRAND

Republican Rally!
-A.T-

GORHAM TILLAGE,

The little Murray boy

The Exercises will be a Flag Raising,
Procession of the Campaign Companies
from Portland, Saccarappa, Gorham,
Ac,, with torches. Addresses by

HON. THOS. B. REED

The United States Hotel will be lighted

electricity.

There will be a Prohibition flag raising on
Lincoln street, Woodfords, this evening.
Gen. Dow is expected to be present.
The axle of Williams’s express wagon
broke on Congress street in front of Chaffin’s fruit store yesterday.
The Keforrn School boys, to the number of
about SO, were given an excursion to Peaks’
Island, by the steamer Merryconeag yester-

day.
The British schooner Portland, lately run
down by the steamer Eleanora, has been
sold to L. E. Lunt, of this city, and will
probably be broken up.
The Bchooner Mary E. Daniels, landed
7000 pounds of sword fish yesterday, the

Julietta, 7000 pounds; the Ella M. Doughty,
8000 pounds of halibut and 4000 pounds of
salt fish.
A workman

HON. R. E. FRAZIER,
mcniuAi*.

All are cordially invited.
order Republican Town Committee.

Knights of Labor.
The semi-annual session of district 86 of
the Knights of Labor was opened at Mission
Hall yesterday morning. Among the prominent knights present were Master Workman
A. A. Beaton, of Rockland; Secretary Chas.
E. Halllday, Saccarappa; W. H. Simmons,
of Kockiand, the Union Labor party’s candidate for Governor; B. A, Williams, of
Portland; Editor D. W. Smith, of the Labor
Advocate, Lewiston; F. A. Howard, Belfast, candidate for Congress on the Labor
ticket; Hon. Stephen A. Gushee, of Appleton.
The morning session was devoted to organization and the delivery of the Master
Workman’s address. This paper, containing
recommendations and a general review of
the condition of the order throughout the
district, is of special interest only to those of
the order.
The attendance was quite large. Each
local assembly has one delegate. There are
over 80 assemblies in the State, the greater
part of which were represented.
A Delightful Occasion.
Last evening, the Harrison Guards, Capt.
Prindable, in full uniform, assembled at
headquarters and marched to the residence
of Lieut. Gilchrist, on Newbury street, who
was married yesterday at Bath.
Upon arrival the glee club of the Guards rendered
several selections very satisfactorily, after
which the company were invited in by the
Lieutenant and bis wife, and seated to a
After the collavery handsome collation.
tion the company was called to order, and
Capt. Prindable, in behalf of the Guards, in
a neat speech, presented Lieut. Gilchrist
with an elegant easy chair and a set of silver
knives and forks. Lieut. Gilchrist appropriately responded, and invited the boys to
smoke.
After a few songs from the glee
clnb, the Guards left, after wishing many
years of happiness to the newly wedded

Lost Seamen Rescued.
The schooner Maggie and Lillie, of Gloucester, Mass., while fishing on the Banks
espied two dories with a signal of distress
hoisted. They hove to and soon came up
with the dories. There they found the four
fishermen, nearly exhausted with thirst and
hunger. They had been rowing and drifting
about for over thirty-six hours and were

despairing of ever being rescued. The
proved to be Robert Campbell, Francis

Mitchell, Albert Parsons and Cyrus DeCoast, belonging in this city, who were lost
in the fog when setting trawls away from
their schooner, the Addie M. Deering,
August 22d. The Maggie and Lilly did
everything possible for the rescued men’s
comfort The men were transferred to the
Margaret'Mather of Gloucester and carried
into Canso.
Mr. Horr at

ATTENTION HARRISON AlllILLERN.
The members ol the Harrison Artillery are reto meet at their Headquarters, Myrtle
street, THIS EVENING, at 7.30 sharp, In ful
uniform.
1
J. H- B. MORRILL, Captain.
Per order
A.
Clerk.
W.
Moxcey,

quested

ATTENTION TIPPECANOES.
Every member of the Tippecanoe Guards is requested to meet at Headquarters THIS EVENING at 7.30 o’clock for drill.
Per order,
G. A. DOW, Captain.

BANNER HARD SEAMEN.
The Banner Ward Seamen

Headquarters at

8

are hereby ordered
o’clock THIS EVE

Per order,
T. H. E. FORI8TA.L, Captain.
CRAB. M. JEWETT, Clerk.

NING.

KKFOHK RECORDER DYER.

Tuesday—Michael Norton, John Leonard.

In

toxicalum; fined yG and one hall costs each.
Michael Norton. Charles Drown. Daniel Collin,
Charles O’Neal, Charles Newman.
Intoxication;
each lined y3 and costs.

Torchlight

Parade.

of the grandest
ever seen in Portland
one

torchlight processions
to take place next Tuesday evening. Special
all the roads at favora-

trains will be
ble rates as could be expected, and already
clubs are notifying the committee of their intentions to be present. Among them will be
the Loyal League, of Bangor, which has
merited such high encomiums.
The old
railway station on Commercial street has
been placed at the disposition of the commit
tee and here, from 5.30 to «.30 p. m., the visiting companies will partaks of supper. Arrun on

rangements are already being made by citizens for fireworks, decorations and illuminations.
Woman’s

Christian

Temperance

Union.

There will be a Prohibition meeting at
Lake Maranocook next Saturday, September
Frances Willard, president of the
1st.
National Christian Temperance Union, will
be the principal speaker. There will be low
excursion rates over the Maine Central
regular trains. All are cordially invited.
Run Over.
A new men was learning how to drive one
of the large watering carts yesterday, and
happened to turn the team the wrong way
as his teacher was dismounting from the
cart. The teacher, named Clark, had his

loot

run

over and

badly injured.

City

Hall.

This evening

our citizens will have the
pleasure of listening to one of the most interesting and ablest of gentlemen from
abroad, who will address them during the
campaign on the Issues of the day. Hon. R.
G. Horr, of Michigan, is too well known to
Republicans to require any introduction.
Some of the most telling speeches ever made
in City Ball, has been delivered by him

Captain H. H. Shaw will Introduce Mr.Horr
and Chandler’s Band will furnish music,
Mrs. Carter’s School.

Mrs. Carter will return to Portland and
reopen her kindergarten at 148 Spring street,
on the 19th of September, with Miss Norton
and Miss Scales as assistants. Having taken
two additional rooms, Mrs. Carter will form
an advanced class In connection with the

kindergarten, giving special attention to

penmanship, primary studies, and calisthenics.
Mrs. Carter will be at 148 Spring street after

Sept.
MUNICIPAL COURT.

The

Contra street vosterdav in

lore topmast carried away.

Gorham, Aug. 28,1888.

Indications point to

on

digging a drain drove his pick through th
Sebago water pipe, necessitating the shut
ting off of the water and the laying of a new
pipe.
The schooner Mary H. Lewis of this city,
arrived yesterday forenoon disabled. While
sword fishing off the Cape she was struck
by a squall and her mainmast, mainsail and

men

to meet at

apparently

Improving yesterday.
with

3d._

Deep Sea Fishing.
Those who go with the YoungMeu’sChristian Association on their deep aea lisbing excursion tomorrow, will have a most enjoyable time.
The young man who catches the
largest fish during the day is to be presented
with a course ticket for the Y. M. C. A. entertainments and a reserved seat for the season.
For particulars see advertisement in
another column.
Kicked In the Face.
A gentleman informs us that a man named
Dolan kicked and beat his horse on Franklin
street the other day, and in return the animet nlonio/1

liia

haala

in

FInlon'c foon

Imnulr

ing out several of Ills teeth, ami Inflicting
quite a wound; in fact the horse anticipated
the action of the agent of the Society for the
Protection of Animals.
Concert at the Ottawa.
The concert tonight, at the Ottawa, by the
Portland Male Quartette and the Imperial
Mandolin and (Juitar Club will take place at
8 o'clock.
The Casco Bay Company's boats
will leave Portland at 6.10,1, and J.30. Mr.
Coding has kindly arranged so that the boat
which leaves Peaks' Island at 10 o'clock will
touch at Cushings on her way to the city.
Real Estate Transfer*.
1 he following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Regis-

try of Deeds:

C.MS‘ltSie7W*lUaeTcr-I,,!a"0,'et-‘18- Mary
“ &
Mafne Raiir^^(Siuiiiiiy!y
Cumberland—Charlotte Hideout
t0

to

et.

erick Crickett.

(1, etc,
Baldwin-Ephraim Sanborn
than Sanborn. (600.

^ridgton—Puniel

completely

off the Democratic banner that
don’t seem to float very contentedly with
the physiognomies of Cleveland and Thur-

plastered over the Union.
The first thing the people saw who drove in
to the Town House along all the roads that
converge thereabouts, was the illuminations.
On the way from the city Daniel McCann’s
brilliant display of banners, Chinese lanterns and gayly colored pennants was the
first indication that Capo Elizabeth patriotism was up towards the high mark.
Then
came John Parrott’s
house, illuminated
from garrett to cellar, but even then not half
so full of light as its owner was of the sort
of Republican patriotism that didn’t intend

to

that the Democrats or any of the out-of-the
way parties should ever be able to furnish
the mate to last night's demonstration.
Other good Republicans who likewise lit up

their houses and grounds

about

-AND-

Per

was

couple.

FRIDAY EVENING, AUG. 31.

of

SHAW

M.

will preside.

AN EXPLANATION.

GRAND

HORACE

The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth made
their flag raising and rally at the Town
House a most successful event last evening.
They had bought a large, new, and of course
beautiful, American flag with the names of
Harrison and Morton, Burleigh and Reed
across the top, a flag that takes the shine

man

Wednesday Evening, Aug. 29,

ol

nevl

Hall Filled and Over-

al9'
als w
to r
Fredn

Uoyal and Na-

F. Evans to Henry w. Evans.

were

E. A. Crowell,

Mr. M. W. Chenery returned from Europe

yesterday.

Miss Helen M. Noyes Is on a trip to England, and will return to Berlin.
Mrs. and Miss Otis, of Washington, have
engaged apartments at “The Bluffs” for Sep
temher.
Capt. Charles Bartlett, Un'ted States Consul at Ouadaloupe, has returned home on a
leave of absence, after eight years’ visit.
Hon. F. E. Richards of Camden, and Hon.
T. M. Patterson, of Denver, Col., are at the
Falmouth.
Mr. Will n. Strickland, business manager
of the “Jim, the Penman,” company, is at
the Falmouth Hotel.
Miss Lulu Vail, of Bridgton, visiting at J.
F. Chute’s, is very sick with typhoid fever,
under the care of Dr. Bray.
W. H. Looney, Esq,, has received a very
urgent invitation to address the Republicans
Mr
of Island Pond, Vt., next Monday.
Looney will probably accept.
Mr. W. R. Howard, of Belfast, State College, ’82, has accepted a position at the
North Western Military Academy, Highland
Park, Lake county, 111.
Mr. Josephus MortoD, for half a century or

Weak Points In the Case

Suspected

the

Against

Parties.

a well known master builder of Boston,
died at Pigeon Cove, Mass., Monday.
He
was born in Lubec, Me., Jan. 23, 1811, but
the entirety of his natural life, with the exception of a few years in California, was
spent in Boston. A widow aud one son survive him.

more

Elipbalet C. Robinson, Hiram Libby,Charles
Waterhouse and Otis Hannaford. Even the
Democratic housewives could not refrain
from lighting their best lamps, the enthusiasm was so infectious.
Merriuian’s Rand, of South Portland, began to play in the great square by the Town
House a little after 7 o’clock. About half
past seveu, the banner was swung to the
breeze with three loud cheers and one of the
band’s best tunes, and every ono on Cape
Elizabeth knows that the h nd’s best tune is
enough for any occasion, even for a

!;ood
tepublicaL flag raising.
As

soon

as

tlio flag was raised the crowd—

collected at Cape Elizabeth Town House,
and the most noticeable for the number of
voters in it as well—trooped into the hall
and filled up all the seats, much of the aisles
and all the doorways and entry.
When Mr. Reed came in he was received
with great
applause. He once taught school
in Cape Elizabeth, and the people are very
fond of him on that account, as well as for
the many subsequent creditable things that
he has done.
Mr. John Parrott called the
meeting to order, and introduced E. C. Reynolds, Esq., as presiding officer of the eveMr. Reynolds took the chair, and
ning.
very modestly began to make a very approand
excellent speech.
He considered
priate
it an honor to preside over a meeting of so
many Cape Elizabeth people. He knew that
their purpose in coming there was to learn
all they can of the great questions before the
country now.
Among the questions were
those of civil service reform, of the fisheries
and the temperance question. But there was
another
question which
overshadows
all others for the time, the tariff question.
On that question the Republican party is the
party of protection; it is the party that looks
out for American interests.
That is well
known and admitted.
But the position of
the Democratic party, if equally plaio, is
more obscured.
They profess themselves to
be revenue reformers, though it is perfectly
their ultimate object is free trade.
plain that
Now, since the Republican party stands for
protection, and the Democratic party for free
trade, it seems that we ought t j take our political stand this year on the merits of the
That question I am not here to
There is another here, the latchels
iscuss.
of
whose political shoes I am not
worthy to unloose.
[Applause.] Now,
in
the
gentlemen. I have sat
gallery of the House of Representatives.
I have seen the representatives from great
States, men of mark in their own homes,
address themselves to an audience of fellow
representatives wlie were listless, inattentive or restrained from disorder even by the
Speaker’s gavel. I have marked that same
body, how they ceased their noise, their listlessness and their inattention when a certain
one of their number arose, gained their attention by his great wit and held them then
by the force of his logic. That man was
your own Representative, Hon. Thomas B.
Reed, whom I now have the honor to present to you. [Great applause and cheers.J
Mr. Reed, after the applause had subsided, said he bad always felt when addressing
an audience in that hall, that he was addressing a body of friends. He knew that

ever

Suestion.

he

intelligent audience,
so.
helped
[Ap-

was addressing an
some ef whom he
make
plause.J He came to speak on a
tion which came nearer to the

great ques-

happiness of
the people before him than any other of the
of
recent campaigns.
great questions
We
were to consider the system under which the
nation had transacted its business during
the last 25 years.
We were to consider
whether that system was to be destroyed or
retained. There was no middle ground. If
the system was bad. why, of course, the way
was to do away with it.
You could not dilute a poison and make it sustenance. Mr.
Reed sketched briefly the histories of the
two great parties, explaining the disposition
of the one to protection and of the other to
free trade.
It was of no use for the Democrats to deny that they were
not
for
free
trade.
All
their
arguments
were in the
direction of free trade.
To illustrate, Mr. Reed said: ‘‘Suppose a
i man should photograph a living cow, and
wrifa nnH«r if*

‘Tnio

a

nof

n

nnur

I*

Ha

suppose that would keep the original from
[Laughter and applause.]
The free traders embodied the essence of
their argument in the statement that a tariff
increases the cost of the imported article by
the amount of the duty, and also increases
to the same extent the prices of protected articles manufactured in this country. If that
is so then twenty-two thousand million dollars would be the amount lost in unnecessary
cost to the people of this country since 1861.
This was more than the whole country
listed for taxation in 1861.
“If this argument is true,” he said, "we have thrown the
country away, and are out of doors.”
[Laughter.] Now what were the facts. We
were the most prosperous
people on the face
of the earth, with all the accidents against
us too.
We had fought a terribly disastrous
war, costly to both North and South, especially to the South, and yet had replaced all
that loss, and piled up wealth in addition.
After speaking of the Democratic manipulation of the percentage argument, and the
salt duty, Mr. Reed devoted a few remarks
to wool. Speaking of the Democrats he said
that in 1883 they claimed that we Republicans should reduce the tariff.
We took off
10 per cent on wool. Straightway the Dem-

giving milk ?”

State
ocratic
conventions
of
Ohio
and
California denounced us lor takoff
that
10
cent,
ing
per
saying
that
we
were
the
wool
ruining
growers, as It would reduce tneir prices. But
this year every Democratic representative
from those two States, except one, who was
not renominated, marched up and voted to
take off 100 per cent, of the duty on wool,
saying that it would increase the price of
wool. When we took off 10 per cent It sent
wool down; but when they take off a hundred it sends it up.
[Laughter.] After
speaking of the lumber tariff and the home
Mr.
Reed
devoted
a few words to
market,
Cleveland’s score now
pension vetoes.
stood at 102 pensions vetoed, and he had
saved by one year’s work of this sort less
than half the salary we give b[iu to be President.
In closing, Mr. Reed devoted himself to
Mr. Cleveland’s extraordinary somersault on
the fisheries question.
Why were we in favor of proper tieatmcnt of the fishermen ?
ho asked.
When our ancestors first settled
linen

tknir

main

colirpa

nf

ninaltli

tifou

tkn

Our fishing vessels, witti
of fish.
those of other subjects of Great Britain,
the
Banks.
And we had
pushed out to
rights there that we retained when we set up
Now it is the custom of the
for ourselves.
great nations to foster their fisheries as the
catch

It lias always
nursery of their seamen.
been ours, and we have always protected
them. Our fishermen are sensible enough to
know what they want. And they all proBut the
tested against any commission.
President appointed a commission that negotiated a treaty. That treaty our fishermen
almost
without
exception, declared to
be
a
surrender, and the Henubliuan
Senate rejected it. Then the President, whp
thought the treaty was good enough for the
fishermen, at once started up and asked
power to stop Canadian transportation of
goods across our borders in order to secure
lor us the right to transship in bond, something he had never thought to ask for in the
treaty. Now if that right of transshipment
was something our fishermen ought to have
why didn't the treaty get (t: and if it is a
useless privilege, why does the President
want to get It ? “That message of the President,” said Mr. Heed, "leaves the Democratic Senators and Mr. Putnam suspended in
mid air. [Laughter.] I think,” he said, “that

treaty was a dreadfully discreditable thing to
us.
Now take it at its highest point.
The
Canadians give to a disabled vessel the right
to land her fish. That poor privilege is he
highest point, and that is a concession the
Abyssinians even ought to give a friendly
people without a treaty. But they say the
treaty of 1818 gave you only certain privileges. But this isll888. If we had paid less
attention tp the treaty of 1818 and more to
the comity of nations, we should have done
better. But Great Britain realises, if we
don’t, the need of sailors to man her vessels
and lias taken every moans to foster the fisheries of her colonies. If it is objected that
In our efforts to foster our fisheries we only
succeed in bringing over Canadian fishermen
to take the place of our own, the answer is
that only 10 per cent, of the fishermen in
American vessels are Canadians, and even
they would in large numbers fight under our

In conclusion Mr. Heed said the question
to be decided at the polls was a question
whether we should protect the American
fishermen, the American market, and continue

tHe system that had made this country

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
FORGIVEN.

Tonight

Bryton will appear
at Portland Theatre, opening the dramatic
season of 1688-89 with his play of "Forgl yen.”
The sale of seats will begin today at the box

NOTES.

A Loudon dispatch reports that Minnie
Huuk is suffering from nervous prostration,
and that she will not be able to come to
America for the next operatic season.
Manager Henry E. Abbey, who has just returned to New York from South America,
states that Coquelin and Patti both met with
extraordinary success in that land. Mrs.
Potter, so he says, has been studying Cleopatra with Miss Glynn, who was onee celebrated in that character. Mr. Abbey expects
to bring back Josef Hofmann this season,
and he has a provisional engagement with
Marie Van Zandt for 1889-90. Mary Anderson will play, under his management, in “A
Winter’s Tale," and also Tennyson's “The
Cup,” which is new to Americans, but was
given by Irving and Terry at the Lyceum
Theatre. Before Miss Anderson’s return
she will rehearse “The Cup” at Liverpool or
Manchester in the presence of the poet-author. For her American tour she will have
Napier Lothian, Jr., of Boston, for stage
manager, and “Handsom" Jack Barnes for
man.

Kobert Mantell will be seen in his uew
play “Monbars” at Portland Theatre shortly,
and the Howard Athenaeum Specialty Company are

excited.

Murphy

and a

j»ry

have been

paddlmg in the river in canoes
shortly before and after the fatal shots were
being fired, but not one of these witnesses
were prepared to swear that the prisoners
wore the
parties seen; that all the prisoners
were on the river on Sunday last there is no
reason to doubt; this fact they admit, but
they deny that they were nearer than several
miles of the place from where the shots
were said to have been fired.
In support of
their assertion the prisoners say that certain
members of their family can be called to
prove this.
With respect to the finding of the rifies,
previous reports published have created an

Winchester
not found near the ambuscade
spot. They were discovered in the barn belonging to the prisoner, Day, which barn
was a considerable distance
from Day’s
home. The prisoners, Phillipine and Trafton, say that they had been working in the
hay field for several weeks for Day, in the
vicinity of whose premises wild duck were
frequently seen. Thev put the rifles where
found so as to be convenient in case they
should want to use them.
erroneous
rifles were

impression.

The

coming.

A Case of misrepresentation.

Iu Saco, Aug. 16, Ira F. Grace of Saco aud
Miss Alice M. Moore of Bidrieford.
Ill Saco, Aug. 22, Holland Libby of Graftcu aud
Miss Kdwtna A. Milllken of Old Orchard.
I u Lewiston, Aug. 14, Arthur Lambert and Miss
Vina Farrell.
In Nortb Leeds. Aug. 26, Anson G. Knapp aud
Miss Alice M. Dasconib.
In Kichmond, Aug. 22, Fred S. Lilly and Miss
Lizzie Huntington.
In Keadfleld, Aug. 24, Leauder Hodgdou, aged
76 years.

28, MaryJ., infant child of
McGowan, aged 4 days.
In North Auburn. Aug. 18, Miss Sarah A. Merrill, aged 64 years 6 months.
In Waterville, Aug. 20. Gustavus Bullet, aged

IN
These Suits

If Mr.
any particular right to interfere.”
Cleveland has “any particular right” to interfere with trusts and regards them as

“horrible things,” he has a duty in the premises as well, which he is criminally derelict
in neglecting to perform. Mr. Blaine’s notion of his own personal right to interfere,
whether correct or erroneous, rightfully
controls bis individual action,
whatever
may be his private judgment of the precise
character of trusts or of their operation upon the welfare of the community.
If it is
matter ofjuo importance Mr.Blaine might as
well be quoted accurately by tho Argus from
its own colums from day to day.
It is noticeable that they now1 and currently change

Skirt
and
terial,
trimmed, and sell
Our price will be

Boston

for

$13.50.

_

iaetiooeen and Commission Merchant*
14_

RINES BROTHERS.

“

50

“

40

At this point we may drop Mr.Blaine from
the discussion since what he actually said
has received full comment.
The Argus, however, and the Democrath
press generally must be understood to affirm that some private citizens have a “particular right” to interfere with trusts. Among
said citizens shall we reckon the editor of the
Argus? Why does he not interfere, having
a particular right to do so?
Or is he one of
the defenders of trusts ? Will he specify by

POBTLAND, Aug.
A

Hallelujah Wedding.
[Biddeford Times.]

Captain Sudworth, the favorite Salvationist, who is at present in charge of the Saco
Corps, is about to be promoted in the ranks
of the army.
Her promotion will not be
brought about because of her valiant deeds,
even though she is one of the best officers in
command, but because Adjutant Bovill of
the Maine forces, whose headquarters are in
Portland, has formed a lasting attachment
for her and is about to take her to himself,
to assist him in his arduous duties. The
knot will be tied at the Portland Barracks,

Wednesday evening.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
The Boston Journal says:

In about five

weeks, or Sept. 30, the New F.ngland railroads will close their fiscal years for report
to the Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners.
Probably none of the reports save that
of the Old Colony will make any better exhibit than for the year closing in 1887.
The
Fitchburg and the New York & New England will show poorly, and the Boston &
Maine Railroad system will certainly not
make any better exhibit than last year, the
in 1. gross .1 earnings
Inciease
very handsome
_1. «
X.'S
Jl
L
ZL.

$1.50 Silk Velvet, only

98c

BROS.

Have you seen the Knick-Knacks and JimCracks and Gew-Gaws in the fourth circular
counter back ? When we get a lot of merchandise that there is no particular name lor
and no regular department to put it in it goes
on to this counter.
Many things in the collection

100 Doses One Dollar

asucsviu UI1II-SVU

UUU

iUMUU

Regimental

The annual ie-union of the Fourth Maine
Regiment and Second Battery Association
wjjl take place in Rockland on Thursday,
September 13th. The members will be taken, by land or water, to the recently opened
Owl’s Head Park, where a fish dinner will
be served, soon after arrival, at the Simpson

House, with a clam bake later in the day.
The business of the association will also be
transacted there. Returning to the city a
camp fire will be held in the evening, supper
being provided by the ladies of Edwin Libby
Relief Corps. Resident members will take
to their homes all comrades who do not
feel able to bear the expense of hotel fare
and lodging while in the city.
Every effort
will be made to render the occasion an enjoyable one, and it is hoped that every surviving member of regiment and battery will
try to be present.
The Seventh Maine battery will have a reat Lewiston, on Wednesday, Sept.
12th, during the State Fair. There will be a
headquarters tent on the fair grounds on
union

Tuesday, and continuing for three days,
longer if desired.

cr

Arrangements have been
made with the fair committee, on very favorable terms, to remain upon (he fair grounds
at a smali additional expense for tickets. It
is expected and hoped that the attendance of
the comrades will be large.
The annual reunion of the Gth Maine Veteran Association will take place next Thursday at Cherryfield, and a large attendance of
members is expected. All of the comrades
will be entertained by a committee appoint
ed for the purpose.

A Velvet Carpet for
An All Wool Carpet for
50c
ACotton and Wool Carpet for 35c
A Cotton Carpet for
25c
And Hemp Carpets for
15c

Ho. 1, for 85 ets., good value at 91.00
for 92 ets., good value at 91.15

yard Ho, 2,
“

We shall continue the sale of
40 Inch 111 Wool Black Hen-

“

our
“

riettas,

M

65c, 75c, 85c Per Yard.

“

They are flue drap d’ete finish,
actually !iO per cent less than
the retail price.

“

The famous Berlin Silk
Wool Henriettas, perfectly

“

Black,

Few Days Left at
These Prices,
most be sold and

m

nu

wuajt

ai

|hcici

the above

STEINWAY

ill sen

a ■

lucm

a

ai

rather than hire
even if you do
not
until October, No-

OF THE-

1000

SICK

IN FINE CLOTH BINDING,

35 GENTS EACH,

Congress Hall every morning from 10 to
o’clock, by that justly celebrated magnetic
physician, Dr. Smith. The strange and mys-

3 for $1.00,

terious power which lie possesses over nearly all diseases, is not easily explained. Hundreds of invalids suffering from ail manner
of diseases, may be seen at Congress Hall
every morning seeking the powerful aid and
mighty touch of this wonderful physician.
Tumors, Swollen Joints, Contracted Tendons, Sciatic Khcumatism, and pain of every
discretion disappear as if by magic by tne
touch of his hands. The sick and afflicted
will never have another opportunity like the
present to regain their health. Dr. Smith
will continue to heal the sick free of charge,
at Congress Hall every morning from 10 to 11
o’clock, and every Thursday evening from 8
to 9 o’clock until further notice. He is permanently located at the United States Hotel, where those who are able and willing to
pay may consult him from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
daily.

DON’T FAIL TO SEE THEM I

at
11

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

Frank B. Clark,

For CASH

or

on

WOODWARD
123

&

EXCHANCE

lebll

price

83 Cents.

Ladies, Gents and Children.

The goods are manufactured from
the largest and best known manufacturers in the country.
We
have sold since we first advertised
this sale over 5000 yards, and
consequently made a great many
people happy by saving them collectively a large amount of money.
There are two reasons for doing
this: one is to get rid of the goods
before we commence to put in our
NEW FRONT, and the other is to
show the citizens of Portland and
vicinity how low we can sell the
best qualities of goods. We might
add another reason, the desire to
prove to every purchaser that

We always mean just
what we say in our
advertisements
proof of this can be had by
calling and seeing the goods
and getting our prices.

SUMNER,
STREET.
MWAFtf

We Deliver Free to Any Part of
the City or Suburbs,
or any

of

part, in fact, of the States
Maine, New Hampshire and Ver-

>o troublesome freight
confront a customer who
buys in this store, as everything is
PREPAID. We shall also offer
for the present a few
niont.

CHAMBER SETS

Opening!

HORSE BLANK*-;

HillA Lanutry, Wholesale Horse Mnnkth.
Federal St., Boston, testified in the 1.9.
Court, Boston, March 2d, 1896:
*>

FOLDING BEDS.
•

September 1st, 1888.

Cornish Bros.

Undoubtedly

Best In the World.

Prices $40.00, $50.00, $00.00,

$70.00, $80.00, $90.00,
and up to$250.00.
For sale by ns only for the State of
Maine. Cash, or quarter cash,
balance by week or mouth.

“The trade and public regard the large horse stamped

inside a blanket as
indicating
that it is a genuine Horse
Brand Baker Blanket, which

has nrnmrprl
1

n
--—

at remarkable bargains to the purchaser.
We also have
a small line of

PARLOR SUITS,
that

we

cannot

duplicate,

we

and that

shall

Sell at Cost and Freight
Charges to land here.
Here is
but

by W». Ayres vie Susrhilada.

a

an

opportunity

few times in

a

that occurs
life time.

eod8m-cd

If you

The Atkinson House Furnishing

are

WISE you will take advantage of it.

COMPANY.

THEExamining
Council

Board will be held at the ComBoom, In the City Building, on
TUESDAY EVENING, Sept. 4, 1888, at 7.30
’clock.
JOHN F. THOMPSON, Chairman.
dlw
aug20
mon

Unlvera new

containing nine rooms, cemented
cellar, Sebago and patent screens. Tills Is one of
the finest residences on the Plains. Inquire of
20-4
MBS. MARY B. RQS8, |n the other hall.
tlllEAP—Two tenor drums ill
condition and a fine second-hand
cornet.
Call at CHANDLER S BAND

FOK
first-class
B fiat

Jirl

I.ET—At No. 406 Cumberland street, a
pleasant rent of seven rooms, with modem
conveniences.
Inquire of GEO. F. JUNKINS,
No. 30 Exchange street.
29-1

TO

as

-By a Vermont lady situation
WANTED
uurse for children. Adcompanion,
a

or as a

29-1

1.25 to 62 1-2 Cents.
1 lot Gents’ Jersey
murked from

Respectfully,

Also at Our Branch Stores, Bangor, Auburn, Rockland and Biddeford.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

The Public s Obedient Servant s,

GEN. MANAGER.

PIANO!

CAUCUSES.
rvorlh Yarmouth.
The Republican* of the town of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the Town House
in said town on Saturday, Sept. 1, 1888, at 3
o’clock p. in., for the purpose of
selecting a can
didate for Representative to the next
legislature,
for the class, North Yarmouth and Yarmouth.
By order of Town Committee.

Oeering.

The Republicans of I
leering are requested to
meet at Lewis Hall,
SATURDAY, Sept 1st, at
7.30
m.,
.or
the
p.
purpose of nominating a candl
date for Representative to tho Legislature, and of
attending to any other business that may come
before them.
Per order Republican Town Committee.
Deerlng, Aug. 27,1888.

The »ole agency ot

*„rT«i
men t.

renowoed

m si ru-

Misses’ and Boys* Suits, at Just

one*half

No. 3 Free Street Block. Portland.
A. H. -At.1. t«v lb, BL'KIINTT OKU A A

Jyl6

TDNIKO TO OBI)KM.

dtt

price.

The balance of our entire stock
of Ladies’, Gents’ und Children’s
Summer Underwear and Hosiery,
atone«half the cost to manufacture.

5 Cents Per Yard.
We shall
counter the

place

our centre
our dial*

on

balance of

lie Delaines nt

5 Cents Per Yard.

Manson G. Larrabee
cfc CO.,
246 MIDDLE STREET.
dtia

aug24

SUMER HOMES and SIMMER MUSIC.
Keflned borne* to pleasant places are ill-'urnlshed, II without a tew well-chosen music books.
‘two books ot recent publication,

CLASSICAL PIANIST,
anti PIANO CLASSICS,
(each (l)contaln together
ot exceptional beauty.

a

hundred piano pieces

SONG CLASSICS.
(91) contains fifty high grade songs, with English
and foreign words.
Cood Old Songs We Used to Sing,
(91-25)contalns 115 songs that are world favorites

VOCAL BANJOIST,
(91) good assortment of
paniment.

songs

with banjo accom-

CHOICE VOCAL DUETS,

(91.25)

a

fine and large collection.

Emerson’s Male Voice Cems
and Emerson’s Part-Song and
Clees for Mixed Voices,
(bach 91) Just the boohs for a social slug.
and War Songs

College Songs
(each 60 cents) anil

Jubilee dmi Plan-

tation Songs

[SO cents]jarefavorites eve-

where.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
«u»ai

Boston.
TuTb*84w2w

_

Notice to Tourists.
We shall

display for ONE WEEK,
swdig

THURSDAY
Some of

our

Holiday
This

com-

NEXT,

choicest

Goods.

rare opportunity for those
wishing to purchase and take home a
a

Souvenir to their families and friends.
We have the reputation of always having the choicest and cheapest Holiday
Hoods. A cordial Invitation is extended
to all to come in and see them whether
they wish to purchase or not.

THE ATKINSON
j. m. ora & co„
*511

SAMUEL THURSTON,

Wool Suits,

Any book mailed /or retail price.

--

popularity.”
Manra

eod2w

Police Notice.
regular monthly meeting of the Police

$2.50 to $1.50.
1 lot Gents’ Fane; Stripe, Bine
and Red Suits, marked from

bills

«

SATURDAY,

I lot .Gent*’ Imported Blue und
Red Suit*, Blouse und Trunks,
marked Irom

$1.50 to 75 Cents.

and the

HORSr

dtl

not Remnants. Yonr selection can
be made from

INSTALL-

MENTS.

515 CONGRESS STREET.

aug23

Organs.

can

dlt

dress B„ Portland Dally Press Office

obtain some of the most desirable
shades, au early examination will
be necessary.
Our Middle Street

the market.

to be sold at the very
low ps’ice of

IvUUM,

following are the colors:Mupphlre,
Pumice, Castor, Ordvlse, Scarlet,
Bordeaux, Oarnet, Myrtle tireen.
Bronze, Car«> Inal and Niiote. To

PIECES,

est and Best in

and several otber well-known makes

The most wonderful exhibition of healing
the sick by the laying on of hands ever witnessed in Portland, is now being perforifled

seldom ofThis sale is from

Thousands of Yards. The
Patterns are the Lat-

Popular Books

Without Medicine.

BET—In Deering, opposite the
sallst church, the southerly hall of
TO
double house

shades we have received this
of our own Import order.
For quality and finish they cannot be excelled.
We cannot duplicate them at the same price,

Special Closing Sale of Bathing Suits for

opportunity

WHOLE

PIANOS

RECEIVED !

an

fered.

HARDMAN

BOOKS
JUST

auggq

COLORED DRESS GOODS.

PRICES WILL DO IT!

This is

AND

HEALING

and $1.50

Per Yard.

Won’t it Pay You to Buy Now
and Save the Dollars?

-or-

Fall

85c, £3c, $1.25

new

storage,
want a Carpet
vember, or December,

WRW ADVKRTISEIHENTM.

.lack; prices

60 pieces of All Wool Henriettas,
4$ Inches wide. The finest line of

prices

and

GREAT SALE

and
fast

and warranted not
to
4*1 Inches wide. In Blue

break;
and Jet

a

_

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Bad Taste In the

at

and

“

Masons will be here, and Painters
will be here, and these goods most
be got out of the way. We hare no
room for them, and notwithstanding that these prices are less than
the goods can be manufactured for

uniiUK

Reunions.

50e a
80c
11.25
1.50
90c

The Carpenters will be here, and

A

HUV

been offset, it is understood, by a falling off
in the gross earnings of the other divisions,
particularly that of the Boston & Lowell.

Tapestry Carpet at
A BrBssels Carpet for
A Wilton Carpet for
An Axminster Carpet for

season

PTCO'C

•

That lot of 4*1 Inch All Wool,
Silk finish. Black Henriettas, that
we have sold for $1.00 and $1.14,
we huve closed the entire lot from
the Importer, of these two numbers, and shall sell

now.

A

goods

at

49 cents Her Yard.

TAKE DOWN THE SHELVING.

UA|\I

au39

Black,

Carpets,

Our Mark DownS?le still continues. Be wise. Come
and see the goods.

Buy

DRESS WOODS!

One lot of Black Imperial Serge,
11 Indies wide. In Blue nnd Jet

cut before we

b---.Positively Cured by
Little Pills.
Al
L l\w They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A per
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drews!
lees.

BLACK

are

d&w

SICK HEADACHE

BARGAINS IN

On Wilton Carpets,
On Axminster Carpets,
On Velvet Carpets,
On Extra Super Wool Carpets,
On Cotton and Wool
On Cotton Carpets,
On Hemp Carpets.

in Black and

Colored Dress
Goods.

On Tapestry Carpets,
On Brussels Carpets,

and the

useful, others are only ornamental. They are pretty to look at and don’t
cost much, so people buy them.
On one side of this circle are samples of
Down Pillows, our own manufacture. Down
Pillows are almost as popular now as Fir Pillows were a year ago. The line we are showing embraces all shapes, sizes, colors and
Pillows for Yachts, Hammocks,
prices.
Sofas and Chair Backs, covered with Silk,
Flush, Cretonne and Japanese Miniano, an
endless variety of designs and colorings.

Sarsaparilla

Specials

Dollars and Dollars

Only

who have such right?
The fact probably

28.

50c

RINES

by sufficient description the citizens

is that trusts being
largely; private affairs, private concers or
that
conceive
themselves
particularparties
ly wronffed bv their noeraton will seek to
have their grievances remedied by due course
and process of law. If the decision shall be
favorable to trusts, it will then appear that
neither Mr. Cleveland nor Mr. Blaine (as Mr.
Blaine confines himself to affirming), has
any particular right to interfere with them;
and the further contention of the Argus that
some
that right will alprivate citizens havewill
so fall to the ground.
then be in orIt
der to amend the laws in certain respects, if
that shall be the sense of the people.
If, on the other hand, the discussion shall
be adverse to trusts,the contention^! the Argus and its political allies will be sustained
as to the plaintiffs iu the supposed actions.
In either event, it is.unlikely that either Mr.
Cleveland or Mr. Blaine will be mentioned
in the decision as entitled to any measure
either of praise or of censure.
T. F. L.

Silk Plush, All Colors,

OO-

cfc
SAVE YOU

WE CAN

50 Pieces $1.50 Silk Plush,22in.wide, 98c

ALLIEN
Ilf

n Manson 6. Larrabee

'

PLUSHES and VELVETS

«. W.

V. O. B4ILIV.
mar

CLOAK AND SUIT DEPARTMENT.

Sold by all druggists. $1; six lor *6. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOP & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

Mouth, CoatedTongue,
-—
fPaln In the Side, TORPID LITER. They regulate the Bowels.
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.

CO.,

F. O. BAILEY &

A Fair Trial

inaccuracy?

1

ON

handsomely

Basque
in

TUESDAY. Sept. 4th, at 3 o’clock p. m., we
shall sell the 2'/, story brick house, stable
and carriage house; houses contains 10 finished
celrooms, bath, gas and Hebaflo water, cemented
lar, etc.; lot about 00x46 reet; this Is a desirable
terms
property and will be sold without reserve:
aug2frllw
at sale.

ma-

$10.00 PER SUIT.

Of Hood’s Sarsaparilla will convince any reasonable person that it does possess great medicinal
merit. We do net claim that every bottle will
accomplish a miracle, but we know that nearly
every bottle, taken according to directions, does
produce positive benefit. Its peculiar curative
power is shown by many remarkable cures.
“I was run down from close application to
work, but was told I had malaria and was dosed
with quinine, etc., which was useless. 1 derided
to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla amt am now feeling
strong and cheerful. 1 feel satisfied it will benefit any oue who gives it a fair trial.” W. B.
Beamish, 261 Spring str et, New York City.
“It atlords me much pleasure to recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. My health two years ago
was very poor.
My friends thought I was going
with consumption. I commenced using Hood's
took
five bottles of it, and today I
Sarsaparilla,
It
can do as hard a day’s work as I ever could.
saved me from the grave and put me on my feet
a sound, healthy man.”
Will K. D. Trihbey,
144 East Main street, Wiggnnsville, Ohio.

apr27

F. O. BAILEY & CO.. Auctioneer*.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

the word “myself” in the sentence above
cited to “any private citizen.”
Why this

14 IV.II

made from all Wool

62 years.

Hood’s

The Argus of August 16, correctly reports
Mr. Blaine as saying in his City Hall speech
that "Trusts are largely private affairs with
which neithe r Mr. Cleveland nor myself has

»»

are

m.
on

depot, containing nine rooms, besides bath rooms, each;
water closets, nice cemented cellars ; bouses In
perfect order; lot 50x180; If stormy, will be sold
first fair day at same hour, (iAKpINKH a ROBaug27d3t
ERTS, 185 Middle street.
uear

Real Estate, Rear C6 Bramhall Street.

Bowdoiuham, Aug. 10, Mrs. Elizabeth Temple, aged 67 years.
lu Bowdoinhain. Aug. 21, Levi McFaddeu, aged

72;years.

B

SHADES.

FALL

Id

lu Liucolnvillc, Aug. 29, Mrs. Nancy Heal, aged

THURSDAY, August 3(1, at o’clock p.
wooden houses, situated
ON
alblock of the
U nlon
and C streets. West Kud.

Embroidered Ladies’ Suits Penny Earned!

DEATHS
Iu this city, Aug.
Daniel and Mary J.

FOR SALE It AUdlOS.

a
8

MARRIAGES.

To the Editor of the Press:

name or

Is Better Than

AUCTIONEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY 4 CO.,

new

dilligently

two persons

AUCTION •*!.*»■

miuTi’u._

Another lot of the

For several days Coroner

taking evidence from all persons who might
have anything to say concerning the shooting, but up to this afternoon, at 5 o’clock,
when tea was taken, there was no evidence
adduced that would he considered sufficient
to justify the strong suspicions then resting
upon the prisoners.
Several witnesses saw

VKKTIAKTIK.VIN.

OPENED SATURDAY A PENNY SAVED

were

It was sincerely
hoped that the arrest of
three men. Day, Traftou aud Phillipine,
would explain everything.
The circumstances under which these men were taken
into custody justified the suspicions which

AD

Mr. Frederick

office. “Forgiven” has more distinct merit
than is perceptible in most plays of the same
tyre. Its story is told with simplicity and
directness, its scenes are carried on amid
such picturesque surroundings as never fail
to gratefully impress the eye, and bits of
comedy of a kind that invariably appeals to
a popular assemblage, alternate with pathos
that stirs with unfailing swiftness the emotions of the throng. * * *
As Jack Diamond, Mr. Brvtou appealed to the sympathies of all. lie was recalled at the end of
each act, and recalled with a heartiness and
spontaneity which were unmistakable.
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Daily Telegraph.]
the perpetrators of the coldblooded murder, which has shocked this community, up to tonight, remained in as much
doubt as on the day Mrs. Ilowe lost her life.
Who

were

NKW

MURDERERS OF MRS. HOWES.

[St. John

TO-DAY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Healing of the tick without mediclue.
Fall opening—Cornish BrtS.
John Smith, Jr., Boston—2.
Police notice—Meeting.
For sale—Two drums.
Tenement to let—2.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Rtnes Brothers—2.
Situation wanted.
For sale-Saloon.
AUCTION SALES.
Real estate rear 66 Bramhall street.

THE

personal.

Rally.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NK>'

the synonym of wealth and progress, or
whether we should try a new in derogation
of the old and destructive of the same. [Loud
applause and three cheers for the speaker.]

Brunches at

aug22

Biddeford,

Au burn,

■tockiiuid and Bun|[or.

These ptioes are only made at
Headquarters at Cor.
Pearl and Midiile Sts., Portland.
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The public
long since
of approbation upon
seal
have

placed their
the

use

of

ScurvACiiKR’s Parched Farinose,
it
supplies a want most sensibly felt by those
who are unable to enjoy a hearty meal. In
a word it Is a nourishing and sustaining ill.
ment. Of Its digestibility there Is no doubt
It is cooked in two minutes. Sold
by all

grocers.
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